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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The Chinese language is not only a major world 

language, but also a uniquely well-documented language. 

" From the iewpoint of the collection of data", as Paul 

B. Denlinger has put it, "Chinese historical linguist ics 

is a lush, tropical field."l 

Moreover, there has been in China a long tradition 

of detailed and scholarly philology2 which has served as 

a sound basis for Chinese and non-Chinese linguists in the 

twentieth century when they began to examine Chinese :from 

the standpo int of modern lingui -tics . 

The traditional Chinese philo logists were concerned 

largely with the exegesis of Old Chinese (OC) exts fro m 

h 1 . 1 . d J t e c a s~ca per~o • Their grammatical studie were 

of ten concerned with textual problems. Their phonetic 

inves igation frequently had to d o with literary rhyme 

and the udy of the \vri t ing sy st em. They \v-ere Ie ss 

intere ted in the spoken language and the language of 

d~ lects. In this century , linguists like Luo charngpeir
4 

Doong Torngher, Wang Lih9 Chao Yuen Ren) Karlg en, and 

Maspero h ave done much work on spoken language and 

dialec ts, while not neglecting the study of Old Chinese. 

Middle Chinese (Mc)5 has not been so much studied? 

particularly from the viewpoint of grammar . It is with 

Middl Chinese grammar that this thesis is concerned. 

In the development fro m OC to NC ( ew Chine 5e), 

Chin ese h as c h nged co mp ratively slowly. Many writers 

6 
have emphasised the "continui y" of the Chinese language. 

Although he mechanisms of linguist ic change are no yet 

completely understoo d , it can be speculated tha 

cuI ural and politic al homogeneity on the one hand, and 

1 



the effe t of a cons erva t i ve wri t1 ng sys tern on the other, 

have something to do with retarding change . 7 

But 1t is true that too much can be made of the 

unchang1ngness of the Chinese language, as it an be of 

Chine se h1S toryo Linguists and historians both have to 

look for the 1nteresting diversities with1n larger 

uniformlties . For the linguist , there are slgnificant 

hanges to observe in the phonology and grammar (not to 

mention vocabulary) of the MC period. There 1S qULte a 

jump between the language of the Six Dynasties prose and 

the language of Yuan drama. 

2 

Be ore gOlng any urther , let us consider the problems 

involved in the use of terms like lI s tyle", 1I1iteraryl!, 

Hc olloqulal !! , !' c lassical ll
, and lIverna ular " , 

Take firstly the study of language and languages ln 

general . We need to distinguish between (a) synchronic and 

(b) dia hronic linguistics; that is between (a) studying a 

language at one place and period, and (b) compar1ng related 

or unrelated languages at different pIa es and / or periods . 

Methodologically (a) precedes (b) , Granted that we are 

making a synchronic study of one particular language , we 

then need to c onsider the different styles of that language . 

The style of a language varies a cording 0 the status 

and requirements of the speaker (or writer - see below for 

the spoken/ wrltten language dichotomy.) Different styles 

involve grammatical, phonologi aI , and lexi al varlatLon. 

Stylisti varla ti on is clearly felt by th e speakers of a 

language ? but it 1S not so easy to descrlbe obje C" tlvely . 

One us eful analogy is to regard style 

from c asual or lnTormal to non - asual 

as a spec trum rang1ng 

8 or formal . Another 

an logy is Martin Joos' two-dimenslonal table reproduced 

by Chao ln hlS Language and Symboli Systems . 9 A th1rd 

interpretation , from a different angle , is given by Chao 
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ln hIS Grammar 0 Here be lISts elgbt 

,. t pes of dlS C ourse 0' , III the order of connectedness, from 

the more rtiflc1ally omposed to the actual bItS of spee h 

as used ln dally 11 ving" . 

Tbe dl hotomy between spoken and wrItten 1 nguage should 

be kept arefully dlstln t from the concept of style " In a 

general sense 1 wrItten langu ge tends to c ome on the formal 

end of the style spectrum, spoken language on the informal 

end But wrItten language can be informal ( s In tbe case 

o realis t i f1 tional dialogue) and spoken language can be 

bIghly formal (as in the ase of a chur b sermon) 

Wha t is tbe d Ifferen e between writ ten 1 ngu ge and 

spoken language ? In some w s writing is a transcrIptIon of 

speetb. But for two reasons 1t can ne er be an ex c t 

rans c rlption. Flrstl , no onventlonal wrLtlng s tern 

represents all tbe eatures of spee c h. In partl ular 

writing falls to reproduce stress or Intonation or el e 

merely bInts at them wlth a restricted number of punctuatIon 

marks , As a result ~ writIng develops dIfferent means to 

make up the de icien Y o Secondly , writing and speakIng often 

h d f t f t · 11 .ave 1 eren une Ions . This means that even 1f we co uld 

wrlte exa tly a s we speak, we mIght not want to 

Compil ating further the distill tlon between speecb and 

wrIting is their mutual in luen e on each other , ObVIously . 

speec h influen es wrIting . But influence in tbe opposite 

dIre tlon IS ommon , Words a qU1re "speillng pronun lations ' 

bookISh gramm tical structures are revIved In spee c h , Spee b 

Influen ed by writing IS parti ularly c ommon In a society 

lIke tbe CbInese one , where bIgh value has long been pla c ed 

1 2 
on wrItten f'ulture, 

In tbe study of an language it IS far eaSIer to 

examIne dell( ate stylist1c features 1n a language now 

spoken tban In a language at some bIstorIcal strge ? F or one 

tblng , we must rely on wrItten recordS J wltbout always being 



sure ) or even able to flnd out 9 to whdt extent a \ rIt ten 

text IS an accurate refle tlon 0 

I J per10d, 

th e spoken l "'ngua ge of 1 t s 

Turnlng agal n to Chlnese , we flnd that the dl fl e ulty 

ment10ned ln the previous paragraph IS p rtl ( ularly rue i a 1 , 

Be(ause of the n at ure of the Chinese s c rIpt ) It h~ been 

a ssumed b some that written OC may h ve been a rather 

dls t nt refle c tl on of spoken oc. Howe er there IS a majorIty 

0pInlon that n OC text su h as Mencl us does refle c t spoken 

.Q.C. more or less losely , bearlng In mind the lnherent 

14 
dlfferen es between spee h and wrlting dlS uss ed ab ove o 

But durIng the MC perIod the spoken an d wri t ten 

langua ges In reaslngly diverged , The wrltten l a nguage 

gra dually became a formalIzed lIterary l a ngu ge l b;:)sed 

mainly on Confucian texts of the middle and l ate ~ period , 

ThlS is the written langua ge now known in Chlna as wenyan 

In the West as Classl al hinese or Llterar Chinese. 

(Hen eforth I a bbreviate it 15 
as LC ,) LC is st111 to some 

ex ent In competltion with wrltten NC as a wrltten n orm 

Throughout the MC and NC perIod 1£ influene ed both the 

wr it Len dn d the spoken language. 

Let us ( onslder the dlfferences be ween LC and NC . 

settlng aSlde phonologi a l 
1 6 

one S o Th ere are lon Lderab1e 

lexica l dlf fe ren es. More importantl ~ there are e xt enSIve 

grc:lmmat il a 1 differences j involVIng sets of d1fferent 

grammati( 1 forms, Note howe ver that man of the stru ctures 

dnd fun tlons of grammatl cal forms are the same 

17 forms themselves have c hanged 

e e n If the 

l<lndlly, we should dls uss the words " vernacular' and 

olloquial 
18 

as they are used In rel a tI on to ChInese 

They a re used to refer to wrItt en and spoken C (sometlmes 

Me) In co n trast to (wrl tten) LC A negatl e deflnltion of 

" c olloquI a l (,hlnAse IS I t h a t wh 1 c his no t 11 t era ry C h 1 ne s e" 

Thl S IS the deflnItlon us e d by M.A oK " Hallld 1 n hIS '1 he 
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Language of the Chinese "Secret History of the Mo~ols": 

"The Language of the "Secret History", however, is not 

I ' li.t er ry Chinese" : this is in fact its significant feature, 

and therefore the l anguage in which it is written 1S 

desi gna ted, by opposi ti on to " literary", as "colloquial 

Chinese".19 

The Chinese term bairhuah {3J t~ corresponds to 

"colloquial Chinese", but from the view of a literary 

historian like Hu Shih
20 

can also be taken in a broader 

way to des ribe LC texts of a certain type. In my analys is , 

I shall prefer not to us e the term "colloquial" of Middle 

Chinese, since MC by definition is taken to be a spoken 

language, or the written version of it? in contrast to LC. 

After the above attempt to examine some 0 the different 

aspects of language and linguistic description , I wish to 

consider the concept of "mixed style " as applied to Chinese. 

A text of the NC (or MC) period which has many LC features 

as well as NC (or MC) one s can be des crib ed as having 

21 
" mixed style " . Let us take an example from the writing 

of modern Chinese linguists. 
22.", ~ 

Chao's Yeuyan Wennty.i ~.::;z 

can be described as written NC. Some of Leu 

Shwushiang ' s ~ -l5{ ~ articles can be described as (written) 

1&.. 2.3 But take the case of Jou Faagau I s J~ 'Yt. ~ Jonggwo 

24 ~ -r " - }./-Guuday Yeufaa ,;p)~ ~ 1\ ~fz:. ~. (I am of course considering 

Jou 's own style] not that of the numerous OC and ~ 

quotati ons whi h he gi.ves). Here we have a language whi c h , 

although basically NC 1 has many LC usages. Mucb Chinese 

writing is lIke this, varying a c ross a wide range from It pure ll 

1i9 to "pure" LC 0

25 

In the case of recent writing it is c ompara tlvely easy to 

recognize and describe those LC features whi h contribute to 

style mixture. But because of our lack of a ccurate knowledge 

about spoken MC , it is often hard to interpret wha t might 
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appear to be sty~e mixture 0 The appa rent mixture can a rIs e 

from the following rather d ifferent Clrc ums ta nces: 

(1) Some apparently ill and l&. grammatica l orms wer e 

26 
still current in spoken LQ . 

(2) There a re c ompeting forms in the s a me text in 

which case either - (2a) there is a genuine sty le mi xture 

a s described above , 27 or (2b) two different wr l tten forms 

in fac t have c ome to be pronounce d the same ) so t h a t the 

I 11 " 1 h " 28 
. f mixture 1S mere y grap 1C . 

More 0 ten than not , one can only spe ulate on whi c h 

of these circumstan ces apply . My object will be to re c ord 

such forms rather than to make definite c onc luS10ns on 

their stylisti function. 

I 
Thi.s introducti on is intended to serve as an outl i ne 

of some of the problems involved in Chinese histor1c al 

linguist ic s 0 In the next chapter , I turn to a more spe c ifl c 

dis cuss i on of the MC texts to be examined in the body of the 

thesis o 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER I 

1. Paul B. Denlinger, "Chinese Historical Linguistics: 

The Road Ahead", JAOS 81 (1961), 1-7, at p.l . 

2. For an account of Chinese traditional philology , see 

Wang Lih Y-. /l , Jonggwo Yeuyanshyue Shyy if J~ 1~-t~ r;Z 

(Peking, 1967). The work was originally published as a 

series of articles in CKYW, 1963-1964. 

3. For the term "Old Chinese" see note (5) below. 

4. In general, National Romanization will be used through-

out the thesis for transcribing Chinese characters. 

However in the case of Chinese authors like Chao Yuen 

Ren who write frequently in Western languages , I use the 

transcription which they themselves adopt. In matters 

of capitalization, solid-writing and the like, I follow 

the conventions used in Y.R. Chao, A Grammar of Spoken 

Chinese (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1968). This work is 

henceforth abbreviated as Chao, GSC. 

5 . I use the following abbreviations for stages in the 

Chinese language: OC - Old Chinese (Karlgren's " Arcb a i c 

Chinese") . MC - Middle Chinese (Karlgren i s "An ient 

Chinese"). NC - New or Modern Chinese. 

NC is used in the specialized sense of the standard 

language based on the Peking Dialect , as distlnct from 

other diale ct groups. 

I am applying Jou Faagau's Ml 5-f.. it] pe riodization , as 

given in his article "Jonggwoyeu.de tehjyr her fajaan 
;fCJ.. v 

chyngshyng" 'f J~ 1ft (;J~ tt~ '11,,1£ ~ Hi if;' , Hannshyue Luennjyi 

(Hongkong, 1964), 109-133 . Jou furth e r 

subdivides OC, MC, NC ( sba nq guuchyi , j ongguuc hyi , 

,jinndaychy;iJ:;r$.R .f~f~~{tt.J3) into three periods each 

(chyanduann, jongduann, howduann iJ1~ ifM. ;f~:tl:) . Thes e 

(continue d) 
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5 . (continued) 

6. 

could be translated as lIear1yll, II middle II and 1I 1ate il 

For each of the nine periods thus set up , he l i sts 

cfuaracteristic linguistic features . 

His subdivision of the ~ period i s as follows (his 

dates are approximate): 

Early ~ (100 - 600 A . D. ) 

Middle MQ (600 - 900 A . D. ) 

Late ~ (900 - 1200 A . D.) 

I shall abbreviate these subdivisions as ~ ) ~ , and 

LMC respectively . 

For ins tance Gau Mingkae ;t]! ~ , II Lv-enn H,cytnyeu 
~ j~ '" 

Yeufaa . de Lihshyy Jihcherngshinq ll, ,Beeijing Dahshyu~ 
~ ~ ~a ~ ~ ~g)K ,t!t 

Shyuebaw , 1955, 167 - 183. See also Takahashi Kumpei 

, Kango Keitai Bumpo Ron (Tokyo , 1963) , 

yt t& .ffJ 1/f jC ~! -Ydt 

7 . On the possible effect of social and cultural factors 

on the rate of linguistic change, see Harry Hoijer , 

" Linguistic and Cultural Change ", 455 -462 of Dell H mes 

ed a, Language in Culture and Soci~ (New York, 1964) . 

Hoijer's article was originally written in 1948 , There 

i s a useful five-page annotated bibliography . 

8 . On style in general, see Enkvist, Spencer and Gregory , 

Linguist.,!2s and Stili (London, 1964); Thomas A . Sebeok 

ed .~ Style in Lan~~ (New York and London , 1960) , 

Sebeok's book has a voluminous bibliography . 

9 . Yuen Ren Chao , Language and Symbolic System~ (Cambridge ; 

U . K. , 1968) , 129 - 30 . The table given by Chao is from 

Mart i n J oos , lI Five Clocks ", IJAL 28 9 2 (1962) 0 

10 . Chao9 GSC, 17. 
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11. See Charles F. Hockett, A Course in Modern Linguistics 

(New York, 1958), 546-9; Josef Vachek, The Linguistic 

School of Prague (Indiana University Press , Bloomington 

and London, 1966), 101-103, 110 n.9· 

12. Leonard Bloomfield, Language (London , 1967; firs e d . 

1933) 487-9; Y.R. Chao, "What is Correct Chinese ? " 9 

JAOS 81 (1961), 171-177. 

13. This helps to explain the different emphases in the 

linguistic and in the literary study of style. " There 

is basically only one study of style. Because of the 

circumstance that literature in the form of written 

text does not usually include elements of vocal 

expression, the study of literary style has come to be 

more associated with those elements of the l anguage 

which are more tangible from the text, namely d iction, 

phraseology, etc. Linguists, on the other hand, ... 

find style to depend very much upon elements of voice 

dynamics and perhaps more so than those of words and 

constructions." Chao, Language and Symboli c Systems , 

Ope cit., 128. 

14. See Bernhard Karlgren, "Excursions in Chinese Grammar" 

BOMFEA 23 (1951 ), 107-133· 

129-133. 

See especially 107-113 and 

15. Following Chao, GSC, and Chao's other works, in whic h 

he uses the abbreviation L. 

16. LC has no separate pronunciation of its own. " The same 

sentence in wenyan has as many ways of pronunciation as 

there are dialects [of modern spoken Chinese] " . (Chao, 

Mandarin Primer (Harvard University Pre ss, 1961. First 

ed. 1948), p.8. 

Th " 1 . t . t· ,,( d . i'W % ) of some e 1 erary pronuncla lons wUln .-?, ~ 

dialects (e.g. the Southern Min dialect of Lungtu) are 

( c ontinued) 
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16 . (continued) 

used in reading aloud texts in LC or ( rl.likt. ee 

Spren Egerod, The Lungtu Dialect (Copenhagen) .1956), 7L. 

Paradoxically, LC form can thus have more m, l d ern 

pronunciation than their NC cognates. num er 01- .'-i r. ' 

cases are discussed by Paul Demievi11e in his 

"Arch Isme de Prononciation en Chinois Vu1gi-il.l.e':? TP 

40 (1951), .1-59. Demievil1e's article is hence1~orUl 

referred to as Demieville, "Archaismes ll
• 

17. This point is made by Gau Mingkae and Ta.kah shi Kump pi 

in their works cited in n. (6) above. S e al'3o Chao, 

.. ., , it is in matters of grammar that the GSC, 13 : " 
greatest degree of uniformity is found among all the 

dialect s of th e Chinese language. Apart from so me nun).I' 

divergencies .•. [in word order], and apart fro m 

differences in suffixes and particle for which, ho"\o\ever, 

fairly cl.ose equivalents can be set up bet 'een dialects , 

one can say that there is practically one unive ['sal. 

Chinese grammar. Even taking wenyan into consideratinn, 

~e shall find that the only important diflerences are 

that wenyan has more free monosyllabic words and le '-i~ 

use of compounds and that its prepositional phrases )f 

loca1i ty and origin can follow instead of always 

preceding the main verb. Otherwise it has substantla11y 

the same grammatical structure as, not only the dialect 

of Peiping, but any dia1ect. 1I At many points in the 

book, Chao gives examples of basically ldentlcal 

structures in LC and NC. 

lB. Demievi11e uses the French term "vulgai n:~" (.II cont r3st 

t ) "Ii tteraire") • 

19. ;:J oi .K. lli-li l iday, The Langua.ge of' the <..lu.(tl:"';e 

Hist'n.:y d' the M(lngcls" (Ox.ford) 1959), 16. 

Lave a general di cllssion of style, speech) and 1',2:'1 t~ng. 

( C()t-l t. LD 'l.ed ) 
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19 . (contlnued) 

This work of Halliday's is henceforth re ferred to as 

"Halliday , Se .ret HistoEZ". 

20. Hu Sbih , i;~ l! ' Bairhuah Wenshyue Shyy \::J t-i;:Z f!/: 1:-. 

(Hongkong , 1959 ed.) , Author's Preface (tzybsh1uh 

) , 9 - 10 0 (The preface is d ate d 5 /6/ 192 8). 

21. For some references to mixed style , se e A .A . Dragunov 

Untersu hungen zur Grammatik der modernen cbinesis c ben 

Sprache (Berlin, 1960; original Russian editlon Mos c ow 

and Leningrad , 1952) , 224; John Lyman Bishop , The 

Colloguial Short Storx-in China (Cambridge , Mass n , 

1966) , pp . 5 , 12; Lin Taur ;j:'*- ,?t .... ' Review of Gau 

Mingkae , Hannyeu Yeufaa Luenn 

(Shanghal , 1948). Lin Taur's review is in YCHP 34 

(1948), 281 - 286 . See 285-286; Gau Mingkae , 'Tarngday 

Charnjia Yeuluh Suoojiann . de Yeufaa Cherngfen" 

YCHP 34 (1948) , 49- 84 . See pp.49-5 l • (This art i c le by 

Gau is beneforth referred to as Gau. !'Yeuluh' ) '~h' ''' ; \.. .-p 

Chinese Literature: A Histori al Introduction (New 

York , 1961) , 467; Gerty Kallgren , Studies. in 2.ung2!£l~ 

Colloguial Chinese as Revealed in Chu Hils Ts'u~shE 

( Stockholm , 1958), 6-,7. (Henceforth r eferred to as 

Kallgr en) Studies.) 

A Chinese expression for style mixture 1S "bannwen 

bannbair" ¥- z 1- s . 

22 , Y.R. Chao , Yeuyan Wenntyi "'$~ ~ f~ ~ (Taiwan , 1959) n 

The colloquial nature of the writing 1S to be explained 

both by Cbao's preference for su h a written st le , and 

by tbe fact that the book originally onsist ed of a 

lecture series . 

23, Leu Sbwushiang g. i'A., ;:.:tJl , Hannyeu Yeufaa Luennwen-

the art 1C Ie 
( ontlnu d) 
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23. (continued) 

pp.59-68 . Leu's work is henceforth referred to as 

Luennwen-jyi. 

~ \Y ~ 24. Jou Faagau }~~ /~ I~ , Jonggwo Guuday Yeufaa 

i;f J~ -;i; -1\. tfi ~ (Taipei, three vol s. to dat e; 

Part I, 1961; Part II, 196 2; Part III, 1959). 

Henceforth referred to as Jou I, Jou II and Jou III 

respectively. 

25. "Pure" is not an exact term to use, since in practice 

even the most colloquial text might have some literary 

features as well. 

26. For example, yeu .ljif in the Me of the Buddhist yeuluh 

(as a preposition). 

27· For instance, the use of both du and jie 
rt.. 
tJ (in the 

meaning "all") in the yeuluh. 

28. A possible example is the alternation in the yeuluh of 

t syygeh Jlt 00 and j ehgeh l! 00 
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CHAPTER II 

THE TEXTS 

One of the most significant results of the Buddhist 

J1 conquestli of' China was its influence on literary form and 

style , Literary historians have traced the Buddhist role in 

the development of prose fiction . Linguists have been 

interested in the colloquial aspects of' the Buddhist works, 

many of which displayed ~ features at a time when Literary 

Chinese had become firmly establ~hed as a written medium, 

whether in the form of the elaborate, metri c ally regular 

parallel prose (pyanwen ) popular during the Six 

Dynasties period, or of the guuwen 1i .i:::. style propagated 

in 
1 

the eighth century and later . 

Buddhist translation literature first appeared at the 

beginning of the MC period , and grew in an in .rea sing flood 

2 
from the third century onwards. In his Bair3~ah Wensh~~ 

fa ~ir ;l~ It ' Hu Shih discusses the impact of this 

literature 0 He lists a number of reasons for the new 

literary orms: 

(1) The current EYanwen style would not suit the new 

Buddhist material . 

(2) The early foreign translators found it easier not 

to write in the pyanwen style . 

(3) Many of the translators ' Chinese assistants were 

from the uneducated lower classes and thus unable to write 

in the f'ormal upper class style . 

(4) By their very nature , religious texts are 

co erned Wlth communic a tion rather than ornamentation , with 

easy understandlng rather than "guuyea" 1; f[! 3 

To thlS could be added a fifth fa tor: many of the 

early translations were made by groups of people , whereby an 

oral translation would be agreed on first and then written 

down (se e Zur cher ~ Buddhist Conguest , e og o 202 - 204) . 
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This Six Dynasty translation literature has been drawn 

upon by linguists such as Jou Faagau and Ota Tatsuo I"-..i£l~*-

in their historical grammars to illustrate EMC 

4 
grammatical change. 

However it cannot be claimed that literature of this 

type refle ts a Middle Chinese strikingly different from OC 

or the newly established LC. Nor can this be said of the 

poetry of the succeeding Tarng period, although once again 

there are many individual MC features. Jou Faagau points 

out that " the Chyuan Tarn~!:!y b- ~ 1:-4 /3:.- Jri ~ \I con tains more 

[COlloquial ] material than the Chyuan Tar~_Wen ~ 19 -Z II 

He briefly mentions examples from Bor Jiuyih 13 ,% IP, Harn 

Yuh , and Leou Tzongyuan 5 6ta Tatsuo 

and Wang Lih ~;& give many examples of MC usages from 

6 Tarng poetry. In the seventh century novelette Youshian 

Ku ~ 1J.. Iii ' the verse sections contain MC elements, 

while the prose parts are written almost entirely in LC . 7 

The earlier Buddhist translation literature may well 

have had some influence on the Tarng poets' choice of 

colloquial forms , especially in the case of writers such as 

Bor Jiuyih who were interested in Buddhism.
S 

Even opponents 

of Buddhism like Harn Yuh must have been acquainted wi th 

some of the translation literature. In fac t Harn Yuh, in 

his guuwen 1.1.:t.. movement, aimed at a prose style which 

(like the Buddhist style) emphasized simplicity and lack 

.. 
of ornament 0 But the means he us ed to this end - going back 

to the OC classics - was different . 9 

It is not until the later period of the Tarng, and the 

early Sonq, that we find prose that is more colloquial: in 

two forms which are each blends of both Buddhist and Chinese 

culture, the biannwen 

10 
of the Charn or Zen 

, and the ~uluh t-t 4:j.2 

school of Buddhism . 

The biannwen , found at Duenhwang and dating from the 

eighth to tenth centuries,ll have often been described as 
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showing colloquial features . "The biannwen were the popular 

literature of the Tarng and the Five Dynas t ies; in t hem is 

preserved much material in the vernacular (koouyeu 1:1 ~ ) 

of the time .,, 12 Works have been published deali ng with the 

vocabulary of the biannwenlJ which would help greatly i n a 

systematic grammatical study of the biannwen , but t ha t s t udy 

still remains to be carried out . 

For over fifty years , the early yeul~Q of t h e Cha rn 

Buddhists have been known as early examples of c olloquial 

~riting - of texts representing , to some degree , MC rathe r 

than Le . To them (rather than to the biannwen) has been 

applied the description "Mandarin colloquial texts ", 14 

although not every writer has regarded them - as did Maspero 

'in 1914 - as " les plus anciens ouvrages contenant des 

passages de langue par1~e que j ' aie rencontr~s " . 1 5 

It is hard to make a final judgement as to whe t her the 

biannwen or the yeu1uh are the earlier examples of 

colloquial writing . Such a judgement depends both on t he 

degree of " colloquialness " - both types of wr iting vary in 

style between OC and LC - and on an a c curate da t ing of t he 

texts conc erned . Some of the colloqui al ~uluh r e c ord the 

sayings of Charn priests of the ninth c ent urY 7 but in the ir 

present form date from one or more genera t ions late r . Even 

if it is possible to speculate that they accurat ely repre sent 
I 

the MC of the time of the ninth c entury mas t e r s , it i s ha r d 

to prove that this was so. These t exts , i n t he i r pre sent 

forms , may have been written in tenth or elevent h c entury MC . 

Some of them exist in editions compiled ev en la t er , in Chin a 

and Japan . Although such editions may be fai thfully b a s e d on 

earlier edi t i ons extant at the time , it would be wrong (as 

Demi~ville and 5ta have pointed out)16 to rega rd t hem 

unquestioningly as examples of Tarng and Sonq c olloquial 

writing . 
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However , many writers have regarded the early yeuluh as 

useful and valuable examples of Middle Chinese usage . The 

pioneering study was by Henri Maspero in his 1914 article, 

"Sur quelques textes anciens de chinois parle", BEFEO 14,4, 

1_3617 (henceforth cited as: Maspero, "Textes " ) . Maspero 

studied five texts in detail, and alluded to others. In 

the forties, Leu Shwushiang made a number of references to 

the yeuluh in various linguistic t ' 1 18 ar lC es. Gau Mingkae 

also referred to them, and in 1948 published an article in 

which he described four additional texts: "Tarngday 

Charnj ia yeul uh suoo j iann de yeufaa cherngfenn" Jtf 1\ 1-If. :6( 

"t! kt f(T ~~ C1j t ·t;k J~ p"; YCHP 34, 49-84, wi th brief English 

summary 316-7. Gau's article is henceforth cited as: Gau, 

"Yeuluh" .19 

In 1951 , Paul Demieville made a somewhat critical 

reference to Gau's 
, ',' 20 "Yeuluh" ln "Archalsmes". Mentions -

in general brief - of Maspero's and Gau's articles and the 

works they described were made by Y.R. Chao (1947, 1948 ); 

Gerty Kallgren, 6ta Tatsuo, Iriya Yoshi taka ~!:J:.... A.. .1J 
Wang Lih L Jv (all 1958); Halliday, Jou Faagau 

Jou Faagau (1963); Waley (1964); and Hatano Taro 

Two opposite and extreme views on the nature of the 

y£uluh were put by ChIen Shou-Yi and Paul Kratochvil, 

, 22 ~ , respectlvely. ChIen refers to them as 'the unadorned 

verbatim records of sayings in the vernacular". On the 

other hand, Kratochvil (referring probably both to the 

biannwen and the yeuluh) writes: "There are literary 

pieces within the realm of popular literature written in 

what is claimed to be a close reflection of the language of 

as early as the T'ang period, but •.• they are written in a 

way which makes them almost useless as documents of the 

language . The authors of most of them had had some 
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, , 
traditional education which included training in wenyan, 

and as there had been no other generally recognized norm of 

writing, their style is a mixture of wenyan and 

unsystematic attempts to render the [spoken ] language." 

Of the writers mentioned above, Demieville, Ota , Jou 

(1963), and Waley all oppose an over-early dating for those 

yeuluh which are based on the sayings of the ninth century 

Charn masters. They rejected the view of Maspero and Gau 

that these texts should be considered as authentically 

ninth-century works. 

The term yeuluh is a useful descriptive label for a 

compilation of a Charn master's dialogues and lectures (it 

was later applied also to Taoist and Neo-Confucianist works 

of the same genre). The yeuluh were written down by direct 

or indirect disciples, often after the master's own death. 

They often include brief prefatory and concluding 

biographical summaries. The predominance of dialogue and 

reported speech must have provided one of the impetuses 

away from LC tradition. " Also it is ' possible that 

disciples took notes during the lectures and that direct 

transcription had an effect on the written style . (This 

would be partly analogous to the group translations 

mentioned above, Chapter II, p .13.) The important histories 

of the Charn School, starting with the Tzuutarn~! ;;-.11.'f. 

~ (952) and the Jiingder Chwandeng Luh (completed 1004, 

published 1011) 1: it, 1~ 'l1:$~ are essentially collections 

of various different yeuluh, gathered together, arranged 

chronologically according to Charn lines of descent, and 

supplemented with other material~3 Linguistically, these 

works share the same style as the yeuluh , and are equally 

important as grammatical source material. Moreover, their 

dating is less controversial than in the case of some of 

the individual yeuluh, and they thus provide relatively 

stable guide-lines for textual comparison,24 
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Although ~uluh (Japanese goroku) is a useful and 

general l y-accepted term, it must be admitted that its use is 

somewhat anachronistic when applied to the earlier examples 

of the form. The term d id not come into use until the late 

Tarng-Wuuday perio d , when many of the earlier works were 

renamed from simple luh A* (or equivalents) to yeuluh . 25 

One early term was yeuyaw ~: ~ : see Chwandeng Luh , T . 5 1 , 

293b25ff . , where what is now known as the Hwangboh Shan 

Duannjih Charnshy Chwanshin Faayaw Jr: ~ l!!t rfl;/-f %f 
1 ~ .". ,I} .!i> b h J.t lou' I "I.. ~ is referred to simply as the Hwang 0 Yeuyow~, 

The series of short works generally now known together as 

Shernhuey Yeuluh 11 I.~ t:-~t(dating from round the latter 

part of the eighth century) were not originally so called : 

the title was first applied by t wentieth century scholars 

when they were rediscovering the texts.
26 

Finally - before examining in detail the text - histories 

of the yeul uh described by Maspero - I wish to mention and 

tentatively cast doubt on one of the standard definitions 

of yeuluh (quoted in identical form in both Tsyrhae ~~ W-
and Jongwen Dahtsyrdean r 5<.. *-- I~f- ~ ) . According 

to the defini tion , the compilers of the first yeuluh 

used a comparati vely non-LC style b cause they were 

A, ria ~" t. Jlunski lled in the literary style" (bu tong yu wen ,,/ ~ . 

). However many of the Charn monks were lighly literate 

men who had di sciples in the highest social and cultural 

milieu. Yampolsky points out (speaking of the early ninth 
J. :fl .1'0 

~ ;iJ~ 4'W :f,rg, ) %, /1b 
/ .. ,U I'll "'~ that even in Hueyneng' s century Liowtzuu Tarnjing 

doctrine of direct trans mis sion there is room for numerous 

learned references to traditional Buddhist s c riptures 2 7 

More over, as Yoshikawa Koj iro .:/i- "I .$)t "/{/1 says in hi s book 

on Yuan /~ drama , in a survey of the de velopment towards 

verna c ular literature up to the Yuan, it is by no means a 

simple thing to introduce innovations on the basis of an 



entrenched writing system. It requires literate 

inventiveness to find ways of writing hitherto unwritten 

28 language. 

The yeuluh literature of the Charn Buddhists was 

certainly one of several important currents of colloquial 

writing which led ultimately to the written vernacular of 
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the Yuan and later dynasties. Even Sonq Neo-Confucianists 

such as Ju Shi may have undergone some influence from 

their Buddhist rivals in the formation of the prose style of 

the Neo-Confucian yeuluh. Galen Eugene Sargent has listed 

some of the Buddhist texts known to Ju Shi; they included a 

number of Charn texts. 29 

Below is a description of the five works studied in 

Maspero's "Textes ll and in the present thesis. The sources 

for the following account (apart from the editions of the 

five yeuluh themselves) were: Maspero, "Texte s"; Miura 

and Sasaki, Zen Dust; Ui Hakuju 'f =rt fs ~ , Z enshu Shi 

Kenkyu ;f~ ~ t..-171 '£ (3 vol s; Tokyo, 1939-1943); Komazawa 

Daigaku Toshokan ,~~1~1(~I~~ftg, Shinsan Zenseki Mokuroku 

~t l- r-f ~~ 13~:f (Tokyo, 1962 ); Wilhelm Gundert transl., 

Bi-yan-lu, 2 vols to date (Munchen, 1960, 1967) . Gundert's 

work i s cited henceforth as Gundert, BYL . For the 

abbreviations T., ZZ, and Tokyo Trip. see Bibliography of 

Primary Sources. 

Jennjou Linjih Hueyjaw Charnshy Yeuluh, 

This work contains sermons, dialogues, and 

bibliographical material 
t; \,;t~ 'i, -}; 

fj"rz lj=J .:tX ~ (810/815- 866) . 

disciple Sanshenq Hueyran 

concerning Linjih Yihshyuan 

It was compiled by Linjih's 
fI #. 1]1:' 

~ X~" , .. ,\ (n.d.) and revised 

by another disciple Shinghuah Tswenjeang 

(830-888). The date of the first publication is unknown~ 

however some passages in Linjih Luh are very similar to the 

CDL sections on Linjih (T.51, 290a-291a; 446c-447a). The 
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Tianshenq Goangdeng Luh (TG~) 

material on Linjih which is almost exactly the same in 

wording as the Linjih Luh, although having a different 

section arrangement. (TGL is in ZZ, 2B:8 , 4-5. The se ction 

on Linjih is 8,5,342Ab-352Ba). 

Linjih Luh was published in 1120, and was included 

(probably by the end of the Sonq) in the Syhj ia Yeuluh 

\!E ~ t~ &~ , on which see Zen Dust, 406-407; Sargent, 

op.cit., 13. Linjih Luh was also included in the Shiuhkai 

Guutzuensuh Yeuyaw ( 1238) and its 

successor the Chorngke Guutzuensuh Yeuluh 1t ] 
11 --....!-.:k. :;.;~ 

~I i "'f ~a ~ a !!r< 
also known as the Guutzuensuh Yeuluh 1; * ~~ UA1< 

and hencefo rth abbrevia ted as GY). 

Four modern editions of L i njih Luh we re used for the 

present study: 

(a) Jiuann 4-5 of GY: Tokyo Trip. 34 Ol!$;-) 4, 72b-81b. 

No annotation. 

Some textual variants given. This is 

t he edition usually referred to in this thes is and is cited 

as LJL. 

( c ) Rinzairoku 

(Tokyo, 1957; fi rst e d. 1935). Includes some annotation 

kambun transliteration; free Japanese translation; brief 

index of sub jec t rna tt er and proper names. Cited henceforth 

as Asahina, Rinzai r oku. 

..<-, ..... ;. a'- .. Jri JiA, 
Kunchu Rinzairoku :,1 r;;: ".~~ /J"f 13'-r- , ed. Yanagida Seizan 

I.~ '/10 I ( ~ :!E- J.J..\ Kyoto, 1960). Includes copious annotation; 

kambun translitera t ion (but no free Japanese translation, 

exc ept a s far as it is given in individual notes ); 

substantial index of subject matter, proper names, grammatical 

and lexic C4. i te ms • 

glowing review of Yanagida' s edition. It is henceforth 

cited a s Yanagida, Rinzairoku. Re£erence is made to page 

number, section number, and note number. In the original 
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the notes are not numbered: I have assigne d t h e m numbers 

f o r the sake o f convenience. 

Hwangboh Shan Duannjih Charnshy Chwanshin Faayaw 

-:&: ~ L4 ~r rtf 11 ff;r 11}- I~\ U ~ , al s 0 known as 

Chwanshin Faayaw 1t I~' ;,i ~ . 
Hwangboh Duannjih Charnshy Woanling Luh 

~ ~ ~(T 1% rtf- ~f fL P~Ji* 
Luh yt rl !liR. 

, also known as Wo a n ling 

Both of these works record the words - se rmons and 

dialogues - of Hwangboh Shiy unn (d . c . 850). The 

c ompilation of both is attributed to the h igh T arng official 

;;. 1~ 
Peir S hiou (7 9 7~870) who was associ a ted wi t h Bu ddhis m a nd 

with Hwangboh. Chwanshin Faayaw has a preface in P ei r' s 

n ame, dated 857. It is, however, possible t h at oth er students 

o f t h e master wrote th e Woanling Luh, and p erhaps a l so the 

Chwanshin Faayaw. 

I n 1048, Woanling Luh was add e d to t h e section a bout 

Hwang b oh in CDL. In the t hirteenth c entury , most of Woanling 

Lu h an d t he se c ond half of Chwanshin Faayaw were inc l u d ed in 

717 ,-07...l-~ r~ GY. Bo t h works we re included in the Syhjia Ye ul u h l~ :q<..,~tZ !j:f. 

'ivo a n ling Luh exists in two v e r s ions . The GY version 

((~ b e low) is about twice as long a s the Ming version which 

forms t h e basis of the (.£) and c.~J edi t ion s . Apart from a 

few short sections unique to it, the Ming v ersio n i s the 

s ame as the first half of the GY version. In this thesis, 

re f ere n c e is made princ ipally to the longer version, ~. 

Modern editions: 

Chwanshin Faay aw 1f I\",j,.\ ;J;. ~ 

C~) Tokyo Trip. 34 (~) 4, 24a- 2 7a. No annotation. 

(~) T.48 , 379c -384a. Some textual vari a n ts given. Thi s is 

t h e edition r e ferred to in this thesis, and is cited as CF . 

Ui Hakuju' s edi tion (De nshin Hoyo 1!/J I ~' ~i ~ , Tokyo, 

1 93 6 ) was n o t a c cessible for the present stu d y. 
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Woanling Luh 

(~ ) Jiuann 3 of GY ~ Tokyo Trip . No 

a nnot ation . Cited as WL. 

(~ ) Tokyo Tri~ . 34 (~~) 4, 27b~29b. No annotation o 

(£) T . 48 , 384a- 387b. Some textual v ariants giv n. 

JawJ..2u Jenjih Charns hy Yeuluh 

known a s Jawjou Yeuluh 

This wo r k , t h e longest of the five, c ontains s rmons, 

dialogu s , poetry, and biographical ma terial, which all 

c onc ern J awjou Tsorngsheen t/j ')0)0/ 4:1:... t~ (778 ,- 897) , Miura 

and Sasaki ( Zen Dust, 344-345) reject the at tribution 

( a cc e p te d by Maspero) to a supposed di sciple of Jawjou 9 

.< ;-1 Wenyeuan A... ~ However they surmise that t h e work wa s in 

c irc ulat ion by t he end of t he tenth century . I t wa S included 

in t h e Guutzue n suh Ye uyaw and late r 

in GY ( 1 267). 

Mod ern edi tions g 

(~) Jiuann 13- 14 of GY: Tokyo Trip. 34 (~~) 5? 9b- 2 0 b. o 

a nn t a ion. 

(b) Joshu Ze n j i Goroku ~ ')+1 *!f. /it ~{- 4i 9 ed. Suzuki 

Dais tsu ,t} t -t:...;fit and Akizuki Ryllinin it.. Ii it PIt (Kyot 0 9 

1966$ first ed . Kamakura, 1962). Inc ludes introduction~ some 

te tual v ariants; kambun transli teration (but no fre 

J apanese translation); substantial ind ex of subj .c t matt r~ 

prope r n am s, so me grammati cal and lexical items, a table 

comparing par allel pas sages in Jawjou Yeuluh ~ TTJ , and CIlLo 

This is t h e edition r ferred to in the thesis; it i s c ite d 

hencefort h a s JJY . 

.iii ~ L..J.~ -:t. Parng Jiu hyh Yeuluh life. ;;; ~ /:.; /!.!j' • 

This work i s i n three jiuann: t he fir st is mainl y pro se 

(dialogues and biography); t he second and t h e third a re 

entirel y p oetry. The work concerns the layman Parng Yunn 

~ no exa c t dates are known for him , ut he wa s 
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active in the period c.785-806. He studied under both 
.~ 

Maatzuu Dawyih ~~ ;f.JlJJ!. - (709-788) and Shyrtour Shichian 

iG ~ -1f l{. (700-790). (Compare the section on Parng in 

TTJ, 99a16-b24.) 

The compilation of the Parng Jiushyh Yeuluh is 

attributed to Parng's friend Yu Dyi t 8~ (d. 818), a fellow 

official and Charn devotee. 

About a third of the material of the first jiuann is 

found (arranged in a different order) in the Tzongmen 

Toongyaw ~t: f9 t1fL.. $ (llJJ), and in the IJ20 recension of 

th t k th T T Sh ' uh' . I~ ;3j .i .. 'lit. ,!f;> -t).::~ -ti, a wor, e zongmen oongyaw 1 JYl ~. I ~~ ~~, 

The latter work, henceforth cited as TTS, is found in Tokyo 

Trip. JJ (~) 9-10. The TTS section on Parng Yunn is 

Tokyo Trip. JJ (~) 9, 9Jb-96a. 

However, the first complete surviving edition of 

Parng Jiushyh Yeuluh did not appear until 16J7. 

In the present thesis, only the first jiuann is 

examined in detail. Only one modern edition was used, 

cited henceforth as PJY : ZZ 2A: 25, 1, 28Aa-41Ba. Thi s 

edition has no annotation, and - unlike the texts 

previously described - is unpunctuated except for Japanese 

I 

kunten ;f/'1 

The texts described above, which form the corpus to be 

described below, are taken to represent Late MC, and may 

well also reflect features of Middle MC. Waley's opinion 

on the language of TTJ is as follows: "The language of Lhe 

book is the type of (late 8th century?) colloquial that was 

apparently the lingua franca of the Zen monasteries and is 

the medium in which Zen discourses were recorded lor 

centuries to come." He also surmises that the considerable 

differences between this "lingua franca" and the language 

of the Duenhwang texts is due to regional factors. "This 

may be because the latter reflects the north-western dialect 

(including tl~t or Chiang-an) whereas Zen language refle c ts 



the language of the south and south-east, where the Zen 

30 sect was strongest. If 

In the c hapters below, th term MC refers, unless 

otherwise stated~ only to the five texts in the ~orpus. 

Finally~ mention should be made of the length (in 

characters) of each of the texts. This is shown in the 

t able below, toge ther wi th three appro ximate percentages to 

facilitate frequency comparisons. The figures for PJY 

refer to the first jiuann only . The WL figures exclude the 

last 138 characters, which are found also at the end of CF~ 

I have preferred not to count the same passage twice. 

LJL CF IvL JJY PJY 

Length : total number 
or characters 14,561 6,369 9,147 20,979 lj,659 

0.3% ( approximation) 44 19 27 63 14 
0.2% (approximation) 29 13 18 1J2 9 
0.1% ( approximation) 15 6 9 21 5 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER II 

1. Another aspect of the Buddhist conquest was its effect 

on traditional philology, in helping to foster the study 

of tones and rhymes. See Jou Faagau, "Fwojiaw dongchwan 

duey Jonggwo Inyunnshyue jy Yiingsheang" 

jJ if ~ { ~ yt ::t:....-fj ~ , Jonggwo Fwojiaw Shyy 

Luennjyi rf /~ 1+ ~l.. ~"tG;i J1- ,775-808. See also 

R. H. van Gulik, -'-S-=i:....:d'-'d::..:h:..::..;..:a..=m:....::_---"-'A:.=.n=--..cE=s-=s-=a.:...y'--..::.o-=..n=---t.::..;h=.=e--=H-=..l=.· .::;s:....:t:....:o:....:r,-,y"'---=0c.::...f 

Sanskrit Studies in China and Japan (Nagpur, 1956). 

2. See Erik Zurcher, The Buddhist Conquest of China , 2 vols. 

( Le ide n, 19 59 ) • 

J. Bairhuah Wenshyue Shyy (cited above, Chapter I, note 20) 

p.114 . (The translation here and hen ceforth is my own 

unless stated to the contrary.) 

In Europe, too, religious texts were amongst the first 

to use elements of the vernacular languages, as a more 

communicative alternative to Latin , the prevailing 

literary language. For this point , see Erich Auerbach , 

transl. by Ralph Manheim, Literary Language and its 

Public in Late Latin Antiquity and in the Middle Ages 

(London, 1965), 281-2. 

4. For instance, JOU III, 115; Ota Tatsuo 

Chugokugo Rekishi Bumpo ~ JI~ ~~)~ .~~ ~~(Tokyo 1958) _ _ _ rl B!..l 11 rz .c.:. 'J.... A... ,/'1.;. , , 

244. (Henceforth cited as Ota , Bumpo). 

5. Jou Faagau, "Jonggwoyeu de tehjyr ... • " tfJ!l1-t~t3IfJ..-'l1~ 

(cited above , Chapter I, note 5) , p . 127. 

6. Ota, Bumpo, passim; Wang Lih :£ jJ Hannyeu Shyygao; 

i:t ..J-:%. r:k /~ 

~*- ~ti ~ 1?~ , vol.2 (jongtseh ar.mt ), (Peking , 1958), 

passim. (The second work is henceforth cited as Wang , 

Shyygao) . 

7. See Arthur Wa ley, "Co lloquial in the Yu-hs ien k' u II , 

BSOAS 29 (1966), 559-565, at p.565. (continued) 
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7. (cDn t inu ed ) 

Verse forms by their nature are on the one hand more 

restricted than literary prose forms (by the need for 

metre and/or rhyme), but on the other hand less 

restricted in that they appeal more to the ear of the 

reader than does literary prose, and therefore often 

need to use colloquial and vivid language in an 

innovatory way. On the comparable development of 

vernacular verse in Europe, see Auerbach (op. cit. , 

note 3 above), 277. 

8. Arthur \Valey, The Life and Times of Po Chu-i (London , 

1949), e.g . 97-100. 

9. For a different view of Harn Yuh's prose style see Duh 

Jonqling ;f-±' 1'., ft, "Liuehluenn Harn Yuh de shumiann 

yeuyan yeu dangshyr koouyeu de guanshih" ~-t~ f4Jtt: aj 

4"- ,;-, -k~ ~ Ni1 I~ 11:!j:. .-7 ~~ (;1 fJ ~fl 1%~ -¥li r;y ,., r2 rZ ~ Ifl "/ \I ~ 17 '. 'J ~,~ 
, Yeuyan Yan,jiow 

, vol.4 (October, 1959) , 55-63 . 

10. The Japanese term "Zen" is the most widely-used 

form of the word in the \Vest. I prefer to use the 

Chinese form in discussing Chinese texts. 

11. Only some of the biannwen MSS are dated clearly. Those 

which are thus dated are from the tenth century. The 

dates refer not to the date of composition but to the 

date of copying. (Arthur Waley, Ballads and Stories 

from Tun- huang (London, 1960), 244.) 

12 J L ' 'h .l~ ,lb, ~ D h B' T h 'h • eang 1.1 orng 1Pt 1'1 )~.t!l' uen wang 1annwen zy y1. 

Tongshyh, jt j:1 ~ :;t ~ 1,{ i@. tf (revised edition , 

Shanghai , 1960), Preface, p.2. Cf. , al so \Valey , 

Ballads and Stories from Tun-huang , op. cit . , 239. 

13. For instance, Jeang Liihorng, op. cit.; Iriya Yoshitaka 

"A.. '1... 1'<.. ~ , 'Tonka Hembun Shlt' Ko~oi Sakuin 1:t f1. 
11:.*-Jt t::1t~t.g.'t''#:~1 (Kyoto,19 6l) . Jeang's work 

(continued) 
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13. (continued) 

gives detailed comments on the vocabulary; Iriya's is 

an index of colloquial features, without commentary. 

These works are cited henceforth as Jeang, Tongshyh ; 

Iriya, BWJ Index. 

14 . Chao Yuen Ren, Mandarin Primer (Cambridge, Ma ss., 1961), 

page 9. (First edition, 1948). 

15. Henri Maspero, IISur quelques textes anciens de c hinois 

parle ll
, BEFEO 14, 4 (1914), 1-36, at p. 2. Henceforth 

cited as Maspero, ,IITextes ll
• 

16 . Demieville, IIArchalsmes ll , 17, n. 2; Ota, Bumpo, 410. 

17. I am not aware of any European scholars before Maspero 

who appreciated the linguistic interest of the yeuluh. 

In China and Japan, the yeuluh had long been of 

philologic al interest, but perhaps had not been regarded 

as forerunners of bairhuah. Maspero's immediate 

predecessor was Chavannes, who in his series in T'oung 

Pao , "Inscriptions et Pieces de Chancellerie Chinoise de 

llEpoque Mongole ll (1904-5, 1908) had des c ribed the 

colloquial style of the Yuan. (He was more interested 

in the historical than the linguistic aspe ct s of the 

texts.) On page one of IITextes ll , Maspe ro a c knowle dges 

Chavanne I S work. 

Maspero was at that time stationed in Hanoi studying in 

particular Buddhism and linguistics, and the c ombination 

bore fruit in the article of 1914. 

At least twice in later writing, Ma s pero referred back 

to his 1914 article. In his pre face to Ting- Ming Tchen's 

Etude Phonetique des Parti c ules de l a Langue Chinoise~ 

Mas pero s a ys that although it had been "fairly easyll to 

recognize the general features of the late Tarng s p oken 

language , all efforts to penetrate further back into the 

spoken language had failed. (P.III). 

In his artic le "Le Chinois" (publi shed afte r hi s death) 

for the new edition of Meillet and Cohen, eds ., Le s 

( continued) 
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17. (continued) 

Langues du Monde (Paris, 1952), he writes : li La langue 

Parlee est connue par des textes ecrits depuis 1e VIII
e 

siec1e de notre ere: des cette e poque, e11e etait 

presque exactement ce qu'e11e est aujourd'hui ." (P.601). 

18. Leu, Luennwen-jyi; e,g, L.injih Luh 

p .89. 

19 . Gau referred to the ~u1uh again afterwards : for 

instance in his article "Yeufaa Tzarshyh" i-t- }~ ;ffi t~ 

YCHP 40 (June, 1951), 89-129, at pp. 90-1 . 

20. IiArchalsmes ", 17 , fn.2. 

2 1 . Chao, Cantonese Primer (Cambridge, Mass. , 194 7) , p.7; 

(then in Mandarin Primer (1948), p.8); Ka11gren , Studies , 

e . g . 5; 5ta , Bump~, 410-413; Iriya, "Kanzanshi Kanki" 

->-.Jr. fh dZ 
';1 'F7 ';'t" THGH 28 (March, 1958), 81- 138 , at 1 2 8; 

Wang, Shyygao, e.g. 293; Halliday , Secret History , 1 23; 

Jou III, e.g. 112; Jou, "Jonggwoyeu de Tehjyr ..• ,11 

(cited above in Chapter I, note 5), p.127; Wa1ey, RBS 4 , 

no.685; Hatano, "S a iron Shijishi ISha l - Chin Jibun Shi 

IKinjishi "Sha " Teki Raigen' Dokugo ll
, 

·'Lt" - Jlt ~fz x. (\ rif[ 1& .t:3 ,J, i~ ((It" (;J~ ~ ;JtJ t'f ~ 
Nihon Chugoku Gakkai Ho, 17 (1965) 183-199 . 

22. Chien , Chinese Literature (New York, 1961) ,368; 

Kratochvil , The Chinese Language Today (London, 1968) 722. 

23. Henceforth abbreviated as TTJ and CDL, respecti vely . I 

refer to the Taisho Tripitaka ( = T.) version of CDL : 

T.51 , 196b - 467a. For the TTJ , I refer to the text in 

Hyos~ng Cho Myong- gi Paksa Hwagap kiny~n Pu1gyo sahak 

nonc h' onti JJ~ tjXI~~J1tf~..r-t tfi~i~1!f4~~,~t1i-f< 
(Seoul , 1965) . I did not have acess to Yanagida 

.fAt) 1~1 7{a I Seizan's ~, ~ ~ ~ five -volume mimeographed edition 

of TTJ (Kyoto , nd . ). It is this edition to whi c h 5ta 

(continued) 
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23 . (continued) 

Tatsuo refers in hi s 'Soda Shu' Kogo Goi Sakuin 

(Kyoto , 196 2)9 henceforth 

cited as Ota, TTJ Index. E a c h one page of the Seoul 

edition corres pond s exactly to six pages of Yanagida ' s 

edition. 

On TTJ , see also Arthur Waley ' s p osthumously- publi s hed 

a rtic l e "A Sung Colloquial Story fro m the Tsu-t ' ang Chi ", 

AM 1 4, 2 (1969) , 2 42-246; Ota Tatsuo, Zhungguo Lidai 

Kouywen If 1~1 /f.1~ r-z tfi;t (Tokyo , 1957) , 1 20 - 1 2 9 

(henceforth cite d as Ota, Kouywen). TTJ is ci ted 

frequent l y in Ot a , Bumpa. 

24. No de tail e d co mparison is attempted here; however so me 

reference is made to TTJ and CDL parallel passages. 

ompare the remarks on parallel pass age s in Chap ter III. 

A c omplete grammatical stud y of TTJ and CDL would be 

a rduous but rewarding. 

25. Co mpare Demieville' s remarks on the term yeuluh . p .7 of 

tl Deux do cuments de Touen-houang sur le dhyana c hinoi s ll 

(see Bibliograph y of Secondary Sources for fuller details) , 

2 6 0 For lucid a ccounts of the current state of Shernhue 

studies, Philip B. Yampolsky , Th e Platfor m Sutra of the 

Sixth Patriarc h (New York, 1 967), 24-25; Isshu Miura and 

Ruth Fuller Sasaki, Zen Dus t (N w York, 1 966), J92~J96. 

The lat ter work , whi c h is p articularl useful bec ause of 

its l ong section on Charn bibliography, is henc eforth 

c i ed a s Miura and S a s aki, Zen Dus t. 

270 Yampolsky , o p . c iL , 111 - 112 . 

2 8 . Yoshikawa Koj ira ~ /1) ~ .>k,. til , Gen Zatsug nkyu 

(Tokyo , 1954 ; first ed 1948) , 3 96. 



29. Galen Eugene Sargent, "T c hou Hi c ontre Ie Bouddhis m D 

Melang s publies par L'Institut des Hautes Etudes 

30 

Chinoises 1 (1957)? 1 - 156. On the general d v l opment 

of the vernacular wri tten language down to the Yuan) 

see al so Yoshikawa , op.cit.~ Igor de Rachewiltz ~ ~Some 

Remarks on the Language Problem in Yuan China II , Journal 

of the Oriental Society of Australia, Vol.5, Nos . l a nd 

2 (De ember , 1967) , 65 - 80 . 

JO o Arthur Waley, IIA Sung Colloquial Story from the Tsu

t' ang Chi ", AM 14, 2 (1969), 242-246, at p .24J, 
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CHAPTER III 

GRAMMATICAL INTRODUCTION 

In their studies of the yeuluh, Maspero and 

Gau Mingkae \vere concerned to describe only those 

elemen ts of grammar which they regarded as colloquial. 

They did not try to analyze the grammar of the texts as 

1 
whole s. 

The object of this thesis is to give a more 

comprehensive description of all "listable" word 

classes, using this term in the sense of Y.R. Chao a nd 

2 
Jou Faagau. The corpus to be described includes mo s t of 

the material studied by Maspero, but not the second and 

third ,i iuann of PJY. Originally it was intended to study 

Gau 's material as well, but this intention was 

abandoned because of the doubtfulness of Gau's corpus 

in r egard to text history. In fact, the . languag e 

described by Gau does seem very similar to that of the 

five texts studied here, notwithstanding the remarks of 

- 3 ota Tatsuo . 

A thorough study of the l a nguage of the yeuluh 

might be mode lled on Halliday's Secret History, which is 

in many ways the most elaborate analysis yet undert a ken 

of a single Chinese text. Although mainly concerned 

with grammar (in the traditional sense of "morphology 

and synt ax") , Halliday has considerable material on 

"Lexis" (Chapter VIr) and "Phonology and Transcription" 

(Chapter VIII ). No attempt is made in this thesis t o 

deal with either " lexis" (that is, the open class of 

unli stable words) or with phonology~, 

There is a s mall a mount of rhymed material in the 

corpus under study which might permit some phonological 

investigation; in the absence of that, the standard 



transcriptions of MC, such as those of Karlgren or 

Pulleyblank~ could have been used. However 7 there 

seemed no point in such. a transcription not ba ed 

directly on the ma terial under examination. The 

tran cription used by Karlgren and some of his pupils 

(including Kallgren) for literary Chinese in general, 

is mainly a device for use when characters cannot be 

printed along ide. That problem doe s not arise here o 

Chinese and Japanese scholars can and do ci te 

grammatical material from any period without committing 

themselves a to the phonology. Western scholars of 

Chinese grammar have also often used C tr nscriptions, 

even in dis cussing the language of earlier periodso In 

this thesis, discussion could be undertaken almost 

entirely without transcription, if it were not for the 

typologi al convenience of citing forms in romanization, 

and of indicating sentence divisions and other 

information in the romanized version. Hence I have 

risked the anachronism of using G oye~ 

transcription • 

The absence of phonological discus sion and of an 

exact MC transcription is not meant to undervalue the 

role of phonology in grammatical studies. It i ~ 

however y the fact that Chinese lends itself, by it 

nature 9 to a grammatical analysis with little reference 

4 
to morphophonemics. The traditional writing system to 

so me extent compels such an approach; but the script 

does reflect to a considerable degree the linguistic 

facts. Hocketti s words concerning general linguistics 

are particularly applicable to Chinese: " In 

gramm tical study we are concerned wi h morphemes and 

their arrangements 9 but not, save in an ancillary way~ 

with the phonemic shapes which represent mo rphemeso "S 
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What is the purpose or studying the grammar of a 

closed corpus, such as the group of texts here 

considered? One purpose is to account convincingly for 

the forms used in the corpus, considered purely by 

themselves. Apart from any other objections to this as 

a sole approach, there is the difficulty of statistical 

inadequacy. Unless the corpus is very large, there 

simply will not be enough information in it to solve 

many of the grammatical problems. Moreover, it will be 

hard to decide whether such and such a form is regular 

in the language, because there may be only a few random 

example s of it. 

There are at least three other purposes behind a 

study such as the present one: firstly, to facilitate 

understanding of other texts of the same period; 

secondly, to enable comparison with earlier and later 

periods of the language in question; and thirdly, as 

some contribution to the difficult but interesting topic 

of universal grammar. In the third case, "universal 

grammar" should at least include an attempt at a single 

grammar ror anyone language throughout its recorded 

history; and at most can contribute to a single grammar 

for all natural languages. 

It may not be possible, or desirable, to study a 

closed text completely without reference to other 

periods or the same language, or to some theory of 

general linguistics. Even Halliday, takes into a c count 

NC and Modern Cantonese, although his grammar (Secret 

History) is otherwise notable for its strict appli c ation 

of internal criteria, for which he was criticised by 

6 
Waley and Langendoen. 

George A. Kennedy deliberately began his study of 

the grammar of Menc ius as if he was breaking a code; 

but even this fruitful demonstration depended on taking 



for gran ed traditional divisions b sed on paragraphs 

and Chinese full ops. Not many pages after he 

beginning of hi s udy , Kenne dy began to t ke into 

a c c oun meani g] n t merely frequency and rela lve 

. l' n. 7 
POS1 

Pre uming that the S uden a l ea t par ly under-

34 

s ·and an MC ex) hi under anding o f th e meaning and 

he grammar c an develop side by side. Any s udy of 

his or i c al ex s ake plac e wi hout appeal to the 

" feeling of he na ive " whic h so much as i t he 

understanding of present~day languages. As a subs i u e, 

help c an be gained from parallel pa sages wi hin the 

co rpus and in 0 her ex s which cover he same material . 

Moreov er the opinions of later grammarians nd 

translor are valuabl e. 
8 

In the case of the five exts under study here, 

here are parallel pa sage for a number of e c ions in 

he c orpus. P rallel passages 1n 0 her te 5 hould be 

expec ed 0 includ con ex s and en enc es which are 

largely .l.milar; in the referenc es made be l W 0 TT J 1 

he use 0 he erm iP parallel 

p s age ' impl ies tha he con e in these la er tex ·s 

is imilar toha of he co pus unde 
9 

s udy. The 

differenc es and similari ies whic h appear af er 

e amination o f parallel passages of en prov ide 

con iderable help in gramma i c al ana lysis. 

Iriya shiaka has cri i c ised Jang ShiangYs use 

10 
of parall el passages in his S~=Tsy =Cheu. The grea 

d nger in e use of parallel passages is ha he 

pa sages be1ng co mpared may in fac t use di£feren 

gramma t i (' a 1 means expre s a meaning ·which i generally 

he arne. Al erna .l. ely, the par a ll el passage may 

provide more r les de ails, or e v en confl i c ting 

inf r ma ion. Howev er. used ·!.Vi h c au ion, para llel 

pas ages d o provide meaningful insigh . • 
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A number of gramma rians have covered or touched on 

Middle Chinese grammar~ there a r the three g n ral 

hist oric al grammars of Wang Lih, Jou Faagau, and Ota 

Tatsuo,ll the last of which is p articularly u ful 

bec a use of its wide r ange of carefully chos n sour e 

material , and be c ause it provides Ja panese transl a tions 

for all its example s. Then t h ere are ref rences in 

s p ecialized studies by Chinese l inguists such a s Gau, 

Leu, J ang, Jeang Liihorng and Liou Shyhru ; by Japan se 

schola rs such a s 6ta, Shimura, Uchida, Iriya , Yoshikawa, 

a n d Hatano; and finally b y Western scholars such a s 

Maspe r o , Karlgren 9 Kallgren , Demievill , Hallida y, 

Crump and D 
1 2 

w. 

In the analysis whic h fo llows , the grammatical 

model use d is broadl y phrase struc ture grammar, b a s d 

large l y on Hallida y ' s Secret History and Chao ' s GSC. 

Th p rincipal rival approac h is that of trans ormational-

g n rative grammar 0 This a pproach has so ar be n 

appl ied mainl y to the stud of present-day languag So 

It d pends even more than older gra.mmati cal models on 

t h e possib il i ty of eliciting large numbers 0 l'we1l_ 

formed" s ntences from informants . 14 It is thus 

13 

particularly difficult to appl y generative grammar to a 

fair l y short c l osed corpu s . The present thesi does not 

a ttemp t a gen r a tive analysis 9 a nd may uff r somewhat 

fro m wha t Sandra Annear Thompson has call d ijt. he 

c ons ricting assump ions of a c lassificatory model of 

des crip tion Jl (.-hg 45 (1969),439) . 

The MC texts c a.n be divid d into sueces 'ively 

s maller units (sent nee, c laus, phras , and c hara c ter) . 

Ea c h unit c an be assign d to particular . lasses. The 

grammar c onsists in identifying th units and c lasses, 

enumera ting the members of a c h c Ia s, and e plaining 

t h e structures in which h e forms occur. 



The Chinese script permits simple identification 

only of the smallest unit: the character. Identificat-

ion of the larger units is based partly on some of the 

forms which occur only in certain positions, such as 

final particles; but mainly on a consideration of the 

meaning of the text, with the aid of the punctuation 

and interpretation supplied by later commentators. 

In the next chapter, an overall description will be 

given of MC clause and sentence structure, as it appears 

in the texts under study. In Chapter V, verb structure 

is treated; in Chapter VI, noun structure; and in 

Chapter VII, adverbs and particles are treated. Chapter 

VIII consists of a comparison between MC (as described 

in this thesis) and ENC (as described in Halliday's 

Secr~~o:ry) • 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER III 

1. For instance, in his section on preposit ions, Gau 

states his intention of quoting "only those usages 

which differ from .,guuwen t..::Z.." (II Yeuluh", 62). 

Ota ' s TTJ Index, Iriya ' s BWJ Index, and Kallgren's 

Studies are examples of the same type of 

selectiveness. 

2. Chao, GSC, 496-497; Jou Faagau ("Fa-kao Chou n ), 

"Word Classes in Classical Chinese" , pp.594-598 of 

Proceedings of the Ninth International Congress of 

Linguist s 1962 (The Hague, 1964). 

3. Ota, Bump;, 410, 413. In a general dis cussion of 

the problems of linguistic source material, 6ta 

singles out Gau ' s treatment ("Yeuluh", 63) of daa.:tr 

as preposition in MC. Ota points out that the 

example given by Gau comes from a badly-authenticated 

text : he denies that daa as preposition coul d be 

regarded - on the strength of an isolated example in 

such a text - as a feature of MC. Ota's general 

point seems valid, although he does not rerer to 

the earlier section of his own book (Bump;, 252 ) 

where th earliest example given of daa as preposition 

is taken from a text of as early as the Sonq-Yuan 

period. Apart from isolated points such as this one, 

the language of the texts des crib d by Gau is very 

much the same as that of the texts describ d in th 

present thesis . 

See Chapter VI, n . 5 for a mention of Demieville's 

perhaps unjustified criticism of Gau's sources on the 

grounds of their range of second- and third-person 

pronouns. 



4 . Tha is, es p eciall y in the as€' of'MC and NC . Of 

course morphophonemi cs has a some what gr ater 

imp ortance in OC grammar . 
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5. Charles F. Ho c kett, A Course in Modern Linguisti c s 

(N w York, 1958) , 147. Even in Ha lliday ' s Se c ret 

History , t h e grammati cal des c ri p tion is presented 

almost without reference It save in an anc illar wa y " 

(e.g. p.123 on negatives and interrogat i ves) to the 

phonological d escription. 

6. Pp. 525-527 of Arthur Waley , ItNotes on the Yuan- ch Ia o 

p i-shih" , BSOAS 23 , 3 (1960), 523-529; D. Terence 

Langendoen, The Lon don School of' Linguistics 

(Cambridg , Ma ss ., 1968), 66. 

7. Kenned y, " Word - c lasses in Classical Ch inese ll : 

pp. 323-433 of' Tien-yi Li e d., Selected Works of 

Georg A. Kennedy (New Haven , 196 4 ). The arti c l 

wa s originall y pub lished in a shorter form in Wennti 9 

(April, 1956) . 

8. Parallel pa ssages and grammatical works are dis c us s ed 

in the text of Chapter III . Some referenc e will be 

made in this note to tra nslations from the yeuluh, 

of whi c h there a re very f'e w apart from short e xtra c ts. 

Compare also Ruth Fuller Sasaki, itA Bibliography of 

Trans lat ions of Zen (Chlan) Works", Philosophy East 

and Wes t 10, 3 / 4 (1960-61), 149-166, where Mrs Sasaki 

laments the paucity and. low quality of Char n 

transla tions in general. 

Complete translations of texts in th pres nt c orpus : 

LJL: J apanese transl a tion b y Asahina Sogenif.J~Hii~~r;6t_ 

(R1nzairoku) described above in Chap ter II. 

CF and WL g English translation b y John Blof eld, The 

Z n Tea ching 0 Huang Po (London, 1958). 

( c ontinu.ed) 
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8. (continued) 

In Chap ter II, mention wa s made of complet kambun 

versions of LJL, JJY, and PJY. At best these can 

onl y be regarded as II semi-transla tions " from 

Chinese into Japanese, although still very useful 

for the student. 

Numbers of - usually brief - e tracts from the 

present corpus and other MC Charn texts have been 

translated into English, French, and German. 

of these translations can be found in the 

Some 

Bibliography of Secondary Sources under Chan; de Bary; 

Demie v ille; Dumoulin; Gernet, Lu; Miura and Sasaki~ 

Suzuki; Suzuki, Fromm and De Mart ino; Waley; Wu Chi-yu; 

John C.H . Wu; Yampolsky. 

Wilhelm Gundert's masterly BYL must be singled out 

for special mention. His careful German transl a tion 

and voluminous notes and commentary provide much help 

in the linguistic study of the yeuluh, even though 

Gundert himself is more concerned with the philosophy 

rather than the grammar o~ Charn. 

9. For these abbreviations, see Chapter II and th 

Bibliography of Primary Sources. TGL par allel 

passages are used for comparison with LJL only~ 

TTS parallel passages are used for PJY onl y ; TTJ, 

CDL and BYL parallel passages are all us d for LJL, 

JJY, and PJY. In the case of JJY, no detailed page 

referen e is given for the parallel passages, since 

the Suzuki/Akizuki edition inc orporates its own 

parallel passage table, to whi c h re erence can 

easily be made. 

10 . Pp .1 42-144 of Iriya Yoshi taka A 5t. ~ ,~ I [R view of 

Jang Shiang, Shy-Tsyr-Cheu], Chugoku Bungaku HO 1 

(1954), 137-156. 
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11. Wang, Shyygao; Jou I, II, III; 6ta, Bump D. Jou's 

work covers ma inl y OC, but sometimes also EMC and MMC. 

1 2. For fuller details, see the Bib l iography of Secondary 

Sources. 

13. However , as examples of stimulating generative 

treatments of hist orical and diachronic syntax, see 

Robin T. Lakoff, Abstract Synt ax and La tin 

Complement a tion (Cambridge , Mass ., 1968); E . Closs, 

" Dia chronic Synt ax and Generative Grammar", .1..g 41 . 

14 . See p.194 of A .C. Graham, "Some Ba i Problems of 

Classical Chinese Syntax", AM 14 , 2 (1969), 1 92-216. 



CHAPTER IV 

CLAUSE AND SENTENCE STRUCTURE 

In this c hapter a brief survey is given of MC c lause 

and sentence structure, and of the parts of s pee ch used in 

the description, with their abbreviations. Ref'erences are 

made to the relevant sections in the following three 

chap ters : for example, 7.12 refers to the twelfth 

numbered section in Chapter VII. 

A few examples are given in this chapter, and cross-

reference is made to some examples in later chapters. 

Within each of the three following chapters, the examples 

are numbered consecutively: Ex. 5:25 refers, for instance, 

to the 25th numbered example in Chapter V. Numbered 

examples are almost always complete clauses or complete 

sentences. 

Examples are cited both in romanization and in 

characters. The conventions for each form of citation are 

described below. 

Romanization : 

Marking of boundaries: 

Context of s entence: 

II 

I 

1 = Section boundary 

Sentence boundary 

/ = Clause boundary 

Unmarked = narrative 

I! I! = dialogue (direct 
speech) 

I! It III! = sermon (direct 
s pe ech) 

2 

Quotation marks outside sentence or clause boundaries 

indicate that the preceding (or following) clause or 

clauses are part of the same passage of dire ct s p eech. 

Quotation marks inside sentence or c lause boundaries 

indicate the beginning (or end) of the passage of direct 

spe ech. 
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Quotes from poe ms are marked : (verse) . In a few 

cases passages are c ited whi c h are t h e mse l ves quo tations 

from earlier works , previous to the yeuluh, and I t hen 

identify them as s uch . 

on yan .~ in 7. 11) .3 

(Se e, for example, the section 

(3) Other conventions: Hyphens are u se d (a) to link 

elements of the noun group (6.1, 6 . 6) , and (b) to l ink 

free verbs to loll owing complements and postverbs. 

Compound word s are written solid. Capitals are used (a) 

for sent e n ces-initial l etters (a"luxury" notation, since 

the beginning of a sen tence i s already marked by II or I); 

and (b) for proper names. Colons are used at the end of 

c lauses introducing dire ct spe ech. 

( .. . ) indicate omissions. 

Charac te rs 

Re p eated lull-stops 

The Chinese characters are g i ven together with the 

punctuation used in the parti c ular e di tion cited . 

Although such punctuation re presents la ter ditoria1 

opinion, i t provides assistance in problems of segmentation 

into c lause s and sentences and may legitimately be drawn 

upon . LJL , CF, and "~ have full- stops onl y (0). For 

~JY, Suzuki a n d Akizuki give full-stops, commas, and 

quotation ma r k s (r,). The kambun transliterations given 

by Suzuki and Akizuki (and in Asahina's and Yanagi d a ' s 

e ditions of Linjih Luh) provid e full er Western- style 

punctua tion, such a s question marks . Al though I ha v e 

drawn on these versions as aid s to interpr tation, 

information from the m is not included in the citation of 

c ha racters in the thesis. 

PJY has no punctuation : 

are cited . 

for it, t he c harac ters alone 

MC clauses are of t wo basic types ~ 

and non- verba l c lauses. 

verbal c lauses, 
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Verbal clauses h ave the following basic structure. 

(Abbr eviations are discussed below; brackets indicate 

optional elements) C~J (.!i) II(.! ) ::z. (.!i) Cy~) C£). 

The first .!i is the subject (abbreviated as S); the 

() d
. 4 second N is the object a , or lnary or cognate . 

The par t of the c l ause to the right of II is the 

predicate (p). 

In addition to this, there are clauses with two 

subjects (Sl, S2); and clauses with two objects; (a) 

indirect and dire ct objects after double-object verbs; 

(b) ordinary object plus cognate object. 

A free adverb (Af); bound adverb (a); series of adverbs. 

(For Af, see 7.2; for~, see 7.1; for adv erb series, 

see 7.5. Bound adverbs are subdivided into preverbal 

adverb (apr), final adverb (afi), and conjunctive 

adverb C~ .. .£E.). 

N free noun (Nf), including pronoun (NEE) and quasi -

pronoun ; noun group; or noun phrase. 

(Cross references: Npn, 6.1, 6.5 . 1 , 6.5.3 ; quasi-

pronoun, 6.5.2; noun group, ~~, 6.6-6.9 ; noun 

phrase , 6.1 . The noun group is a struc ture containing 

auxiliary noun (nau), postpositive noun (npo) , or 

de termina tive noun (ndt). Determinativ e nouns are 

further subdivided into d emonstrative determinatives 

(nd) and numeral determinatives (nn)) . 

V free verb (Vf), including classificatory verb (Ve l) 

and think verb (Vth); or verb phrase. For Vc l , see X , 

n . 3 ; for Vth , see 5 . 9, 5.9~. 

The verb phrase is a structure c ontaini n g one or 

more of the fol l owing bound verbs in addition t o t he 

central free verb : 

preposition 

link v erb 

auxiliary verb 

vp (5 . 8) 

vI (5 09 . 1) 

vau (5 . 10) 



v (cont I d) 

complement 

posposi tive verb 

vc (5.12 ) 

vpo (5 . 11) 
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Included in the verb phrase may be (1) objects 

of~, v I , vpo . (2) adverbs between the bound ve rbs 

and the free verb. 

ve endverb 

final particle (7.9, 7.11, 7.12) 

Non-verbal clauses are of two sub - types 

(a) S P non-verbal clauses. 

(b) minor clauses. 

(a) S P non-verbal clauses are sometimes of the form (Nl) 

(A) N2 (~~ ) . N2 can be an interrogative expression : 

e.g. the second sentence of LJL 505blS-19 : /Gueishan biann 

wenn : /"Hwangboh shyshiong duoshao - jonq"j Shy yun : jllChibae -

jonqllj Gueishan then asked : "How many followers does 

Hwangboh have?" Linjih replied : "Seven hundred , lI 

o ;Jt ~ i~ f.:J " ~ ~ tftp y,-, j ~-~ " at ~" XJ 1i !K 0 

Sometimes instead of N2 there may be one of a s p ecial type 

of A which can occur predi cative ly : e , g . yeuma J!jl /-R , 
"" Jh 

tzuohmasheng 17= ifil1:' (7 .3). For an exampl e, see Ex . 5 :2S. 

(b) Minor clauses consist of a single ~ functioning as 

question, answer , vocative, or exclamation . Minor c lause 

questions and answers could be derived transformationally 

from verbal clauses. 

Example of minor clause question: CF 3S0c17 : 

IIlIjHer guhj" ll 1;q t-t.. "Why? II See LJL 505blS-19 ( c ited 

abov~ for an example of minor clause answer . 
-J: 

See JJY 6 . 6 , 74 . S for examples of shiongdih 1u ~ 
"Brothers !lI as vocativ e minor c lause , See the section on 

sheng !:E in 7 . 11 for examples of exclamatory minor c lauses. 

See also the discus sion of jeh .i!.. (6 , 7 . 1) . 



A special type of exclamatory minor clause has 

reduplicated li. 5 E.g. LJL 503b15-l6, 18, 27 : !"Tzeir 

Compare also JJY 3 . 9 , 86.9. 
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This reduplication could be interpreted equally as well as 

one or as two minor clauses. 

Clauses can be divided according to function into 

three groups: (1) Main clauses, or free clauses; 

(2) Subordinate clauses, or bound clauses; (3) Embedded 

clauses. 

(1) A main clause may function alone as a complete 

simple sentence, or it may follow one or more other clauses 

(main or subordinate), forming with them a compound 

sentence. A main clause is normally unmarked; but it may 

be marked by a conjunctive adverb (7.1) and / or a final 

particle (7 . 9, 7.11, 7.12). 

(2) A subordinate clause is always marked as such by the 

presence of apr and / or afi (7.1). A subordinate clause is 

normally followed by another clause or clauses and does 

not form a simple sentence by itself . 6 

(3) An embedded clause may function as subject or obje c t 

of another clause, and is sometimes marked by parti c les 

dii ~ /1\ (7 .10). ArJ- important type of unmarked 

embedded clause is the clause object after a think verb 

(5.9, 5 . 9.2 , 7 . 12). 

An important sub-category is a clause (or c lauses) 

embedded as object of a think verb such as yun ~ 

preceding (quoted) direct speech. Such cases are treated 

(for the sake of convenience) as separate sentenc es and 

marked by sentence boundaries . 

An embedded c lause may function attribut i ve l y before 

N and may be marked by particles dii A or 12:: ..:i(, (7 , 10). 



NOTES TO CHAPTER IV 

1. Section boundaries are based partly on the 

divisions made by Asahina and Yanagida (for LJL) , 

by Blofeld (for CF and WL), by Suzuki (for JJY); 

and partly on the section indications in the T . , 

Tokyo Trip., and ZZ editions (which show a new 

section by beginning a new line). Except in the 

case of the longer sermons in LJL, CF, and WL , 

each section is fairly short, and the change from 

section to section is usually clearly marked by a 

change of speakers or of subject matter. 

2. IISermon" includes mainly the direct speech in 

sections which begin with a phrase such as 

fiShy nae yun :1 ~tp 73 ~ "The Master then said: \I 
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(e.g. LJL 497a29). However a "sermon ll is sometimes 

initiated by a question leading not to a dialogue , 

as normally happens, but to a long reply without 

further interruption from the questioner (e . g o 

WL 69a15) . 

J. Quotations from earlier works have not been exc luded 

from the corpus. They are almost always taken from 

Buddhist works of the MMC period and share most of 

their linguistic features with those of the rest of 

the corpus. The reverse is not true : the quotations 

from earlier works lack such typical yeuluh 

features as the interrogative pronoun sherma 1~J~ 

4. A cognate object is normally a noun group of the 

structure nn N or nn nau occurring after a verb 

which never takes an ordinary object; or as a second 

object after a transitive verb with an ordinary 

object. (See 6.8.2 and 6 .8. 4) 0 



5. Reduplication is an important formative pro c ess in MC, 

as in NC. See 5 . 6, 5.7 on verb and verbal clause 

reduplication; 6.2 on distributive reduplicate nouns; 

7.3 on adverb reduplication. 

6. Clauses of the form IWey ...... (guh)/~ ..... #.t 
IIBecause • • • 11 occur sometimes as subordinate 

clauses, sometimes as main clauses functioning as 

simple sentences. For the former, see Ex. 5 : 35, 

Ex. 5 : 37. For the latter, see JJY 25.8. 
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CHAPTER V 

VERB STRUCTURE 

5.1 The maximum verb form consists of several layers 

around a nucleus. The nucleus itself is a free verb (Vf), 

either simple or compound; or a classificatory verb (Vc). 

Then, on either side of the nucleus, can be a bound verb, 

1 
respectively auxiliary verb and complement. 

5 . 2 The structure is then vau-Vf-vc. To that can be 

added a further layer of bound verbs of different types: 

(1) before the nucleus, prepositive verb plus N; where 

prepositive verb has two different types, (la) preposition 

and (lb) link verb 
2 (vI) . 

After the nucleus; (2a) endverb (ve) which can follow 

an intervening noun, and is thus different from vc; 

(2b) postverb (vpo) with an object, forming a "postpositive 

complex group" (Halliday, Secret History, 104). 2A Of these 

only ~ is capable of occurring with a potential/resultative 

der form. 

5.3 Examples of combinations of bound verbs: 

Ex. 5.1: / •• • ~ vp ~ VFf LJL 500cl 

o 1\ ElI: -!: ffl I~ 1: a "/woo yaw gonq eel shangliangf" 

"I want to discuss (something) with you. II 

Ex . 5.2 f ... ~ ~ Vf vpo N" : JJY 80.2-3 

f"Nii buh der huann tzuoh huoof" 

"You should not call it fir e." 

5.4 Free verbs are either simple (monosyllabic) or compound 

(bisyllabic).3 An exwnple of the latter is shangliang 

("to discuss, consult") in Ex. 5:1 above. 

Another example is the commonly occurring liibay 1! 1f 
"to bow" 

4 
(e.g. LJL 504a12). However, most free verbs in 

the MC of the yeuluh are simple - i.e. monosyllabic. 
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Some of the bisyllabic verbs (especially those ending 

in der 1~ ) could be analyzed either as compound or free 

verbs, or as monosyllabic free verbs plus ~. One test is 

frequency of occurrence. In a transformational grammar of 

a modern language, separability could be used as a 

criterion: the ability (in the case of NC) to insert 

particles Ie J ' guoh .i& ' der q~ , etc. In MC, however, 

on the one hand, leau J has not yet developed completely 

as a verbal suffix; and on the other hand, the forms with 

der occur too rarely in our sample to help provide complete 

paradigms of all occurring verbs. It is only rarely that a 

set of minimal pairs occurs in the same context (see also 

Ex. 5:64), as in the section LJL 499b17-19 where juangyan ~i 

Jt is used twice as a (compound) free verb, and twice as 

a verb consisting of free verb plus vpo der 

for example 

Ex. 5:3 LJL 499bIS-19: ";4ruoh jiaw ta juangyan / yih-

chieh-wuh jyi juangyan-der;4" • .;G 

"If you make it ornamented, 

everything else can be ornamented." 

5.5 There is some class overlap between nouns and verbs -

more exactly, the same character is used for two different 

word-classes, which mayor may not be regarded as forming 

the "same word" in two different functions. Verbs can 

function as subjects and objects - that is to say, they 

can be nominalized. 

Examples of nominalization: 

LJL 499cl2 : "";4Shin ruoh yeou yih/ ..• "" 

"If there are differences in the mind, .• " 

LJL 499cl3 : "";4Shin buh yih guh/jyi ..•. ,L"" 

o I~\ 7f, ~ -t~ 0 1,P "Because the mind is not differentia ted, 

therefore .••. ". (Yih is verb in 5:5, object noun in 5:4.) 

Ex. 5:6 LJL 497a7 "" rHuey yeu buh huey doulai shyh 

tsuoh;41! " o -t- ~ /f.. -t'- ~r ?f:.- .Jt ~ <) "Understanding 
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and misIDlderstanding are both mistakes." (Here the word 

tsuoh in postverba1 position could likewise be regarded 

as a verb nomina1ized into an object~ 

5.6 Verb reduplication of various types occurs. One type 

is AVAV. 

Ex. 5: 7 LJL 496c6 

"Tell me quickly ! " Another type is VV. 

Ex. 5: 8 LJL 504c24-25 : .;." J eh-hann 1ai-1ai chiuh":: ~ 

chiuh/yeou sherma 1eauchyi"';' o.Q y~ 1=- t. -t -if 16 1+ fit. "1 j~j 

"This fellow keeps corning and go ing back and forwards -

will there be no end to it ?" 

Ex . 5:9 LJL 496c11 : "';'\-ley jenqjiuh jee kann kann"';' 

" ;t, -tif-1$. :# 1J ~ I> "\-lhoever has not yet come to this 

realization should try to perceive it." (WU, Golden Age, 

198) .5 

5.7 A-not~A question forms do not occur - but there are 

transitional examples in indirect questions (see Chapter 

7.12) which are forerunners of such forms . 

Ex. 5:10 LJL 500a29 : "" /kann nii shyh buh shyhf" " 

(J ~ I~ 1~ /f, ~ . " ... see if you IDlderstand it or not." 

5.8 Prepositions 

Below is a list of MC prepositions, with sample 

translations. Prepositions with no indication of text 

occur in all five texts. Brackets after the other 

prepositions indicate the texts in which they occur. 

Asterisks indicate occasional use without object. 

* shianq fa] "to, at" 

duey ft "to, at" (LJL WL JJ:~) 
yu ;t} , f "to" 

* jff yeu "to, wi th, for" 

* IGl " ( together) (LJL PJY) torng with" WL J ,]Y 

* * " ( tog ether) (LJL PJY) gonq with" WL JJY 

tzay ;(i. "at" 

tsorng ~ 1- "fro m" 

tzyh 1§1 "from" (LJL CF WL JJY) 



* yii 

* in 

jiang*5
A ;tt 

baa .:(e:. 
* bey ;f</~ 

naejyh 

jyh 

tzuoh 

* swei 

woang 

daw 

Ex. 5:11 

~e;jJ 

~ 
1t 
~I j; 
-t!L 
1ft !"\!),, 

~ 
~.t 

~~ 

"with" 

"becaus e of" 

"on the basis 
oflt 

"with" 

"with!! 

It by It (Eng1 ish 
.. passive)6 

Itfor, because 
of" 

" inc1 uding, 
even" 

II to" 

"as" 

"according to" 

"according to" 

"based on" 

"to" 

lito" 
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(cf. 6.5 .J on insherma 
and inher) 

(LJL WL JJY PJY) 

(cf. 6 .5.J on weysherma . • 
See also 7.1 on wey as 
adverb.) --

(LJL 

(LJL 

(LJL 

WL 

WL 

WL 

WL 

JJY) 

JJY) 

JJ'f) 

LJL 50Jb6 : fShy 1airyh yow torng Puuhuah fuh 

j aif 0 ~'fJ *- l~ A. I~ -% 1--t., -itt ~<: () II The next day, Linj ih 

again attended a maigre feast with Puuhuah." 

Ex. 5:12 PJY JlAa2 f"Luh tsorng sherma chuh chiuh?"f 

"Where do es the road come from?" 

Ex. 5:lJ WL 69bl "" fGuh jy yihchieh-ju-faa j ie .Y.£.!:!. 

shin tzawfll II 0 tz ~a j;1J -p;f{ 71 ~~ rlJ I~~ 1t 0 Hence we 

know that all the various dharma are created by the mind. 1I 

Ex. 5:14 JJY 11.1 fllRuher der buh bey ju-shinq 

-<1 ,11' :Ji- ~;;;\j 1 
huoh ll f r -irz 11..f~;r:;f</)(.. '%/f;J t"L-~\ lIHow does one manage not 

to be deluded by the various states?1I 

For examples of yu, see Ex. 6:18 for yeu, see 

Ex. 6:40 , Ex. 6:51 ; for gonq, see Ex. 5:1; for tzay, 

see Ex. 5:19; for yii, see Ex. 5: ·6 4 ; for jiang, see ------
Ex. 6: 34 , Ex . 6 :62 ; for shinq, see Ex. 6: 2 7 . 
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5.9 Liw< Verbs and Think Verbs 

Link verbs (vl) and think verbs (vth) are a class of 

verbs which share in common the feature of occurring as Vl 

in a •• Vl (N) V2 . . structure. The structure as a whole is 

interpreted as one clause (but not as a clause with 

preposition as described in 5 . 8, or as two separate clauses 

with verbal expressions in series). 

The difference between the two classes of link verb 

and think verb is seen from the differing interpretation of 

the V2 .. in the structure: in the case of link verbs, the 

V2 . .. can be taken as predicate after ~ as subject (while 

~ simultaneously functions as object of ~) - hence 

Malmqvist ' s and Chao's use of the term "pivotal" 

construction; in the case of "think verbs" (to use Chao's 

term), (~~~ can be taken as a (S)P object (clause 

obj ect") to~, similar in many ways to the occurrence of 

quoted direct speech after yun A 

etc. 7 
iue \"3 , wenn raj, 

In MC and NC, there is some overlap between (1) link 

verbs and (2) think verbs. For NC, compare Chao's examples 

(GSC, 127) 

(1) \{oo ting.jiannota chanq de heen hao. 

" " " ta " " " " 

"I (can) hear him singing well" (i.e., with my own ears) 

"I hear that he sings well" (i.e., but I haven't yet 
verified it). 

For MC, compare the following examples: 

Ex. 5:15 LJL 505b27 (1) /jiann hershanq kann jingf 

" .•• saw a monk reading a sutra." 

Ex. 5:16 LJL 500a18 (2) IIlIfWoO jiann ju-faa kong 

liAs I see it, all 

dharma are devoid of characteristics. II 

There is a parallel English distinction between 

(1) link verbs; (2) think verbs; (3) verbs preceding or 



following quoted direct speech. For example: 

(1) He told John to come. 

(2) He told us John was coming. 

(3) II John is co mingll, he told us. 

5.9.1 Link Verbs 

Below is a list of MC link verbs. All of the link 
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verbs below are found in LJL and JJY; occurrences elsewhere 

are indicated in brackets. Asterisks mark link verbs which 

sometimes occur without an intervening noun. 

* -;~ chiing ,;.. flaskfl ( all three) 

* ~ (none ) chii flbeg fl 

* ~ ( PJY) yaw II want II CF 

* JfYi yuann flwantfl ( CF ) 

* A linq 
-Z 

"order fl ( all three) 

* 1= ....... minq ifF lIorder fl ( all three) 

* jiaw itt.. fI make II ( all three) 

farn~ ../iii flhinder ll (none 8 ) 

* ~t sheu " allow fl ( CF ) 

chiuann i/J II advise" ( none ) 

huann u{. flcan, tell ll ( PJY) 

* ~w jiann fI see II ( CF PJY) 

* ~ yeou II ther e is ~ who/which fl ( all three) 

* who/which fl ( three) wu ~ "there is no N all 

der ~~ ~ 
"get ( someone) toll ( PJY) 

wen &l flhear fl ( none ) 

yuh \,~ "meet" ( none ) 

----day 4t "wait for" ( all threel 
(cf. M 

shyh It lIit is N who/which" ( all three 

Examples of Link Verbs 

Ex. 5:17 JJY 12.8 : f"Chiing hershanq dar huah .ll f 

r tt ;fl'! l{j ~ t1; 0 l flI ask you to answer", - II Please answer." 

LJL 504a17 : f"Genq yaw dih-ell- shaur eh shoei 

po tzaY"f 0 f.... ~ ~ .;=:. fj $S, *- }ft R 0 "Do you want the second 

1 adle of dirty water to be poured out too ?" 
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Ex. 5: 19 JJY 76.5-6 (showing both .. vl V .. and .vl N V •• 

in the same passage). fYeou seng tzay bian lih fShy linq 

day shyngjee yeufSeng day yun:f [two sentences omitted ] 

fShy yow linq Wenyeuan day jy f 0 ~ 1~ :Ii- l! iL 0 ~tp ~'-
rJ; 1- r d:: 'I 1\ ~f % "t.g- 0 1 CJ -1~ ~ -' ... " . ~ ~tp.:z 1'- ~ ~ 1\ z 0 

"There was a monk standing nearby. Jawjou told him to 

paraphrase the sramana's words . The monk paraphrased them 

thus : [two sentences omitted]. Jawjou then told Wenyeuan 

to paraphrase the words." (See JJY 103.5 for another 

example of linq with missing link.) 

Ex . 5: 20 JJY 14.11 : ':''-l'sorng shanq jyh j in/ jyi shin shyh 

i'orfBuh jyi shin/hwan sheu shyueren shangliang yeewu"f 

r 1~J: f 1---, ~r 1(.' k 1fP 0 ~ ~p I~' I lL-tt~A. J~ -i ~~\ 0 l 

"From previous times till now (it has been said that) mind 

is Buddha. Are students allowed to discuss (the idea that) 

mind is not Buddha?" 

Ex. 5 : 21 PJY 30Ba3 fChuan huann shyhjee dean charf 

"Tzerchuan called an attendant to make 

tea." 

For examples of jiaw -ff1-.. , see Ex. 5:3, Ex. 6:11, 

EJt. 6 :53, WL 72bl; for jiann ~u , see Ex. 5:15; for yeon ~, 

see Ex. 5:12; for wu ~, see Ex. 6: 11. 

5 : 9:2 Think Verbs 

Below is a list of MC think verbs. 

jiann 7~ "see, realize" 

kann ~ "see, realize" 

wen flJ "hear" 

cherngwen }J<- til "hear" 

ting "Itg ~~~ "hear" 

shinn 1~ "believe" 

shyh ~ "realize, know" 

I-
hoei 'T-IJ}- "regret" 

wanq -i:; "forget" 
I~' 
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wuh ,,% "realize" 

daw it "say" 

...!:-yan ~ 

t:1 

shuo 4rt. ~l.J "say" 

pah II f:J "fear" 

koong ~R.. 
I~' 

"fear" 

jy ~rJ "know" 

sh~h-cheu ~$l Jfx:. "realize" 

dar It "understand" 

dar-der -It ~-t "understand" 

we:l sheen ~~ "have not yet found out, -
don't know yet." 

~I'~ -t@ J langwe:l 1'1 Il-i'l 
also written ;/1 t/t::j 

Examples of ~hink Verbs 

"think (mistakenly)" 

Ex. 5 : 22 JJY 5.1 //Wenn: /"Cherngwen hershanq chin 

j iann Nanchyuan/Shyh foou" f r.:l r ;J( (r4 t rz ~ f{.!, Jt ~ %., 
~ t- ~l "Someone asked: "I ' ve heard it said that you 

have personally visited Nanchyuan. Is that right?" 

Ex . 5 : 23 " "fRuoh :lan forda w shyh shioushyue 

erl der/rutsyy jiannjiee chyuan wu jiaushehf"" 

a ~ t 1* l! 1t J,'f1w 1.rt I> -<liZ ~ ~'-' IlJ~ ± ~ -Z }-y- I> "Some may 

say that the Way of the Buddha can be attained by practice 

and study, but such an opinion is completely irrelevant. " 

Ex. 5 : 24 WL 500 al : ""/Koong ren sheng duannjiann/ 

chyuanchiee lih shiu yan/"" It, J:t i,£ ~ J-;t~ 11 ~ f~, /, - l~ 1" J;,-, 0 ,[1L ~ 
o "Fearing that people would develop ideas of 

annihilation, he (the Tathagata) set up e mpty names as an 

expedient ." 

Ex. 5: 25 WL 497b24-5 : ""/nii chiee sh:lh-cheu lonq 

guangyiing dii ren shyh ju-for jy beenyuan/"" ,,1~ 11- ~ 

Jf;z -fi- .:JL -tJ jf.\ J... a .Jt i1E1;P -Z. ;}. S)?f- 0 " ••• if you realize 

that the person playing with the shadow is the fundamental 

source of all the Buddhas •••• " 
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Ex. 5:26 LJL 497c12 : flfl!Jyy wey dawliou buh dar san-

"It is simply because you don't understand 

Jt I.I$ ...... ~ a r-'= J tha t the Three Aeons are empty that .... " " .-{'\ 1";J r. f4 1Z/~ /,-0 

- ;$ ~ -l-3. 'f. a. ~ -f-a ~ 0 1'u "3'- ''- A (;3 , .. , ~ /\:. T I ~J 

Ex . .5 : 27 LJL .50 .5b27-28 : !"Woo jiangwey shyh geh-ren 

! Yuanlai shyh aan heidow lao hershanq";' 

"I thought it was a 

man , but it turned out to be just an old monk picking up 

black be n ." 

Ex . .5 : 28 PJY 28Aa8 : f,fl q tzyy rennma/fangshyy wenn 

tzyy",L "I asked you only 

because I knew what ou were like. fl (Here the predica e 

after tzyy is non~verbal; see 7.3.) 

Further examples: jiann ~~ , see Ex . .5:6; kann ~, 

see Ex . .5:10; Ex . 6:26 ; daw l! ,see Ex . 6:.56; 

shuo -t~ ,see Ex . 6:2.5 ; .,IT Jtrl ,see Ex. 6:46 i wey sheen 

see Ex. 6: 77, 6: 83 • 

5.10 Auxiliary Verbs 

Auxiliary verbs (vau) precede free verbs in the 

st ru ture vau i~ (where y can be Vf or one 01' the bound 

p.repo itive verbs including vau itself) : that is to say, 

there is no po sibility of an intervening noun. The rest 

of the clause (or clauses) following could be regarded as 

9 object of the vau . In the case of prepositions, there is 

usually an intervening noun; in the case of link verbs and 

think verbs, there may be an intervening noun , and hence 

there may not always be a way to draw a firm line between 

vau and link/ think verbs merely by using the criterion of 

intervening noun. 

In his Secret History (94-.5, 210-212), Halliday 

applies strictly the "intervening noun" criterion, and 

verbs such as (1) ~ ;f:It ' jiang f8-
yaw ~ yuhyaw.t{-t, 
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~.~ ~k chiing j fd ' mean ';U , pah lttl , shyh fiPl..; , 

; are listed separately respectively 

under b o th (1) vau and YE; ( 2 ) vau a nd link/think verbs ; 

(3) va~, ~'p , a nd link/ think ve rbs. 

I have in t ead treated sheu, jiaw and chiing as link 

verbs whethe r ollowed i mmediately by a n oun or n ot. (See 

£ . 5 : 17 for hiing N V ; see t h e following example for 

chiing V) : 

9 JJY 81. 4 I"Chiing daa- poh hiukong lai"/ 

(~ .11 ;6Jz!l!z. 1! *-01 "Please go ahead and s mash the air!" 

A tran . ormation al solution to this problem would be 0 

a ~ume an underl ying " missing link" (such as nii 1=r~ ) 
between chiing and daa- poh, deleted in the surfa e 

10 tructure. 

The d omain of the vau can extend over two or more 

ollowing clauses. See for instance LJL 499b24-26; 

WL 69a4; JJY 47 . 8. In LJL 498a6 -7 the domain of nen~ ~t 

extends ave r the following 6 clauses. 

Below i s a list of MC auxiliary verbs, i n cluding some 

adverbial combinations, with sample translations. Here 

and in 5.11 below, each word occurs in all te ts unles 

marked with a cross (x). 

LJL CF WL JJY PJY 

der ~~ "can , must " 
11 

buh der if· ~~ "cannot " 

Jyrder 1. ~~ " must" x 

buh der buh /1"" 1t /f \ "must" 

der buh ~i- /1", " succeed in 
n ot ... " 

x 

ShlU ~~ I .... "it is necessary 
to" 

jyrE>hiu .It :~ / " 
If " 

chiehshui -pjJ ~~ 
" 

!! II x x 

~eishiu ~1i 7~ " " x x x 

shiuyaw 1~ ~ " " x x x x 
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LJL CF WL JJY PJY 

buh :l-ong 7(, rfJ "there i no 
use ... " 

her long 1;rj If] " what is the 
u se ... " x x 

n ii j:b7 
~ " plan to, about 

to" 

keen J!:. 
tr:J 

"willing to" x 

yaw :t "want to " x x 

~ J,it "want to" x x 

chyou * " seek to" x x x x 

yuhchyou ~:.t * " seek to" x x x x 

yuhder },;t ~% "wan t to" 

gaan iz "venture to" 

yih ~ "easy to" x x x 

n a n ~ " diffi ult to" 

jiee tfJf "kn ow how to" 

neng ~t; "able to" 

kee /if " may, able to" 

(k~e >j,. 
only two verbs plus (e. g . CF ,lll occurs as - vau ~ 

38 1a26-28) 

kan -b1!£ II - it to" x 

her ~ "fit to " x 

i ng j!, " shoul d " 

shyh -4~ fJ. "try to" .x 

mean ~ " avoid" x 

her l au 

1~ " 
"wh y trouble to" x x 

buh lau 7(,' " n ot worth the .x 
trouble" 

shii % " like to " x x x x 

~ I~ " like to" x x 

hao ../Lf "suitabl e for" x 

lai ~ " orne in order to" 

chiuh ..:£. " go in order to " 
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of Auxiliary Verbs 

Ex. 5:30 JJY 64.10 

"How can you see it?" 

Ex. 5:31 LJL 504c13 /"Buh der woang bye huh chiuh ./~! 

"You donlt have to go elsewhere ." 

Ex. 5: 32 JJY l. 7 /"Jeh-lao hershanq bey wo o yih wenn I 

jyrder wu yan kee duey" / r ii;;t til/fl, ;f4{:{i( - ~t1L ~f~ -g q -if 0 1 

"After just one of my questions, this old monk 

could think of no reply." 

Ex. 5:33 CF 382a3 ""/Farnren duo buh keen kong 

shin/"" ~ fl /'-. J 7/~ 1J '2 I~' 0 "Many ordinary people are 

unwill i ng to empty their minds. " 

Ex. 5:34 LJL 506al-2 "/Jyy shyh nianday henyeuan / 

"It is only because it was so long a go that T 

don't want to bring the matter up with you. " 

Ex. 5:35 CF 83 7-8 ""/Wey eel buh neng rush h / 

shiuyaw jiang hin shyue charn/ hyue daw" "/ 0 Y.2 <.7.g 

li lt is 

because you .nnot be like this that you need to use our 

mind to tudy Charn and the Way." 

Ex. 5:36 JJY 104.5 - 6 /"Wu chiuh shyh jy h O"T / 

fernshau leau /buh yong jinqtaur shehlih/" r %..:J;; i!!:.z 41<.. 
9t j(~u 1'. :1, )~J }f 5ij t-1')a After my death, when I have been 

burnt, there is no need to clean the remains. " 

Ex. 5: 37 PJY 30Aa6-7 /"1ifey woo yeu shy torng sanl 

fang gaan jieh wenn" / iq f(.J# I~tp J~ %- jj Az 11i !:J 
"It is just because I am visiting you that I venture to 

trouble you with my questions ." 

Ex. 5:38 PJY 30Ba16-l7 / " Shiu shyh rennma /shyy der" / 

L' a 
'/~ Sb ~-:x: ;i1i /.H ~7~ " It must be like that or it won ' t II;1.\. 1<.... I~" ')h ~rz ';J do . I ' 

Ex . 5:39 LJL 499a18-19 " " /Ee1 

jyrshiu shyh dahj nqfuerl/ shyy der/" It 

"I' you want to attrin 

truth, you mu 't be n e ceptiona1 person. 1T 
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Ex. 5: 0 JJY 12.4 "/jufang nan jia nn / yih 

shyh/Woo jeblii yih jiann / .£§;g shyh "II q""%11:if 1(1. ~ 
~ -t~,;i\ ~ fz ~ j) ..... ~f1. t-&t",l "Everywhere else, it i hard to 

see but easy to underst a nd. Here where I am , it i e a y 

to see but hard to understand." 

Ex. 5:41 LJL 497a13: "/Naageh her show ren tian 

gonqyeang" I " IlP il!J ~ It. I, -*-.. I#; ~'- 0 "Whi ch 0 them is 

fit to receive offerings from man and heaven? " 

Ex. 5:42 PJY 28Ba2 I"Laoueng ruoh buh kan Chyifeng/ 

,J;I. I';; ~ I. ~ . ti ~ ~ It v J=l' J-.tf:. 
kan tzuoh geh-sherma"l A::. ;/~ 5(; /1' -t~ '-1 Ihf fts- f~ I'£J 1-/ 1J2,. 

"If I am not suitable for you, what am I suitable 

for?" (The first kan above is a free verb, the second a 

vau. ) 

F th 1 .. .fj;~ 
ur er examp es: nll 1R see Ex.5: 72j 

see Ex . 

5:32. 

5.11 P ostverbs 

P ostverb occur either immediately after the mai n 

verb, or following an intervening noun. They are always 

followed by a n ominal expression, often con::, istin g of f npo. 

By ontra t, complements are only o p tionall y followed by an 

object. 

Some o f the p o stverbs also occur, wi h imilar 

meanings, as prepositions. Preverbal and postverbal 

position 0 this class of words in MC depends on two 

factors : 

(1) The influence of LC, in which " prepo sitions for ' place 

or time toward or at ' (as well as ' arrive at ' ) " are in the 

postverbal position, while "prepositions for ~ place rom ' 

or 'time from '!! may occur postverbally or preverbally . 

(Chao, QSC, 754). The ollowing example comes from the 

narrative e c tion at the end of LJL : 

Ex. 5 :43 LJL 506c12 ;'Chyi jiyuan yeujiuh tzay.-'y:!:! 



"The Charn 

dialogue on that occasion is recorded in the Shyngluh." 

(2) Development towards the "given/new" differentiation 

of E C and ~, whereby a postverb is used b fore a noun 

"\v-hich i new in the context . 12 
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Ex. 5:44 J-TY 2 . 8 /Shy suey jiang yih-jy-shye d a y-

tzay tour- shanqj chu chiuh/ " fr-t k frJ- - ( til. ~ Ii. .ff~ 1: 

"Jawjou put a shoe on his head and went out." 

Postverbal tzay ~ occurs most 0 ten after the verb 

luoh 
... 1.. 
~ , used figuratively as in the following example: 

Ex. 5:45 JJY 26.6 : /"Farn yeou yanjiuh/ jeu shoou/ d onq 

tzwu/jinn luoh-tzay shyueren woang-jong/" r Ji.... ~ -t -/;), .J¥-t 
fJ./J It, ~ ;tjlt!fA.....#.J~ 't >3 "Whenever mere words are used, at 

every turn one falls into the traps of scholars." Luoh-tzay 

also occurs in the literal usage: 

Ex. 5:46 PJY 28AblO / / -:~~~ Ij. "Luoh-tzay shennchuh" 7tz- 1~ 

"Where d o they fall ?" (namely, the snow-flakes 

of the preceding context. Unfortunately, Parng's reaction 

to the monk 's question was a non-verbal one, and we are 

deprived of the chance of seeing the position of tzay in 

the answer to the question.) 

Below i a list of postverbs 0 curring in the fl e 

texts: none of them occur frequently. 

LJL CF WL JJY PJY 

tzyh f§J "from" x 

jyh ~ "to" x x 

daw iJ "to" x x 

shiang raj "to" x 

syh 1rJ- "to" 

tzay {i. "a til 

TI!. 't-
4~ " to" 

TI!. t "to" x x x 

yeu :tfJl-
" ' 

I! to" 

tzuoh 1~ ( see examples) x 
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L L CF WL JJY PJY 

wei ~ ( see e amples) 

cherng A ( see examples) x x x 

ExamEle of' Postverbs 

Ex. 5: 42 PJY 2 8Ab9 f,Sha n minq hyr-charnkeh hiang 

sonq-jyh men h ooul J.4 tp + :fJf ~ ;f~ ~ ~ fj ~ 
"Yaw h n told ten Cha n gue ts to accompany Parng as 

far a t h e gate." 

Ex. 5 : 48 ""fRenn nii sh e - daw an- cherng 

h - guo o h - d i h ju-wey / he h a jyy hi n q arn henq- jong 

li E en i you study t o t h e point of master-

Lng the Three Vehi Ie , the Four Grade o· Sainthu ud, a nd 

the Ten Stage of' Progre ,you will till e rone o 1 

ling to "pro a n e" a nd "sacred " as sepa ate on ept . " 

Ex. 5 : 49 LJL 500a29-bl "" fEel ruoh shyh-der hyh 

/ 
.r-- -II- ~~ .' r;J jinq. baa - de. / biann pau - shiang geng zyy-liifn " 0 ~ -;fz ,)(J-( 11' 

~ l'L v :r~ ff 1ot. .-:l-t@ 1fi] -tiL. +t 17 "If you realize that it ' s 

merely a state, grasp it and throw it away into the cessp it ." 

Ex. 5 : 50 CF 382b28-29 "fDu weytse ng yeou shyr aa 

jyy hyh-~ ren!! I 0 -1§[S ~ \~ 1f f ;:! .:t~ ;f: 1~ /"- 0 " So far 

you h ave u ed no rue method to i n tru t peo p e. " 

Ex. 5 : 51 PJY JOAa1 8 /Yuh shyng hyr yeu jiu hyh / 
.~ 

~t It jfl1. % JiJ1l.J /, 
~ " Da hyuh handed food t o Parng. " 

Ex. 2:22 LJL 503a13 "" /I-Iuann - tzuoh sherma wub i !! " 

o J;-~ 11: 1t /!i. !fig 0 "What i it calle ? II 

Ex. 2=23 WL 68a12 "" fMing jy wei t zuu I II II D /b -Z 
liRe wa c alled Patria h. !f 

Ex . 5:54 F 8 c 18 " " fBuh jy duojy du o jiee :f&.n 

che ng i ong ehf'!1! 0 7j" ~IZ j ~ , fiJf ~1~ 'PI( ~ ~ a "You 

don't realize that knowledge and wi d om turn out t o be 

ob ta -1 e ." 

Further examEl es : shianq (Ii) 

see =E~x:....:.,,-5,,-::...4...:...L3; 

, see 

tzuoh 1~, 

13 Ex. 5 : 34. 

ee Ex . 

ee V?n. l) ; 

5 : 2 , Ex. 6: 33 
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5,12 ClmElements 

Below ~ a table of the complements ~n the corpus , 

arranged according to the construct~ons wh~ch occur . 

Abbrev~at~ons are as follows : 

ment; B: buh if: 

Fo conven~ence, leau 1 

v free verb; C : comp1 e

o : object.14 

and 1eau yee '1 6 are 

~ncluded ~n the table, although they are lnal part~c1e . 

Comb~na ti.ons 0 omp1ements w~th endverbs are marked in 

footn ote. Brackets around igures ~nd~c te ca es where 

complement take part ~n nom~na1~zing con true lun 

-a con 1ud~ng with d~~ It\ , huh ~ , and j e e ~ • The 

bracketed igures are in luded ~n the unbra keted tuta l 

al.ong ide. 

Nu t included in the table i the unl ca e in the 

text o f a predicative omplement (Chao, GSC 355-358): 

Ex. 5:.55 PJY 28Aa18 f " Yih- deeng- mei sh an c hyn wei 

"You are the only one who can pl ay a stringle lute well . ,. 

Examples of Complement 

1 V C 

Ex. 5:56 PJY 28Bbll-12 I"Jiowjong jeh-yih-jluh wu 

ren daw-der" JI ~~ rf1t-~$#."".rt4~ !! U1timate1 , n o-one 

can say this sentence." 

Ex. 5:57 WL 71a2 1!"/M~h/ b~ann shy-chiueh I"" 

"Seek~ng w~ll get you n owhere ." 

(See al'o Ex. 5:61 below.) 

2 V C 0 

Ex. 5:58 CF 384al2-13 I"J ongryh chy f n:n / we tserng 

yeau-jwuyih-lih-m~~ J ong yh hyng / we t ' erng tah-jwo 

yih-pi a nn-di h Il! 0 to-- 13 r;!JlIiii... 1" ~ g t ~ - t!i ~ 0 t+. fJ ~j 

*- \~ 1f~ -1i - ~ J; t!-J () " AI though you ea a ll d ay, you wo nit 

bite a ingle grain o f' rice; although you Walk all day, 

you won! touch a single piece u g ound. " 



5.12 COMPLEMENT TABLE 

~ .f 1 jf!:... .£~ .J. ~ A.. I- J:. ,g ?t it. ~ 1ij tt ~ R ~ ~fr ~ ~ r.:l ~ #t ?t-
JWO LEAU CHIUH RUH SHANQ SHA JINN JYI CHEU DUANN CHYONG JIUH CHWU 

DER LEAU YEE CHIUEHa CHU SHIAH CHII JUH DAO GUOH SANN POH KAI JIANG 

1. VC 136 (5) 7 (116 
J 12 I ~ b I~ ~I [) 0 D D / ~ / 21~ 110d :I: 11 I: 1 D 21 11 7 1 5 

2. VCO I 4 5 [11 l:g2 :1 OJ D OJ 
J. voc IT] D D 
4. VC leau 0 -(~) EEB 5· VCO leauD 
-(~) 2 2 

6. VDC a B 7· VBC 0 D D /1 r r 1 
8. VECO 2 

D D 9 · VOBC 
4 

DWL 

~ CF 

JY PJ 



a . 

No e to Complement Table 

Chiueh is wri tten ~ once only (PJY 28Bb2). For 
thi the TTS parallel passage has ~p (96a7). 
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b. One of the e i LJL 505b8: f'Yeou Ylh-ren Jiang 
chiuh leau yee" /--~ - /, '/% '* J e.. 
" Someone took it away (from me). " ( Luk1s 
translation is "Someone is carrying it. " ( Ch'an 
and Zen Teaching, Series 2, 86.) This does not 
seem accurate. Compare Yanagida! Japanese 
version: " aru otoko ga toriagete himatt a" . 
(Rinzairoku? 213, Section 132, n.3.) I interpret 
thi a 7VI N Vf ve Pf', where p i leau yee. The 
TGL parallel passage has simply ... jiang chiuh yeeJ 
~TGL 343Aa12) . The CDL parallel passage 
290blO) is the same as LJL. 

c. One of he e (WL 72alO) is followed by ve lai. 
The Vf i again jiang. 

d. One 0 these (JJY 36.1.1) has Vf jiang and ~ chiuh. 

e . PJY 29BblO : "fJyh-j iang yih-wenn lai II f it fift- f:] *
"Go ahead and ask a question. " Interpreted as 
fVf vc N vef' . 

f . One of the e (JJY 17 . 8) has wey ~ instead of buh. 

g. One of hese (JJY 6 . 5) has ~ chiuh . 

h . JJY 81 . 4, with ~lai (cited abov e, Exo 5: 2 9)0 
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Ex . 5~59 p ·JY 28BblO r' '' Genq d a w-cheu yih-jiuh/" 

II Say something el e .. .. " 

:1 V 0 C 

Ex . 5: 60 J JY 2.7 / Chyuan nae jeu chyan ... huah leau / 

yun :1- .. !l Nanchyuan 

quoted the previous story and said :" 

Ex. 5: 61. PJY 29Ab5-6 ILing fang nhian banq chii / 

shyh baa-juh / iue :f 

" No s ooner had Baeling raised the stock than Parng grasped 

it and said :" (Compare PJY 29Ab7, where nhian and chii 

are used in the more frequent V C 0 construction.) 

4 V C leau 

Ex. 5:62 JJY 75.7 I"Hershanq tzoong hee-chiueh-

-k ~ t- ::;J t:r. 
leau / yonq geh-sherma chiuh."/ ritz rG;] ~f!g,j~ ~p J, /h] ~ 

11 iff...:l ol "When you have cast everything away, what use 

will tha t be?" 

2. V C 0 leau 

Ex. 5:63 JJY 73.12 I"Jee-geh-shyseng chy-chiueb 

ann leau/" "This monk ha 

inished eating." 

6 V D C 

Ex. 5 :64 LJL 503c6-8 IIShy wenn yuannjuu:I"Sherma 

chuh lai" " Juu yun:/"Jou-jong tiaw hwangmii chiuh lai "I 

Shy yun :/Tiaw-der-,jinn ma."1 Juu yun : I"Tiaw-der-jinn."1 

Shy yii janq mia nn-chyan huah yih-huah / yun:1 "Hwan tiaw-

der jeh-geh ma ."1 Juu biann he.1 Shy biann daa II 141 /~tj 

r~ i.. 0 1 t fl1. ~ to±. Z4 d 'J-Jj 't ~ ~ t -i- t II Sf ~ <' 111. 1.f-~ 
• • IItflf i e ~ Jz • -hi- - ~ ~ ~ _ -1M! J)f.l!il /. a .-::- p/.' lit 

jf£" ~ ~ " 1=1.l. ~:d? Pf;'J. ,"'~IJ!} m !li. - !£ ~ () ~ #1.. 1:r..l:!.:...J.$J 147 

" :t I~ u/) d ~r 1t,fr a 
"Linjih asked the mona te y-

uperintendent : "Where have you been?" The superintendent 

said: " Selling rice in town . " Linjih said: "Did you ell 

it a ll ?" "Ye " , he replied. Linjih drev.- a drawing in 

f'ront o f b .Lmself wi th hi s s a' 1', and asked: "Did you sell 
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thi ?" The uperintendent gave a shout, and Linjih bea t 

him. " (This is one of the ew cases where complements can 

be observed in several different constructions in the same 

passage. Note that the meaning of der here i result, n o t 

po sibili ty. ) 

1. V B C 

Ex. 5:65 LJL 502c29 ""I koou tzoong donq-buh-der/"" 

o /-hIl if -. A.:I" 't b bl t .-7 7f!,;1../, 7J ... 1-:r 0 •• you won e a e 0 open your 
....., ,"/~ j.I' -" 

mouths at all." (See also Ex. 5:67.) 

8 V B C 0 

Ex. 5:66 PJY 28Ball I"Hao - geh-, -ennshi W1.Il 1 wenn-buh-

jwo ren"l "What a good 

question! It's not something that you can ask people." 

9 V 0 B C 

Ex. 5:67 WL 70b3 ""fChian-chorng-guansuoo suoo-buh-

der I Wann-janq-sherngsuoo suoo ta buh-,iuh I"" 0 1 Il it;] 
L~ ~ ft-~ /1, 1f iI .11u ,( t~ '# It f~ /f, 1:1. 0 

" . . a thousand locks could not stay him, nor a hundred 

thousand eet of rope bind him." (Blo eld, The Zen 

Teaching of Huang P o, 107.) 

Ex. 5: 68 I"Feidann laoseng I tzuohjia yih 

"I'm not the only one; not even a mast er could give you an 

answer. " 

5.13 Endverbs 

The endverb s in MC are lai *- and chiuh ~ 15 

They are found in the construction .. V (N) v~iE)I. They 

add the meaning 0 direction and/or purpose to the preceding 

free verb. 

LJL CF WL JJY PJY 

1 •• V lai (p)/,L 22 2 6 28 11 

2 •• V N lai (p)/,/ 9 o 3 21 4 



..2 

4 

.. V hiuh (p)/, I 

.. V N ChlUh (p)! ,1 

Examples 0 Endv erbs 

LJL CF 

22 

7 3 

68 

WL JY PJY 

4 2 9 5 

2 20 2 

1 E . .2 : 62 LJL 499al IIn!Ruoh eou ren chu lai I"" 
I) 

.jl-

3{i ;fJ J ...... it *- "If someone come forwa rd ... " 
2 Ex. 5:70 WI., 70Aa7 I"Shyun lingyang chih lai" ! 

:!I. ,'6£ f-
): 

~u "I would follow the antelope's scent . II 11ft ~ ~ 

3 Ex. 5:21 PJY 28Bb12 !Lih shao hyr I c hiueh chu 

chiuhf' .!L ')- !~ -f.-p ill -i "He stood there for a 

short time, but then went out again. !I 

4 Ex. 5 :72 JJY 50.12 !"Shyueren nii shianq nanfang 

shyue shietzyy forfaa chiuh/ru her" J r J!f.: f..... ;t#i!i:.. (;;j ,i) ;t 

,if *' 1- It };£ *, 40. {q p/ "I am about to go to 

the south to study some Buddhism there - what do y ou think 

of that? " 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER V 

1. Auxi liary verb : Chao, GSC , 731 - 748; Halliday , 

"Ca tegories ", 203; Simon's " preverb " ( "Verb Co mp lex " 

573-576); ota1s 'hod oshi"i/~'fJd~ (Bumpo 7 194 - 204) . 

Complement : Chao , GSC, 350-358 , 43 5- 480 ; Halliday's 

"postpos itive verb " ( "Ca tegories ", 203 - 205); Simon's 

"verb opera tor " ("Verb Complex ", 562 , 564); ota ' s 

" ,jodoshi " fjij; f)-;t~(Bumpo, 210-2 40) . 

2. Preposition , Chao, GSC , 749 -767; Halliday's 

2A. 

"prepositive verb" ("Categories , 208-209) ; Simon ' s 

"coverb" ("Verb Complex ", 565 - 567 ) , ota · s "kaishi l! 

Link verb : Chao , GSC , 125-9, 706-7 , 729 , 733 - 5; 

Ha lliday's " free verb, sub - class ( ) " 9 which lncludes 

think verbs as well ( "Categori es ", 201 , 203 , 205), 

Simon 's "linkverb" ("Verb Complex ", 570- 3) ; Ota ' s 

" kengo do shi" t~ (Bumpa 9 240-8) . 

:f.. J~ 
See 5.12 fo r two cases (chu and Chll once ea h) 

where v does follow the obJ e t , and for thirteen 

cases of Vf OQiect buh c. 

Endve r b : Simon, "Verb Complex " , 565; Chao ' s 

"particles of purpose " and "di rectional omple men ts" 

(GSC , 479-80, 809); d ealt with by Ota under " jodoshi " 

(Bumpa , 221-2) and "j o shi " gli"~ (ib o, 391 -2 ) . 

Postverb : Simon , "Ve r b Complex ", 564 ; Chao ' s " bound 

phrase complemen ts", ( GSC , 352-3); Hal l iday "s 

" prepositive ve b , sub - class (b ) " ( " at gories ", 208 -

209), subsuming und er t h e one head those preposition s 

(in the terminology of t hi s t he sis) hl h ca n function 

as we ll as postverbs; dealt with by Ota under 

"jodo shi " ( Burnpa , 236 - 8 ) . 
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3. Further s ubdivision of free verbs in MC is not 

undertaken in detail her e; the main division would be 

between transitive verbs (including double-object 

verbs) and intransitive verbs (including adjectives). 

Classificatory verbs are a sub-class of (transitive) 

free verbs. MC cl ass ifica tory verbs include shyh 

it "to be" ; wei f.!v , " to be " , "to act as"; ru 

.J;.tJ and syh /iJ<), "to be like"; yeou 1-f , " there 

is"; wu !iIfi-: 
~h",\ 

, " there i s no t tl . See 7.6 for the 

negative adverbs used with classificatory verbs. 

4. Liibay could a lternatively be regarded as a verb-

object compound . See JJY 89.2 : / •.• lii shami san-

bay;' ;t-i ;Jy-114 3-11-, mentioned a l so under "verbal nau" 

in 6.8. Compare also LJL 503b25 - 26, where liibay 

occurs twice , and the TGL parallel passage (344Ab3) 

which has instead the simple verb Iii in each case. 

5. Such cases of V V usually occur at the end of a 

spoken passage, and often section-finally. The 

meaning is emphatic a nd/or imperative, as distinct 

from the t e nt a tive verb al reduplicate in NC. Such 

reduplic a tes might b e regarded as cases of clause 

reduplication, r a ther than of verb reduplication 

within the same clause. Contrast Ex. 5 : 8, where the 

reduplication has a frequentative meaning (see also 

Chapter IV, p.45; Chapter VI, n.16) c 

SA. Jiang and, more rarely, b aa are u sed both as 

instrwnental prepositions a nd IIpre-transitive ll or 

IIdisposal ll prepositions; historically the 

instrwnental use came first. See Wang, Shyygao, 410-

418; Leu, Luennwen-jyi, 125-144; Ota, Bwnpo, 258-262; 

Kouyw~, 76 n.15, 143 n.23 . 

Some parallel passages : JJY 3.8 baa CDL jiang; 

PJY 30A9 jiang : TTS 94b13 yii y~, . 
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~ can also be analysed as a link verb , On the 

historical development of bey . se e Wang , Shyyga o , 

424-429; Ota , Bumpo , 202, 244 -2 4 6 . Trans fo r mat iona lly , 

bey clauses of the form Nl bey N2 V might b e d eri v ed 

from N2 V Nl clauses : compare the CDL paralle l 

passage to JJY 80 . 1 : CDL; Nl . . V N2 . . J J Y . N2 •.. 

bey Nl V . . . 

7. On "nominalized sentences occurring as dire c t 

objects" see Anne Yue Hashimoto , Embedding Structure s 

in Mandarin, POLA Report 12 (19 66 ) , S3 -86 . Fo r t hi s 

type of sentence in gene r al, s e e Robin S . Lakoff , 

Abstract Syntax and Latin Complementa tiog (Camb r idge , 

Ma s s . , 19 68 ) . 

8. E.g. , LJL 496b23. Buh farng ;if ... ~( e. g. , PJY 2 8Bbl) 

can be taken as an adverb . Compa re J eang , Tongshyh , 

114. 

9. Dew (Verb Phrase, 2S) does not r ec ogniz e a se para t e 

category of "auxiliary verb "; wha t a r e h ere r e g a rd e d 

as vau are included by him amongs t a dverb s 

10. This solution i s corroborated by p a r allel passa g e s 

to Ex . S : 29 : ~YL l84a20, which p r ov id es th l ink ~ 

(quasi - pronoun , "you " ) . For th e sa me passa g e ? 

CDL and TTJ provide the link hersha~.s. f.~ ~ , " you ". 

Other parallel passages show simi l a r alternat ions ~ 

JJY 7.S , no link : BYL 19 l b1 8 , link 

(2) LJL S04a12 , no link : CDL 290 c29 , no l lnk : 

TGL 3S2 Ball , link . 

PJY 28Ba17 , no link : 1:1'S 96a6 , l ink . 

11. For herder 1-:; ~q " how?" ~. 11" ' . , s e e 6 . 5 . 3 ; fo r ~ngd er 

~ 1% , "how?", see ~. 

12. On " given/ new " , see Halliday , Secret Hi stQEY , 

81, 90 , 93 . 100 , 106 , 116 . 
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• ·1 

13. Syh occurs only after t he verbs shuo 'tL ' " te II " ~ 

and jeu -51-- " quote (an instance or inc1dent) to '! , 

with the addressed person as object of syho Jeu-syh 

and shuo-syh might be regarded as compound free verbs, 

the fact that jeu-syh occurs (once only - PJY 30Bb4) 

clause-finally (in fact , section-finally) could be 

evidence for interpretation as a compound. On the 

other hand 9 in parallel passages there are several 

cases of syh corresponding to ~ or vpo shianq (~ 

(1) 
~if }}J:. (fiJ 1f J -7:; 

JJY 81.10 : fShy j~u-shianq seng / yunl. Compare 

JJY 78 . 5 

JJY 28.6 I"Buh shuo-syh ren"I:: TTJ . /"Buh sh1a!:!S..-

ni i da w " f r 1(. "$i. 1).). J, 0 1 /f, (e] {~ lit 
t/i 

JJY 79.12 : /jeu-syh N / yun I '0 CDL: / wey N yunl :: 

(OJ 
TTJ : /shianq N yunl 

(4) PJY 30Ab17: •. jeu-shianq N" I :: TTS 95a20 : 

.:t.. 1± . 
.. jeu-syh N chiuh tzay"l (chiuh tzay 1 S ~; 

see Note 15 below) . 

Further references to syh Ota 9 TTJ Index 9 SIb , h as 

cross - references to five verbs followed by ~, 

including the two mentioned above; Iriya . BWJ Index , 

26a, refers to shuo-syh and one other, see also 

Jang Shiang 9 Shy-Tsyr-Cheu , 303 - 305 ; Ota . Kouywe n 9 125 

n . 63. 

14. For the historical development of de r 9 see Wang 9 

Shyygao , 301-304; Leu , Luennwe~Yi , 59 - 68 ; Ota , Bumpo , 

229-236; Kouywen, 25 no 132, 69 n . 63 , 85 n o 202 , 101 

n.65?~03 n.85, 109 n. 22 , 125 n. 49 . 

Parallel passages of relevance to complements and 

leau (yee) ~ 

(]J Presence or absence of vc ~ (la ) LJL 497b14 ~ 

~1 
CDL 446c2l V ' (lb) JJY 2 2 

~p 
V-der :~ 0 0 V-chiueh . -' . 
N' . .. TTJ V N . 

(continued) 
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(continued) 
JI. 

(.l£) LJL 503c24, 344Bb1 
~ 

TGL V-Jwo N .. TIJ 121c10 , . . 
CDL 318a11 : V N. 

(ld) LJL 504a10, TGL 352Ba8 
~ 

V-chii N .. CDL 290c26 

V N. 

(2) Different vc in the same context : 
1><.. -ip {P ~If 

(2a) cheu : chiueh (JJY 209.8 : CDL) (2b)chiueh : duann 

(LJL 505c6 : CDL 290c13). 
11... Wil- 117 

(2c) juh cheu det (LJL 503c21 TTJ 121c8 CDL 

318a10) 

1 '1 -6 <!..J 
(3) Leau, 1eau yee, ~. 

~) LJL 505b19-20 . . V N 1eau~"f .. TGL 343Ab15 

.. V N 1ea u " t' 

(3b) leau yee : ~; see 5.12, Co mplement Table , ote b. 

On the development of leau in general , see Wang , Shyygao 

304-7, 447-8; Ota, Bumpo, 383-390; Kouywen , 7 3n.39, 

79n.81, 129n.88. 

15. Compare Ota1s subdivisions of lai and chiuh in his 

TTJ Index. Under both he has a subdivision labelled 

"mokuteki" J~ fJj , ("purpose " ) , and for chiuh he has a 

subdivision "kekka" 7:1* !iL ( " result " ) . 
'I\~ l' ' 

There are a number of parallel passage s showing 

presence and absence of ve: e . g. L.JL 503a20 f" Woo 

wey ruu karm j eh-laoharm",L "f{ It; ;'-IJ:: l-ft 1l ~ fl! 0 

III'll examine this fellow for you" - "Let 's examine 

his behaviour" . 

The TGL parallel passage (343Ab2=3) has for this: 

"' " WOO yeu ruu karm jee-laoharm chiuhll ,L . 

ip *" }t }~ ~ (J For a similar example, see not e 13 

above. For the combination of endverb chiuhwith 

particle tzay ;(l. , see 7,11 below. 
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CHAPTER VI 

NOUN STRUCTURE 

6.1 F ree N01ll:ls-, Pronouns" Noun Groups~d Noun Phrases 

The simplest form of noun is the free noun (see 6.2 

for some brief rema rks on the internal structure of the 

free noun.) The free noun (Nf) functions as subject or 

object in a clause (sometimes as a vocative or non-verbal 

sent ence) . Also, it can function as (marked or unmarked) 

attribute before a nother free noun, together forming a 

noun phrase functioning as subject or object. Two or more 

free nouns can occur in a (marked or unmarked) coordinative 

construction, in a n additive sense. (Sometimes in an 

alternative sense, which can be marked with huoh ~ 

see 7.10). Two free nouns can occur in an (almost always 

unmarked) coordinative construct ion, in the sense of 

apposition. 

Pronouns (( Npn) - see 6.5 ) are free nouns in th at 

they occur in the above constructions. But they do not 

normally occur wi thin the noun group. (However, see 6.5.3 

and 6.8.3 on V g eh sherma; 6.9 on Npn~.) Proper nouns 

(personal names a nd place n a mes) also share this 

restriction with pronouns. (But see JJY 78.4-6 for ell 

3<.. /f~ 
Wenshu; 6.8.3 on V geh N; 6. 9 on constructions with npo.) 

Pronouns and proper n a mes can, however, be attribute before 

a noun group. In such a c ase, the construction is Npn 

noun group, forming an attribute head noun phrase. 

The noun group ( see 6.7 , 6.8, 6.9) is a specific 

case of subordination,and can be regarded as a series of 

a ttributes and heads. The term "noun group" is reserved 

here for structures with ndt, npo, or nau; while the 

term "noun phrase" is reserved for other subordinate 

constructions and for coordinate constructions. (The 



other subordinate constructions include embedded 

attributive clauses, marked b y lx, dii , jee, chuh, and 

~ #V 1i lk 
suoo.) As we have seen, a noun g ro up can occur within 

7i'f 
a larger noun phrase. In a ddition, a noun group can 

itself contain a noun phrase instead of a free noun. 

Apposition may be regarded as a spec i al type of 

coordination or of subordination. It involves a pronoun 

or personal name as first constituent; or a noun being 

quo ted (e. g. Ex. 6: S ) • 

Examples of pronoun-noun and pronoun-noun group in 

apposition: 

CF 3S2cll: ruu ju-ren 

JJY 20.7, 5S.1 nii ju-ren 
All meaning 

"all you people" 

JJY 75.5 niideeng ju-ren 1ft. ~ "5-& ),) 

JJY 22.S nii tzyhjii 

WL 7lbS ruudeeng biichiou 

\ /, 
)-q; 

"you yourself" 
(see 6.S .3 on 
ruugeh tzyhj ii) 

y{t t@ fj e.; 

"you Bhikshus" 
contrast 
a tt ributive '" 
ruudeeng *~ 
WL 6Sb14 
ruudee2f~hin 

\' L ;.; - "" 
/"V.. ~ 'U 

Examples of personal n a me-noun in apposition: 

CF 3S3c26 

LJL 505all 

WL 6Sall 

LJL 502c27 

Ming shanqtzuoh 1:3~ J;:.;1 "Abbot Ming" 

Linj ih yih-ren 11t:a;iff - ) ......... " only Linj ih" 

Kee dahshy~h-ren "Master Kee " 
(This example has 

two layers of 
apposition. ) 

Linjih laohann IttHf-}E Y~ "old Linjih" 
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LJL 505blS, 21 Hwangboh shyshiong 
-tf.. 'i.~ ~_ ~ 
? ~ i"/f /W 

"Brother Hwangboh" 
(functioning as 
quasi-pronoun "you" 

JJY 56.S-9 Shami W enyeu~~ 

~'!l 514 ~ Jt 

cf . 6.5.2). 

"the monk Wenyeuan" 
(A case of apposition 
in a different order 
to the other cases 
above. ) 



6.2 No detailed description is here attempted of the 

morphology of free nouns. In summary, they are simple 

(monosyllabi~ or compound (polysyllabic, usually bi-

syllabic) . Some compound free nouns may be regarded 

alternatively as noun phrases. The interpretation of a 

word like laohann ~}"as a compound (rather than as a 

subordinate noun phrase consisting of unmarked verbal 

attribute plus head) is shown by the solid-writing. 

Two sub-classes of compound free nouns may be 

mentioned: (1) with suffixes, and (2) distributive 

reduplicates. 

(1) Members of this sub-class end with suffixes 

Some forms with 

suffixes alternate with apparently synonomous simple 

free nouns without suffix. (E.g., JJY 86.11, 86.12: 
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shyi tZIT j~ T ' al terna ting wi th 86.12 

(For an example of erl, see ~x. 5:32.) 

;it 
shyi J'r.) 

(2) Some nouns (including a few which otherwise occur as 

ndt, ~ and npo) occur in reduplicative form either 

as subject, attributively, or as object of vp (e.g. 

LJL 502bl, chuhchuh 
k !t 
Jk J~). Below are some 

references to examples of distributive reduplicates: 

: LJL498c28, 

29, WL 69all, J JY 15.7, PJY 28a9; faafaa i4. ~ 

CF 382b15; jiajia : JJY 61.11; jiannjiann 

~:l : WL71a13; . . ~,4... nlannnlann ",,-, I"':" : 

500c22, CF 384a15, WL 72a7, 19, 20; renren ~ /, . : 

PJY 29Ba16, 17; shin shin I~' I~\ : WL 70bl, b8, 17; 

shyr shyr at tlt CF 384a15; (ndt reduplicates) -

shieshie ~ ~ only one occurrence, JJY 94.12-

95 . 1 (ver s e) . 

Ex. 6:1 fjiasha shyngshianq shieshie yeouf 

a ;ff3 J-j:J ~ 14 ~ "Nur der gel be Umhang -
gib t noch so was wie Form." (Gundert, BYL, p.72, 
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translating the (identical) verS l on of the sentence 

cited in BYL, J.36, p.17 4c24-25). 
1 

yihyih _ - "one by one" PJY 30Ab17. 

(nau reduplicates) g ehgeh ,:1: ~ffl "everyone" - - J~ J~ 

WL 69all; joon~:.~ong tt f!" every kind" LJL 502b8, 

CF 380b16, WL 69al, JJY 30.11; keke .Jf-@ *~ "every 

ball" (of mercury) WL 69all (ke does not occur in 

the corpus as ~, but examples of other MC texts I 

use of ke as ~ are given in Liou Shyhru1s 

Lianqtsyr Yanjiow, 

piannpiann ;:!:-):!:- " .every flake" (of snow) PJY 28AblO. 
f I 

These forms can be distinguished from noun reduplicates 

occurring in non-verbal sentences, which are really 

examples of emphatic clause reduplication. 

6.3 The noun groups and noun phrases discussed above all 

have the value of a single noun in the clause structure. 

Henceforth they will be referred to simply as No There 

are other combinations of nouns which do not form a single 

N in the clause structure. They are (1) vocative plus 

subject, (2) double-subject, (3) double-object, after a 

double-object verb, (4) cognate object, with or without 

another object, (5) ~, N2 in alternative questions 

(see 7.12). 

6.4 Place Words and Time Words 

Another noun sub-class is that of place words and 

time words. They include some simple nouns, but mainly 

compound nouns, especially with ndt and npo. Place words 

and time words commonly occur as subject or as second 

subject in a double-subject construction. In this respect 

they are like adv.erbs. Unlike adverbs, they can also 

function as objects of free verbs and, more particularly, 

of prepo si t ions (for ins tance tsorng' , daw 

and tzay if. ) and as attributes. 



In parallel passages, there are alternations between 

place words and time words on the one hand alone, and on 

ddb ·t· 2 the other prece e y preposl lons. 

6 .5 Pronouns 

6 .5.1 Personal Pronouns 

By far the most frequent first person pronoun in the 

five texts is woo ~ , which occurs as subject, object, 

and attributive~y. As attribute, woo a lmost never occurs 

in a marked construction with particle jy however 

see a few cases below. These three uses are a bbrevi a ted 

below as S, Q and ~ respectively. 

Below are listed the figures for woo in the five 

texts: 

LJL 69 x 

CF 24 x 

WL J6 x (four of which are woo jy N) 

JJY 90 x 

PJY 21 X 

Below are examples of woo from each text: 

Ex. 6 .: 2 LJL 505a18 (0) f"weinah fwu-chii woo" f 

Nf ';']P .:tf ____ ~ .:tX 0 "De a con, lift me up!" 
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Ex. 6 : J CF J8 Jal-2 C~J " "fW oo t syy- tzongmen bu luenn 

tsyy-shyhf"" ~ k ~t '~ fj 7[: tt JtJ f " "Ln this school of 

ours, we don't discuss this matter. " 

Ex. 6:4 WL 70b8 ....;.....;..;;..--:;....;.....;. (~) ""fShyr-fang shyhjieh buh chu 

woo jy yih-shinf"" o -j- j[ -tit + 7}. 1.. ;f\ L - I~' " 

"All the worlds do not go beyond my own single mind." 

Ex. 6: 5 JJY 27.10 (A) f"nii wenn ~ jiafeng/ " 

r 1~ r ... J::A{. :&< J&L () "If you ask about my customs .•.• " 

(Here the woo occurs in contrast with nii and later with 

hershanq 
~rz,. ,ti 

Ex. 6: 6 

1~ 

f"Tzuohjuu jih wu ~ / wu 

ren / shyh sheir jeang / sheir ting"f 
if/t.. -4::- qr ~ ...f\;" 

/J:-. J-.. /,rL..J /" \ ., \. 

fiiI / ~ ~1:t --1:J.f ~{; ' I~~ 
~ /'- ~ ihI: 1'111- Irll ~K5.' "Since you doni t admit that there 

is either an 'I I or an ' Other', who is doing the talking 

and listening?". 



Wu -if;- 0 ccurs in three of the five text s: 

LJL 7 x 

JJY 4 x 

PJY 1 x 

There seems to be no difference in function or meaning 

between woo and wU o In the parallel passages there are 

some alternations between the two words, and also between 

them and quasi-pronouns (see 6.5 . 2).3 Examples of ~: 
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Exo 6 : 7 LJL 505a7-8 (~) II j tzyy yii chy wu sanshyr-

banq leau yeellf 

II .. • you've already suffered my thirty blows. II (For this, 

compare the CDL and TGL parallel passages in n.3(b)) o 

Ex . 6 : 8 JJY 2401, 64.7 (~) 

r11f;7 -Z - 'f-i %;f ~ 
fllFwo jy yih-tzyh ~ buh 

shii wen"f liThe word 

' BuddhaI', is the only word I don't like hearing.1I (The TTJ 

parallel passage is the same.) 

Ex . 6 : 9 JJY 93 . 12 (Q) jyeu wu shyuan gerf (verse) 

" _ 0 0 far 

Mooujea 

different from me II Jfjl..ft.- ~ )311-. 0 " ) -' _ 1::1 / ~... IfJ 

~ I~ 4 is found as a first person pronoun in 
-?J- T 

four out of the five texts. It does not occur in WL. 

Exact figures are: 

LJL 9 x 

CF 1 x 

JJY 18 x 

PJY 7 x 

One of the JJY examples (91.3) has a variant juanjea 

f· Suzuki follows instead the Ming edition of GY. 

Although mooujea is thus quite rare, it does occur in 

all three functions. Examples: 

Ex. 6:10 LJL 505bll (!) fWey sherma chiueh tzay 

~ujea shoou-liillf of1.y -it iZ. .J;r 11 #: '1' 1- $eli IIBut why 

is it in my hand?1I 

Ex. 6:11 JJY 31.12, 32.1 (Q) fllShyhlai wu ren jiaw 

~ujea lai ll 0 ii1L ~ JP.-; J, ~1( :if If *-'°IlJust now no-one 

told me to come." 
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Ex. 6:12 : PJY 29BalJ (§.) /IIRenruna shuo huah / moouj ea 

11~ don't mind you talking 

like that . II 

The commonest second person pronouns are eel ~ and 

nii. Nii is written in two different ways: 

The distribution is a s follows: 

nii eel --

1t 1~ 
--c, 

~ 

LJL 4 lJO 
reF 24 -

56 "TL* r= 
JJY ** 159 
)JJy 9 f---'--

* ** 
Includes t wo cases of nii jy N 
Includes t wo cases of niidee~ 

Four examples follow: 

and 1~ 5 

Ex. 6: lJ CF J82b2J-24 (Q) : /IIWOO buhtserng janq eel/II 

III have not hindered you. II 

Ex. 6: 1 4 : J JY 7. 9 -1 0 ( §. ) : /Shy suey jyr seng shoou/ 

h - .~. .1;./1 /..37 .;F. r 1 h )!j 
yun:jt'Nii jiann geh-sherma"/ 0 ~'F ~Jt.~J8 J, ~\ /J' y~ 

/=F At i& 1 l1J l 1"Jz;. ~ Jawjou then grasped the monk's hand and said: 

II Do you see anything?1I 

Ex. 6:15 /IINii tzuohmasheng ll
/ 

"What about yoU?1I 

Ex. 6:16 WL 70blJ-14 II"/Naejyh chian-twu yih 
- /:~ @ ~., 

o fl) 't!. '1 iZ ~ o,z; 0 shuo jie buh Ii nii jy beenshin/"" 

~b ..,. ~{' 1 ~ . .,t 
r51 /1 ' ¥III ~ Z/.p..,~' a II Even the thousand different theories 

don ' t go beyond your own mind. II 

The pronoun ~)~ , occurs much le ss frequently. 

Detailed figures are listed below: 

LJL 29 x 

CF 25 x 

WL J8 x 

JJY J x 

PJY 10 x 

(two of which are ruudeeng )r/i: ~ ) 

(two of which are ruudeeng, and one of 
,')L- ~ A'~ ;z , which is ruu geh-tzyhjii ~. I~ q ~ ) 
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Examples -

Ex . 6 :17 WL 69AlS (~) "1.~ Jyi rujin yanyeu jee 

jenq shyh ~ sh'nf''''' (] ~ r -It.~ 0"- t tJ: -$ If. Jt Nt: I~' 0 

" It is p recisely what you said just now that is your mind." 

(For an example as object, see E • 6 :1S below.) 

Two other second person pronouns are tzyy t and 

aheel rq ~ . Tzyy o ccu rs as follows: 

LJL 6 x ( e. g . Ex. 6:7) 

WL 1 x 

JJY 2 x 

PJY 5 x ( e. g. Ex. 5: 2 S) 

Aheel occurs only once (CF 3S3a19). 

There is no third person pronoun which matches the high 

frequency of woo a nd nii. Ta occurs as follows: 
1~ 

LJL 45 x 

CF 12 x 

WL 32 x 

JJY 2S x 

PJY 6 x 

Ta is found as subjec and obje ct, and also in a special 

attributive usage with a demonstrative meaning. 6 Exampl es: 

Ex. 6: 18 WL 68b19 (,2) ""f'Jee-geh faa chii shyh ruu 

yu yanjiuh-shanq jiee-der taf" " o 

~ .l:. ,'i]t i-i-1~ 0 " How can you understand this dharma wi th 

mere words?" 

Ex. 6:19 J,JY 80.11 (.§) f'''Ta hwan jyy sherli yeewu"f 

r 1A!!.; f!.t~ PI] ~ ~ $,01 "Did he point at you?" 

Ex. 6:20 WL 7la20-72bl (~) ""~Yow yushyh banq ta 

shyr-fang j u-forf''''' 0 ~ i~" -!t i'~ 1~ -J- ;&- "$$ if 0 "Moreover, 

in this way you will slander all those various Buddhas of 

the ten directions. " 

Chyi ji. 
-- /, 

J'y' c hyu;i§ 
'--Z' ~ and i 1/ are four 

other forms which can be dealt with under third p erson 

pronouns , while in various respects t hey are more limited 

in function than the pronouns so far described. Below is a 

tabl e of their occurrences : 



chyi 1z chyu i 

LJL 14 9 5 7 

CF 3 13 0 0 

WL 12 6 0 0 

JJY 19 23 3 15 

PJY 2 5 1 3 

Chyi and jy charac eristic features of OC and LC 

occur in narrative, rather than in quo ed peech. 

Somet imes they also occur in the sermons as in Ex. 6:21. 

For jy as a subordinative particle] see 7 .10. 

Chyu and ~ are very rarely used. I is used mainly as 

object of the link verb jiaw ~~ and as ob "e c t of the 

preposition shianq in the phrase shianq i daw {~ 11 ~ 
"say to him/them".7 

Examples of the above four pronouns: 

Ex . 6:21 LJL 50lal6 : 
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o 1-12 $ :3fp .JE." 11 • 0 • know the r ight and th e wr ong of it. II 

Ex. 6:22 WL 68a3 ,L "Der jee moh seh chy i shuh"L" -
/.r! 15 

.... ~ 

}@'] ~ ti...." "As 0 1-:[ ~ to those who ha e ob a ined (the 

law from me) no-one could ta e their number." 

Ex. JJY 26.4 "LShy bai jaang/shiaw lYf 
o ,.~ .c/: • 

-r- 7z. z 0 Jawjo u clapped his hands and laughed 

about it. 

Ex. 6:24 LJL 501b29-cl I "/woo jyibiann chu kann 

chyu / chyu buh shyh woof" !! 

" ••• I co me out to see hem, but they didn' recognize me. " 

Ex. 6:25 JJY 93.6 fChyu shuo for yeou nan / \VOO 

"If they see the Buddha is in difficul ies? I say that the 

are suffering a disaster. !! 

Ex. 6: 26 L.JL 503c2l "/Day ~ daa ruu / j ie-"uh / 

-:I :t:7'4i- /, 11 ..j- --I /,' -A- 0 sonq yih- sonq / kann ta tzuohmasheng" f \I ,/ "f \J... 

..{" h /'i.'~ .,/ ~ 1 1 t- if; J,.J.-V1-tt- I J~ --- Z 0 1=1 ~ J: l-.t!.\ .:..t:." " As soon as he [Vershan] 

hits you [Lehpuu] , return blow for blow and see how he 

responds. " 
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Ex. 6 :27 JJYll.ll f"Hu yuh charnshy daw lai/ shianq 

~ d aw sherma",' i/~, ~;ff-%rf'J!K)(';<J l1i!1t-1flti ,,7 " If you 

happen to see a Charn master coming, what do you say to 

him?" (See also JJY 82: 11-12 for an example of ~ in minimal 

contrast with ~ and nii.) 

Brief mention may be made of four other pronominal 

forms: tzyhjii 131 u (e.g. LJL 502a29, CF 382b14, and 

8) /.,f.;a JJY 22. ; tzyhjia ~ 
x ~ (e.g. JJY 56.10)9 beentzyh 

-1' f:J ( e • g. J JY 54. 9) ; geh tzyhj ia ~ Ii ~ (e. g. J.JY 6.7). 

6.5.2 Quasi-Pronouns 

Quasi-pronouns are free nouns which function with 

pronominal reference.
8 

Below is a list of quasi-pronouns 

meaning "you": 

jaanglao -1k-~ ( e. g. WL 70al, LJL 506a7) 

hershanq -to. I~ (e. g. LJL 504a12, J ,JY 9.10) 

shy ~r ( e. g. JJY 26 . 6, PJY 28Aa18, 30Aa16) 

ahshy T'q ;S'r ( e. g. PJY 29Ab17, 29Ba14) 

ahshiong fq ~ ... (e. g. LJL 505b24, PJY 29Ba18) 

sherli f'I1~ ( e. g. JJY 70.1, PJY 28Bb3) --
ueng ~-

;:J~ 
( e. g. PJY 3 0Aa2 ) 

The following two quasi-pronouns are used in the 

meaning "T": 

l aoseng ~ (e.g. LJL 503c17, forming a minimal pair 
with nii; WL 70a8, JJY 7 03, PJY 28Aa7) 

shanseng ~ 1'"f; ( e. g. LJL 500b16, 502a14) 

6.5 .3 Interrogative Pronouns 

One of the most distinctive fea ures of MC is the use 

of the interrogative pronoun sherma, whi c h will be 

discussed here in some detail. 9 

In the modern editions of the five texts 1 sherma is 

almo st always ,,,ri tten if if! (lIowever, .;! is 

found twice in WL and once in PJY. See below on shenn 

-If ). 
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An overall survey of he ccurren ce of sherma ( writt en 

both 1t ~ and 1: ~ ) is giv en below: 

L.JL 61 x 

CF 9 x 

WL 23 x 

JJY 213 x 

PJY 28 x 

Sherma is used in two princ ipal func tions, b jec (~) 

and attribute (A). It is not used as subject, and in this 

respect is more restri c ed than other pronouns. There 

follows a table showing the wo functions: 

o A 

LJL 23 x 38 x 

CF 2 x 7 
WL 5 x 1 8 x 

JJY 107 x 106 x 

PJY 18 x 10 x 

Below is a subdivi ion of he uses as ob'ec 

LJL CF WL J,JY PJY 

(1 ) · • V shermaf 13 1 0 38 5 

(2) 
/:,: 

. • V geh @ sherma 3 0 1 13 8 
(ve);' 

(3) ( a) 
~ 

5 1 J 49 4 .• wey sherma 
{Ai v .. * (a4 1 c1) ( a) (a2 ? b 1 ) (a3 7 ) (a) 

111 (b12) 
(b) in sherma 

(c) 
,~& 

sherma ~an 

(4) ~ 
• .hua'nn sherma 

17: 
tzuoh Nr: 0 0 0 1 0 

(5) • .v12 sherma V •• 2 0 0 7 1 
• .vl sherma V •• 

* including also a few ases before non~verbal predi ca e 1 

and two cases where wey sherma is itself he predi c ate. 

Examples: (numbers in brackets refer to the five functions 
above) 

Ex. 6:28 JJY 3001 (1) 

"What is your name ?" 

./ 
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Ex. 6:29 PJY 29Bb17-l8 (2) fShan moh nhiann-chii 

ann-shanq chyytzyy/yun:f"lIwan jiann jeh-geh rna"" Shyh iue:f 

/ / / I ~:.. of- 1- /C- e ~ J:. IIJuann"iShan iue:r" Jiann geh-shermallr .L.!-\ ~ -117 --......:::. /~, 

?, T -Z\ ~ ~--.J it ® J~ -d: 13 Jft~ LL\ eJ 1}l\o..j @ 1 t Jft 

Songshan suddenly picked up the ruler on the table and 

said: "Do you see this?" Parng replied: "Yes". Songshan 

said: "Wha t do you see?" 

Ex. 6:30 LJL 505a17 (2) : f " Jyue yee wey jeu/kuenn 

geh-sherma"f olif1.. ~ i'~~ 11iJ J]B if i!! 0 "How can you be 

tired before even lifting your hoe?" 

Ex. 6:31 WL 72A17 (3): f"Jih shyh shyue-buh-der / 

wey sherma daw: •.. " f () pfu-Jt1!f: /f,~:t- 0 & if If£. it "But if (such 

things) are unlearnable, why is it said: ... " 

Ex. 6:32 JJY 53.12 (3) f"In sherma shianq yuann-lii 

mah laoseng"/ r 151 1+ ;!. ('i) l;£ t,~ -Jt 1~r: 01 "Why did you 

come to the courtyard to abuse me?" 

Ex. 6:33 JJY 12.11 ( 4 ) " fJ ih shyh wu y a n /huann 

sherma tzuoh jiuh"f Jrfu -1t $. i" I 11-£ 1 f iff; 1/= 'V <>-' 

"Since there are no words, how can we talk of 'phrasesi"? 

Ex. 6:34 LJL 506b2l (5) "fTsorng shanq ju-shenq 

jiang she~ wey ren"f " 4;( ~ tfJ iJ;tl #Jf 1 f if!: if; /,,- :J " What 

did the ancient sages do for men?" 

Below is a subdivision of the uses of sherma as 

attribute: 

LJL CF WL JJY PJY 

(6 ) •. V sherma N .• 2 6 6 11 60 4 
(including Yl2. and vI) 

( 7) •• V ~eh sherma Nf 2 0 0 0 0 

( 8) sherma chuh 1t If! ~ 10 0 6 42 5 

(9 ) •• sh erma N V.. * 1 1 1 4 1 

* , . including one case of sherma N as a non-v erbal sen ence. 



Examples 

Ex. 6:35 CF 383a14 (6) ,L 1I Mih sherma dawliif' '' 
i~ /. ~)It :~ -- (il <J 

o ::t.... I-I "h ~ 1/]:.. 1IWha t principle are you l ooking f or? 11 

Ex. 6:36 LJL 503b8-9 (6) ,L"Shiahann, forfaa shuo 

sherma tsushih1l,L ~ m,!;1. 0 {-If it; -t~ 1-1 ift lit. i:liJ "Yo u blind 

fellow! What has the Buddha's law got to do with 

'coarseness (or 'fineness) ?" 

Ex. 6 :37 LJL 504c21-22 (7) : "IEel jiann geh-sherma 

dawlii/" " ~ ~ i!J 1-1 If£ ~ f,;!l;) "Wha t sort of a principle 

can you see?" 

Ex. 6:38 PJY 28Ba6 (8): f'''Shyh sherma chuh chiuh 

l ai",L .Jt:... 1f Ai ~"* '1, "Where have you come from? " 

8 6 

Ex. 6:39 

ren chwan",L 

JJ¥ 30.10 (9) 

" 1~ fJJi >k f~) 
",LFor tzuu mieh how/sherma 

1f)1£ ;... ...... 1f-.J7"After the nirvana 

of the Buddhas and the Patriarchs who will transmit (the 

law)? 11 

Sherma, and especially geh-sherma , are often used in 

rhetorical questions, and in citative questions. For an 

example of the latter see Ex. 6:36 above , where the word 

tsu has been mentioned in the previous context. The 

construction is reminiscent of the English "What's all this 

about ..•• ?" 

Finally, mention should be made of the rare u se of 

shenn as interrogative pronoun functioning as 

attribute, especially in the phrase shenn chuh 

"where". Shenn is also found occasionally as adverb 

meaning ''extremely1l, e.g. LJL 497c3, WL 71BJ.7 , JJY 97-7. 

LJL CF WL J .JY PJY 

( 6a) shenn N "which N" 1 1 0 1 1 

(8a) shenn chuh Plac e word 4 0 1 5 1 
"where" 
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Examples 

Ex. 6:40 CF 383cll (6a) ""fChiee yeu eel beentii 

yeou shenn jiausheh/"" o 

"What connection has it 

with your original substance?" 

Ex. 6:41 WL 69b18-19 (8a) f " Woang shenn chuh chiuh".j. 

o {J:. .:Jf )k * 0 
"Where are you going to?" 

Three interrogative pronouns remain to be dis cussed in 

detail: sheir , and ahsheir rq tf! . 10 The uses 

of these three pronouns are listed in the table on the 

following page. The numbers used in the table for each 

function correspond to the numbers already given above in 

the section on sherma, with three extra numbers add ed . 

A number of expressions containing her are regarded as 

compound and not included in the table; e.g. herbih 1UJ tA' , 

herguh 1q i~, heryii {,7J J..)" heryiiguh 1VJ jA), itz , hert serng 

i -- LlJ;; tlJ e, and ruher -/t1Z 1'iJ • 

Examples of her 

Ex. 6:42 JJY 102.8-9 (3) IIfJinryh jiann mooujea lai/ 

inher chii jie ll f 0 0' a it f R-, Ii] 1q ~ f.!f- 37 11 When 

you saw me coming today , why did yo u get up to receive me?1I 

Ex. 6:43 LJL 506b27-28 (.5) "fShanqtzuoh tsorng her erl 

lai f" 0 L)t: ,f7.( 1if iiP 5t..." "Where are you from? 11 

Ex. 6:44 CF 383a13-14 ( 6 ) : fl1IIershanq suoo yanjyi jee 

a :::;" &-. .... I~ klr i ~/o J;? a J%= -1;;-j ~ ":fif 0 shyh her daw1ii 11 f'. ~ /}ir- -"'J r' . .., /(;i ',-- ~ 

"What is the doctrine you refer to?" 

Ex. 6:45 WL 69A4 (8) 11 11 f:H erchuh mih forf l1 
11 

o 1;;r ~ ~-' 1+0 IIWhere can one search for the Buddha? 11 

Ex. 6:46 JJY 94.9 (9) fBuh jy her day bye shi 

tianf ( verse ) ) i0 ~ 1/.[1t ~IJ ~~ .;1,0 "No-one knows when 

it left the Western Paradise . 1I 

Ex. 6:47 WL 68a13 (10) " "fWoO shanq buh kee der / fei 

woo her kee derf" 11 ~ ;It I~ 7{. nJ -11- 0 ;J ~ dX. 1;[ '11-1- () "If 

even self has no objective existence, how much less has 

other-than- se1f." (B1ofe1d, Zen TeachiElLof Huang Po, 70. ) 



her 1~ sheir ' Ii. "'ii 
LJL CF WL ,lJY P·lY LJL CF WL J ,lY PJY LJL 

(1) ~ o V X*,L 2 2 

1 
) (b) 

( J) (a) yunhe:r' ~'Of 5 J 4 
( c) ( a) ( 

(b) inhe!' Iii) 10[ 

( c) yuanl1. e;r t.'t 1Vj 

(5) • .vp X V •• 2 2 10 1 1 5 
• • vI X v .. 

(6) •• v X N •• 
{including vp andvl) 

8 7 7 18 1 1 

(8) her c:hub "'~ ~ ? 

3 hersuoo 11iJ 11 7 1 4 1 ,3 ---
(9) · • x N v o • 1 3 1 2 

(10) (N) X v 6 9 14 5 2 1 2 7 13 6 

(11) 7f. 
•• X bJili V' •• J 2 12 3 

( 12) Non=verbal sentences 3 2 

~,~--.---..~~-,.~ 

)(-

X stands for the 'word in questi o n ~ her) sheir o or ahsheir, as the case may be 

ahsheir 

CF WL 

1 

3 

tij ~f! 
JlY PJY! -I 

2 1 

1 

00 
00 
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Ex . 6 : 48 PJY 28Ba8 ,L lI Her buh daw r hl "/ 

"iV-hy no sa 'seven' ?" 

Sh erma and her overlap in so me of heir usage as can 

b e seen from he ables above, name ly usage (3)) (5)) (6)" 

(8 ) and ( 9) . In usage (10), sher ma is used nom "nally and 

he r a dv er b ially . In he ase of the two wo ds before a 

n oun9 they so metimes occur alternatively befo e the same 

n oun. For example) in CF 383a13=14 ~ V he dawlii i 

f ollow ed by V sherma d awlii. However) he fi t sentenc e 

i s a f actual q u estion, he second is a rhetorical one. ll 

Example s of sheir 

Ex. 6 :49 ,L " Niann jee sh h _he~' f 
ri~ ~ ~ ~/'j... 1 

1'- ~/1.. 0 " iV-ho is the thinker? 11 

Ex . 6 : 50 PJY 30Bb18 -3lAal (5) ~"Shyh sheir buh 

:9::.. -tfi /f, -t- !l imo is it hat d oesn i under and?" 

Ex. 6 :51 JJY 14 . 6 (6) ,i" For yeu sheir ren wei ----
farnnao",i r it .f#. tfi. J,- ~ 1~ 'ff4 01 , For whom are he 

Bu ddha ' s d e ires roused? 'j 12 
(Su.zuki I Ess y -2., 35 8 ). 

huey" .;. 

Ex . 6:52 LJL 496c29 (9) I. ,tShei . ren wey woo shyng= 

...J-/ ' / >I:I-.J.I; ./. - /. 61 
cJ G71 / ...... ;.~ .., ~ ~-r1-t~ d er" ,t " Who can d 0 i :for me ?" 

Ex. 6 : 53 CF 382b20 (10) ~ ,t f,Jyi shei _ law f>el du.ann'£ !! 

(J ep "tfJ. ;$".t~ t#/f ~ !! i'!ho .. told you 0 eliminate I-hing ?'! 

Ex . 6 : 54 JJY 18 . 3 (12) ""Shy yun:,i I! Sheir" f' 

" IJr ~ r iii 0
1 

The Mas er said: " Who ?!. 

Examples of ahsheir 

Ex. 6:55 JJY 31. 7 (1) ,LShy yun: r'Tseh ahsheir 'l l-

Shyue yun : ,kTseh zyhjii "f' ii,? ~ r J2'J PtiJ 'ift D I '* ~ r;q.J me..,1 

Jawjou said~ "Penetra e who m? I The pupil. aid " Oneself. " 

Ex . 6:56 CF 382b25 (10) "/ahsheir daw hyh ' .j. -- ,----
() jIij ~fi ~.Jt&J " Who says ha is Sf) ? ! 

f'~ ~ 
only in the ShelrJla occur once flve ex s = in a 

sentence in LJL alternating with ahsheir:~~t 
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Ex. 6:57 L.J!: 496b17-lS f'f'w enn: ,t't Shy chang sh e ir j ia 

cheuf'Tzongfeng syh ahsheir",,4 o raj %tp"flJ t/1. t< Itli" I/f:. If).. I~;ij 

r'l} -til 0 " Whose song do you sing? Whose 

tradit ion d o you follow- in?" 

This expression is not listed in Ota Ta suo' TT,J Index. 

How-ever, several examples are given by Jang Shiang (Shy-Tsyr-

Cheu, 343) • Yanagida Seizan refers to this se c tion of 

Jang and interpre s sheirjia as a compound) wi h jia as 

suffix . (Rinzairoku, p.13, Section 9, n.2.) Maspero 

(IITexte s ll
, p.26) translates Ex. 6:57 and gives it as an 

example of the use of ahsheir, without ex.pressing any 

opinion on the nature of sheirjia. (Gau Mingkae ( !' Yeuluh ll ) 

does not deal at all w-ith sheir or ahsheir.) 

Compare also the parallel passage cited in Note 12. 

6.6 The Noun Group 

The maximum form of the noun group is: ndt nau N ~'E2J. 

ndt (determinative noun) can be subdivided into nd 

(demonstra ive de ermina ive) and ~ (numeral deter mina ive), 

either or bo h of whi ch may occur (if bo h, in he order 

nd ~). Less complex forms of the noun group are nd _~) 

and nau N. 

Determinative nouns are des cribed ln ~1 below-~ 

demons tra ive determinatives in 6.7 • .! and numeral 

determinatives in. 607.~ nd 6.7.3. 

Auxiliary nouns (~E) in combination wi h de erminatives 

are covered in. 6.7. They are described in more de ail in 

6 .S. The s ruc ure nau N is describ ed in 6. So --- .-~-"",, , 

Postpositive nouns (npo) are covered in ~2. 

607.1 Demonstrat ' ve De ermina ives 
..:;....:.....:...~;....,;;~- , ~~--- ---

The m s frequent demonstrative deteTmina~ves (nd) are 

~~~ rt I :ff , !1 this " , and ~ .;J-l:... his ' . Muc h 

- ' 
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rarer are nah #f 

PGJ HiS, "which". 

" tha t " ; ~ jj? " which"; and ahnaa 

These five words will be treated in detail 

further on in this section, and are also included in the 

tables 6.7.3. 

other nd: 

Dih ~ , ordinal nd, preceding ~ as shown in 6.7.3 

below. The tables do not include dihyih ;jb _ in its 

functions of (a) adverb (intensive before negatives , e.g. 

LJL 499c6, CF 382c8); or (b) predicate (e.g. WL 6 8a9). 

" the various". Found in all texts in the 

construction ~. 

Yihchieh - .PjJ, "all" . Mainly in the construction 

yihchieh N, but also as free noun " everything" (e.g. CF380c24, 

WL 69a12, JJY 46.1), and (once 

yihchieh nau N (WL 72a20: the 

only) in the structure 

~ ~ is dee~).13 

"this"; occurs once before ~ (LJL .50.5b17, 

shyh~ban shyh, "this kind of thing"); rarely 

as subjec , II this " (e.g. CF 382a8 ,9,lO)~ and in a few 

compounds such as shyhryh ~ ~ "on the same day", and 

rushyh --41% 1'3 
~ , "thus" . OtherWise, the character shyh 

is used fo the frequently-occurring classifica ory ve b 

and link verb "to be " . (..§2: i1' is found only in the rare 

compound rusy ~rz.it, " thus" ) • 

Bii ~I{ is found only as placeword "there" (e.g. LJL 

.5 0 4b12 , 13) and in a few compounds, such as the placeword 

biijong 4ft. l' "there" (e.g. JJY 88.1). 

See 6.9 on the attributive use (resembling an nd use) 

of chyan and other words normally functioning as 

postpositive nouns. 

Jeh!jee and tSyy 

The characters l!. and -it are both used, apparently 

synonomously, for the nd "this " . The distribution amongst 

the five tex s is a follows: 
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LJL CF WL JJY PJY 

jeh '-b 
46 0 0 17 22 .i§.. 

jee ~ 0 2 13 86 0 

In JJY, the only tex which has both forms side by side~ 

there is no diffe rence in usage matching the graphic 

d ' t · t · 14 I th d' t 1 lS lnc lon. n e lscussion and the able be ow] I 

have accordingly subsumed the two characters under the same 

heading. (The character % is al so used fo r the part icle 

jee, for which see 7.10.) 

It can be seen from the table below that jeh and tsyy 

share only five out of the eleven constructions listed: 

namely, (1), (2C), (2D), (3), and (6). Moreover, in the case 

of (2C) and (6) 9 .j eh and~, respectively, predominate. 

However, in the cas e of (1) and (3), there are a number of 

passages where one or other nd is used before the same nouns 

with no detectable difference of context or meaning: e.g. 

PJY 28Bal: syy-yih-j iuh JH:... - tJ P,JY 28Bbll: jeh-yih~ 

Note the overall predominance of tsyy in CF and WL, and 

of jeh in the three other texts. 

ention should be made of a subdivision of jeh in use 

(1), found in LJL, JJY, and PJY: namely , forming a non= 

verbal, exclamatory, sentence of the form f' '' Jeh N' t,L with the 

meaning "What a N!". (E.g. JJY 24.9 : ,LShy chyh: ,LttJee

liytt ,Lf' (J ~t ~t.. r~ .. ~!~ ttWhat an ass!1t cursed Jawjou.)16 Tsyy 

does not occur in this particular usage. 

The table below does not include a few compounds in 

which ~ occurs: the adverbs intsyy)!] tt.. (e.g. i..!:!: 100.12) 

and ru yy -It 0 Jl;b ( e . g • 

Y1:. J~J ( e. g. LJL 505b20) 

CF 380all); the plareword tsyyjian 

and t syyj ong j}t }r ( e. g. WL 

71b20).16A Nor does it include the OC and LC idiom tsyy 

jy shyh _ ye e )J~.:Z ~ -ti!.J (e.g. LJL 501a26). Of these 

expressions, only rutsyy is fOW1.d at all frequently. 



6 .7 . l~n t I ~ ) 

JEH/JEE .~ -$ 
~ - TSYY Y"tJ 

LJL CF WL JJY PJY LJL CF WL JJY PJY - - - - --.- f--. 

( 1) XaN b 22 1 33 10 19 39 26 20 4 --
(2A) X geh N j:t: 

l@ 3 5 3 5 

(2B) c X nau N 1 

(2C) X geh J=/: 

/11 5 33 1 1 1 

(2D) 
c 

X nn nau Nf 4 2 

(2E) X nn geh I·-r. 
/1] 1 

(3 ) XnnN 2 2 7 1 2 6 1 4 

(4) X lii "here" 1 placeword 1<- 9 2 5 19 3 

(5) X bian tl over here", placeword ;ff~ 6 ~ 

(6) •• X~A~ V •• 
d 

1 2 6 9 12 8 1 

I( 7) 
e •• vx •. - 3 3 

46 2 13 103 22 33 54 38 33 9 

a X indicates the nd in ques tion. 

b Including three case s of tsyy jy shyr §l::, Z JJt (LJL lX, CF 2X) 
c 

where nau is not geh . That is, 

d Including a few cases of Sl in double-subject clauses and of subject in non~verbal sentences. 

e That is, object of free verb; includes also two occurrences as object of preposition. \0 
W 
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Examples of~ different u es of jeh and tsrz 

Ex. 6: .58 LJL .504bl.5 (1) : f".J eh-seng shyhlai yeou 

sherma yanjiuh/" <7 it 11t i!! 1:.1i if if ~ 0 :> " What did 

this monk. [Linjih] ay just now •••• " 

Ex. 6:.59 CF 382c2l (1) " f .Jenru jy jong du wu tsyy-

shyhf" " J!. -J.e Z rf dtp ~ JJ..t. f () " In the Absolu e there 

is no such thing." 

Ex . 6: 60 WL 68B8 (2.A) " "fSyh j ee-geh-j iannj iee 

~ 'k-
yeou sherma yonqchuhf"" a 1J</ .. i1i!J ~ ~ a 1411' J~ f;fJ i~ () 

"What is the use of a view like this?" 

Ex. 6:61 LJL 499c4 (2B) " " j eh-ban-yeehwu j ingmo " " 

it f.Jz Pf til1=i ~ "this kind of fox sprite " 

Ex . 6 : 62 JJY 37.6 (2C) f"Laoseng weytserng jiang 

r f/- 11;::J:. {fK J,J ~ 3;t..t=J; - , I 
j e e-geh shyh ren" f .7C:::. 11[3 /}'- B ;1' 1" /(3J i2 -;f.. /'- 0 "I haven't 

pointed this out to people yet." 

Ex . 6: 63 LJL 498c29 (2C) :""f~-geh shyhhwo Wenshu,4"" 

"This is the living Manju'ri. II 

Ex . 6:64 LJL 499b22 (2D) II "jeh-yih-shuang-yean" " 

:~ 1-j(( q~-
.2~ - :z. 1;lP'-- "This pair of eyes" 

LJL 497b22-3 (2D): !" t ,.L~-san-joong-shen 

;:;hyh mingyan/ " ,, 17 0 ~ E- ft.(f 7t..;g. -t 0 " The e three kinds of 

body are [ merely] names." 

Ex. 6:66 JJY 23.7-8 (2E) : ~ " Chwu- chiueh ~e~leang-

geh/yeou bae chian wann yih",4 1- lNr~ ~ ~) 1i 1ii -t1iJ It;;] 
"Apart from these two, there a r e millions (more). " 

Ex. 6:67 WL68b19 (3) " ",4Jee-yih-men ming-wei wuwei 

faamenf'!t!! <) 11 - r~ ~ i9 #f!-. ii& ~4.1j C "This Ga eway is 

called the Dharma Gate of on-Ac tivity. II 

Ex. 6: 68 PJY 28Bal (3) "~-yih=j iuh !! 

II hi phra e it 

Ex. 6:69 CF 382b22-23 : " ,4Eel biann shianq jeelii sheng 

jiee",i " ~ 1't..fl~-!§iI:.!i.M6!1Here you give rise to c oncep ual 

though " . 
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Ex. 6 : 70 JJY 7 3. 6-7 ~Shy yun:;L"Naabian jiann"f Way 

yun:;L "Jeebian j iann";L (J Ii?.z '#p/f/Lo7 f/, ~ (1%}f-~,,7 

Jawjou said: " Where do you see (Linjih) ?" Jou re plied: 

"Over here. " 

Ex. 6:71 JJY 57.11-12 (6) ;L"Jyy jee biann shyh 

chaantyi";L;L r y. .}§ r:l-J{ frI] ;j~ 0 1 
" Thi sis wh a t Shant i is . " 

Ex. 6:72 LJL 501alO ( 6 ) "";LTsyy shyh j uu kann 

"This is 'Host Looking at Guest' '' . 

Ex. 6 :73 LJL 501a23-24 ( 7) Ifll/cheu tsyy wei shyh 

tzuumen forfaa yee;L"" "ffx... J!;l:.. ~ k.;t.Ji fJ fJ/7}4; ~ " 

" •.• they regard this as the buddha- dharma of th e Patriarchs." 

Nah, n aa, and ahnaa if ) i1,;-y -ij1 

These words occur extremely rarely in the Me of the 

18 
present corpus. Apart fro m their use as nd, naa is 

found (also rarely) as adverb "how", sometimes in the 

construction naa d er V #f 4~ • Naa der can be taken 

either as A vau , or a a co mpound A. (On n~ as final 

parti c le see 7 .12 .) 

Only JJY has a fairly wide range of usage for the 

three words. I is the only text which has nd nah. The 

distribution in the table below is strikingly imbalanced 

(in text occurrence and function) as co mp ared with the 

d istribution of jeh and tsyy. (This imbalance was not 

pointed out b y Maspero] who stated: "Les demonstratifs 

tcho et na sont e mployes exactement comme aujourd'hui, seuls 

ou suivis d'une num~rale [nau, in the terminology u ed here] 

( " " ~ cr. ) general e ment 1'!3l, @J ko ; " . . . ("Textes", 15.) 

The functions in the table below are numbered according 

to the numbers used above in the table for jeh and tsyy . 

However (6) is not strictly comparable: preverbal jeh and 

tsyy are nominal, whereas preverbal ~ is adverbial . In 

row (6), an asterisk indicates na a d er . 



r-

NAA fJp 

LJL CF WL JJY 

(1 ) XN 1 

(2A) X_geh N 
):,: 

/~ 1 3 

(2C) X geh 1=1= 

I~ 7 5 

(3) x nn N 

(4 ) X Iii} " there " } placeword 

(5) 
I 

X bian " over ther e " } " 2 

(6) xv ~ I 1 1 3 1 

Totals ~ 8 2 3 12 

AHNAA [l1 IJr 
PJY ILJL CF WL JJY PJ~-f CF 

I 1 1 

I 1 1 

o 2 o o 2 o o o 
________ L----____ _ 

NAH ;}P 

WL JJY 

3 

1 

1 

2 

1 

o 8 

--I 

PJY 

o 

\0 
0\ 

~ ,', ,'_. '. ' ' . J . ~, . ~ . " " - ~ .... - .-' -. ' .', . . . ' ... 
, '"'' , , ', >. --,,, ',.' ,'-' ". ", ." " '" •••• ,.. ,',',. ' .-'" : " , ..., '. • " ' ", " , 
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Examples of nah, naa, and ahnaa 

Ex . 6 : 74 JJY 82.12-83.1 (1) " f'Jenq yeuma shyr sheng-

tzay ~-tour"f •••• f "Yeuma/jyi tzay nah-tour yee"i-

".if.. ~ A )-'71, d:. # jjp iifJ 0
1 

.. . ,. (~;ft tF1tJJj1 i~f!;:/ "Just at 

that time, on which side did it arise?" •••• "In that 

case, it was on that side . " 

Ex. 6:75 LJL 504a22-23 (1) f'Shyrell-miann Guan'in 

ahnaa-miann j enq" f' 0 + -==. lID 1i.i ~" faJ jJ p ?ii:).JE. " 
19 

"Whi ch of Avalokite~vara ' s twelve faces is the real one?" 

Ex. 6:76 "f'Nii tzay ahnaa-tour"f' 

"On which side are yoU?1I 

Ex. 6:77 CF 38JaJ-4 (2A) : " f'Wey sheen jyi ~-geh-

-shin shyh for II f' o ~ if tPiJp/iJ I~' 1t 1+ 0 "I don't 

know yet which 'Mind' is Buddha . " 

Ex. 6 : 7 8 JJY 6.11 (2A) "f'Nii wenn ~-geh-shyr"f'f' 

o J* (,/j 7J r i!J at 01 "Whi ch time are you asking about?" 

Ex. 6:79 JJY 64 .9 (2C) : f'''Jinn-chiueh jinshyr/moh 

r .:f;. .J. ~ j: ... J- -::Iq ,l:C l 
wenn nah-geh" f' Jtil -70"/1 -7 P7:r) * raJ JJ f 1i!J 0 "When 

the pre sent is exhausted, don't ask about that." 

Ex. 6:80 LJL 504a5-6 (2C) : I-IITsorng shanq-~ai 

yih-ren shyng banq/yih-ren shyng hef'Ahnaa-geh chin "f 

AI-''' I .cP- J /. - -:t -£ / /. - !l. 
(1 -1 IZ -= 1--- -/\ .... 11" ~-f ...... -/'-. 1T (7J:] 0 vi] IJ JI rlJ 1~ 0 

"Traditionally, some [Charn teachers] have always used 

blows, some have used shouts. Which of the two is more 

authenti ?,,20 

Ex. 6:81 JJy 78 . 8-9 (3) fYow wenn nah=yih-renl-

"Then he asked the other monk: c •• " 

[nah here refers to the second of two people.] 

Ex. 6:82 JJy 103 .4-5 (4) : f'!!Jehlii yii tzuoh-chiueh 

-.;..' r./I- ..) .J::t. 1&1 
lao sengf'Nahlii wenn sherma faa f. !! ~ 1<.. E...;;t::. '1': f 7c:.. ~ 0 

.fJF.tf'1j ifJftJi,," You , ve already silenced me here; what dharma 

are you asking about there?" 
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Ex. 6:83 JJY 74.11 (S) : fl!\vey sheen nahbian shyh 

ruherl!f r f- :f IiFii f-lia-1g 0 I I! I don't yet know 

what things are like over there.1! [For ~ in use (S), 
see Ex. 6:70 above.] 

6.7.2 Numeral Determinatives 

The most important numeral determinatives (~) are 

the simple (monosyllabic) numerals yih ell 

leang lif;v , syh I!E liow ...!-/ , san 

shyr -r ' bae 7j 

chian together with the compound nd in 

w.hich they take part (no discussion is devoted to the 

morphology of compound numerals, which is similar to 

that of NC.)21 
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Occurrences of these numerals in the noun group are 

tabulated below in 6.7.3, in which are also listed the 

infrequently occurring nd jii bann t sheuduo 

j , rusheuduo ~1z it j , and ruohgan.~ t (On the 

adverb rusheu -Ita it, see 1..:..3.) 

Three other words which could be taken as nn are 

duo shao J '!l I!how many l!; shietzyy ~:t-, I! a few "; 

and shuh .Jdz.. , I! several" • 

Duoshao ,1-;; occurs a few times in four of the 

texts (not at all in CF). Apart from its use as~, 

duoshao is found as predicate in non-verbal sentences 

(e.g. JJY 8.11, 2 X). 
%:J:j-

Shietzyy is found only twice as nn : JJY SO.12 and 

PJY 28BblS. It is also found twice as free noun : 

70al and JJY 96.1, in both cases as cognate object. 
~t. ~ 

(For shieshie, see 6.2. ) 

l-t 

WL 

There are two cases of shuh as ~, both in LJL: 

SOlcl: shuh-nau-N; SOScl: shuh-N. 
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In JJY there are three cases of numeral suffixes: 

100.5: shyr-lii-yiilai -t "about 

ten Ii"; 

syhshyr-nian-lai "about 

forty years"; 

6.....z ~ ..J...-5i: 4.6 bashyr-yu-yuan-shannjyshyh J \. -hfr~ t1l. -1!iJ~ ~;:Jv.. 

"over eighty Charn students". 

In the table below, these three noun groups are simply 

counted as nn N, nn N, and nn nau N, respectively. 

Yih •..• wann, and compounds, are also sometimes 

found as free nouns, as adverbs, and as members of 

compounds which are not nne (Such cases are not 

covered in the tables in 6.7.3.) As free nouns they 

occur as subject or object (often as quasi-quotes: 

see Ex. 6:48), or as complete non-verbal sentences (in 

answer to a question, e.g. JJY 8.11, or as a numerical 

series, e.g. JJY 43.1,2). In JJY 90.8,9 there are two 

cases of multiplication, with numerals as subject and 

predicate in non-verbal sentences. 

For numerals used as adverbs, see for example 

JJY 41.12 and Ex. 5:32 above. 

Examples of numerals in compounds: yihshyr ~ ttf 
"at once", adverb (e.g. JJY 1.12); yihryh - fJ "one 

day", adverb (e. g. LJL 505a23). Compare also the 

adverb dihyih mentioned at the beginning of 

In 6.7.3, JJY noun groups with nn are tabulated 

first: JJY has the widest range of constructions. 

Then on the next page a table is given which covers 

the other four texts. 

b 
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6.7.3 (cont1d) 
(jeh/dih

a ) XbN X geh N 

1 2 J ..2 1 2 1 - - - -
LJL CF WL PJY -- - -

(_)dyih 96 32 9 1 1 
2 2 4 -

(_) d san .e. shyr 111,. 60 87 _ 5 
3 2 

d 
(-) ell 21 2 25 1 

2 2 2 

1eang 3 2 1 5 

d 
(-) bae 24 12 31 2 

chian 
wann 
--

jii 1 3 1 1 

bann 4 --
sheuduo 1 

rusheuduo 1 

ruohgan 

For notes (a) to (e) see previous page 

- ----- --------- --------------- --------

(jeh/diha2 X nau<:N-

.2 1 2 ] .2 - -

2 24 2 3 5 
4 

11 6 1 
2 

1 1 
1 

2 

It 1 2 2 

1 1 

1 

1 

x geh 

1 2 1 .2 1 - - -

9 

2 2 4 

2 

X verbal nau 
, 

2 1. -

2 

.2 

5 

7 

3 

I 

I-' 
o 
I-' 
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In 6 .8.4 is a detailed list of the various auxiliary 

nouns (apart from geh) which are represented in the above 

tables as nau. 

22 
As for geh9 some figures are given above in he 

second and fourth columns of the tables; some other figures 

have been given earlier on in the chapter; and geh without 

preceding ndt will be dis cussed in 6 .8. J (cf. also 6.2 
~t:: r-r. --

on g~g~). Below is a table which brings together hese 

various totals. If the totals for geh are compared with 

the totals for all the other nau (third and fifth columns 

above) it can be seen that in LJL, JJY, and PJY , geh has 

a frequency considerably higher than the other nau 

combined. However, in the other two texts (in which 

auxiliary nouns are rarer), geh does not have the same 

predominance . 

LJL CF WL JJY PJY -- - - -- --
(I) IUl geh N 9 2 1 15 2 

(2) IUl geh 4 2 0 15 0 

(J) nd geh N .3 1 5 6 5 

( 4) nd geh 14 0 0 41 1 

(5) V geh sherma (Nl 5 0 1 lJ 8 

(6) V geh N lJ J 2 12 7 

(7) other uses (see 6.8 .J) 1 0 1 7 4 

49 8 10 109 27 

6.8.1 Auxiliary Nouns 

As can be seen in 6 . 7.1, and in 6.7.J, ndt N is far 

more frequent than ndt nau N. Only a partial reason for 

this is the absence of nau when the ndt is a numeral used 

ordinally (e. g. CFJ8Jc19: liow-tzuu ~ ;;..B. , "the Sixth 

Patriarch" - not "six patriarchs " ), or where the noun 

group is a set phrase of the type sanjieh J ti the 

three worlds " , i.e. the Buddhist tridhatu (e.g.LJL 499 a 24). 
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The main rea on WDuld seem 0 be ha nau in this 

con strue ion 'was o p ional in MC, or at any rate in written 

MC.
23 

There are some ea es where the same n oun is used 

now wi h ] now without nau: see ~JY 90 .10 a nd 79. 10: 

yih=po r ~y -.!$ -+ ? J JY 90. 12: yih~geh-portz}::y. -@!~:t-

Many nau are also found a f ree nouns. In some ea e s, 

ueh woo d oc cur afte r n dt (i. e. wi thou another N 

fo llow ' ng) • Only when geh takes par t in such a 

on ruc ion have I analyzed he g roup as ndt nau . In 

o her case there i s no convincing e videnc e ( uch as ndt 

nau ) wi h he same~} in the pre ceding contex ) agains 

a simple _n_d~..,;.., anal sis. Such a case i ,JJY 7 9 .8 

" Woo jeelii yih~di ee wuf''' " , ~ Ja r ~ -1§ ~ - }r.fj e.. /", () 
" There is no a single drop here where I a m. " (or " I 

don ' h ave a single d r op here. " ) In this instance, shoei ---
7J<. "wa er "9 does occur in wha precede s ; and 

a dmi edly in WL the group 
hl) ?j<... 

yih=d i- sho e i, "a d rop of wa er ' ) 

is fund wice ( ee 6.8.4). Cer ainly his type of 

exampl.e i the forerunner o f he.-J2 " pronominal ll use o f 

mlnor noun groups) whether or not it is r egar ded as such in 

MC. 

An her bor derline p roblem is provid ed by ho e noun 

phrases with s ruc ·u e ndt Nl N2 which gi ve ri se to 

alternate analyses (a) n dt Nl I ~, with E;dt_-.! a noun 

g roup f'un c ioning attributively before the head N2: 

a n o un phra e. 

(b ) nd nau N2.: i.e. a noun group. 

( c. i ed abo ve, 

eem a clea rcu example o f ' analysi (a ) 0 o her 

c a e re not 0 easy t o de c ide on: e.g. JJY 9.10, LJL 

5 03c 26=7 . 

J.JY 9. 10 
. -.g, 

yih= a ng sh~eng -- sf fir 1'3 

LJL .5 03 c2 6=7 .Jeh='yih=arng seng it- °t I't: 
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The conte t suggest interpre ation ( ) "the monks 

in (thi ) whole hall and also (b) !f (this) hallful of' 

monk " . There is little semantic dis inction between the 

two interpreta ions. Charles Luk's translation Q'eaching II] 

109 liDo the monks read sutra in this hall?") suggests 

a third in erpreta ion - a double-sub ject const uction. 

Asahina's .Japanese 

no sotachi ll] 

Rinzairoku, 143) . 

ransla tion suggest (a):" kono donai 

ifla I-/:. Is.... tit' Wt , Asahina~ -/~ r :if, /1_ /.ij. 

6 .8.2 Verbal Aux.ilia.!2: Nouns, 

In Table II of 6.8.4 are listed ten verbal nau whi c h 

are found in the construction V (N)~~. These nau 

could be regarded? alternatively as ordinary object noun.s, 

but hey have more in co mmon with cognate objec s. All 

verbal ~ can be regarded as ognate objects. 

rever e is not true - cognate object of the 

(LJL 505cl "several Iii") are not lis ed below as verbal 

~.) 

There are a few cases of preve bal noun g oup 

comparable in meaning to (postverbal) cognate 0 ' e c t (e.g. 

LJL 505a18, WL 72a17) . The W example is "/yih-kuah kuah~ 

wi th a slngle 

stride .'TJ.'he first kuah is a verb nominalized by he preceding 

nne For a similar case postverbally, cf. L .JL 496c2: 

,'He yilr~he/ 17 oIJ _ 17& 
24 also Ex. 6 :26. 

"[Linjih] gave a shou •••. II Compare 

6.8.3 Aux.lllary Nouns not Precede~by Det~~rminatives 

In the geh table at the end of 6.7.3 are hown (under 

headings (5) and (6)) s atistics for the construc tion V~E 

N, where can be free noun, noun phrase] or the 

interrogative pronoun _her~. Geh N has indefinite meaning, 

and may be rega ded as a cont action of yih-geh N? which, 

-- IN 
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how eve can itself occur pos verbally . Parallel 

passages offer some support f or this theory of 

contraction . 25 

For e amples of use (5) see E s. 6:29, 6:30, £l37~ 

For use (6) ee LJL 5 04b 20, 498all, JJY 25 . 6 ~ 36.9, 42.l} 

75 . 6 , 97 . 6 . 

Thir een c a es of geh remain to be dis c ussed: 

( a) (8x.) noun phrase hao g eh N ~-t l!J , " a good N~ what 

a goo d , n . . ( LJL 5 03b26-27; JJY 9 . 6, 48 . 1 , 62.8 , 84. 5) 

84 . 5~6; PJY 2 8Ab8, 28Ball .) Compare the co nst rue i n 

with nn in ead of nau : 
-<Li-
hao yih (e.g . J ·JY 45.6: 

,L " dahshah hao yih-wenn"l,L r:Jz. r.*,~t - t'.f] 0
1 " What an 

ex remely goo d question !" Con trast this with PJY 28Ball 

h ao g eh-wennshiunn J •. J. I~,/: i>1.!l -to -r.l.7 ~ «6 ,) t7Il..... " What a good question l!. 

( b) (2x) ruu geh N ,'JL ~ 
~ @J : WL 69a5 !Eu geh~ zyhj~ 

§ CJ J "you yourself, your self"; P.JY 30Abl2 : 

ruu geh~pwutour '79: I~ ff..il91, "your cap " . 

( ~) (Ix.) ( J,J r 3 2 . 1-2 ) t z ao g eh 1- ~ , "long ago " 1 

a d v erb? apparently syn onomous with the adverb tzao. 

Compare LJL 498a12: ""/woo t z ao V leau yeel- nl~ 

t> ~ if- V 1 -t!!..; 0) almo s t exac tl y the same s the <..1 JY 

f' nWoo_zaogeh VIeau yee"l-l- 26 () iIG .!f I~ V J ~ " 

(d) ( Ix ) ~,JY 28Ab14· ,L " Geh=swuren piinpiin ruh yuann 

" When 

a layman k eeps coming into the yard} wha doe he exp ec 

o find"? Maspero ( " Textes" 15) c ites he fi r s hree 

wor ds of' the example : " un la1que " . The TTS par allel 

passage (93b14) omi the ~h. Co mpare he d i s cuss l on 

below on di ~~ and shuang ~ 

(1) .J JY 94. 12 f' geh ye e wuf' ( ver e) oNtiJ ~!#. 0 ) 

" The re is not a single !!" . Here I a k e he N and th e g eh 

as Sl nd S2 in a double=sub ject c ons rue l one 
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Three 0 the other nau occur in constru tlons of 

type (d) : 

di s41 CF 84a11: di -shoei 

1Y ~ JJY 106.6 ( ver~e ): 

shuang 
{fit 
~ JJY 93.1 ( erse) : shuang-lin 

shuang-yean if a Pc JJY 106.1 (verse): 

However the words "ri th shuang could be taken as 

ompound. Compare LJL 499 c26: ~uang- 1in , a nd also 

JJY 90 . 1 , shuang- tzwu ~ ~ 

Finally, mention should be made of ~L 70a7 ~ 
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hao jy- liehcheuan ~i- !i.. 11/t r~ "a good hunting d og". 

This is of type (a) above. 

6.8 .4 Table of Auxiliary Nouns (excluding Geh) 

I Auxiliary Nouns in Structures ndt nau Nand N ndt nau 

(N ndt nau shown in brackets with asterisks. Such caf. es 
are included in the unbracketed totals for each nau . )·7 

LJL CF n JJY PJY -- - -- -- --

~ ~Z 
!l 1 

e , g .4 99b19 .383b12 

been 1 1 

~ 
- -

502cl6 383c20 

charng 1 
~ --t-; 28B",4 

cheng 
~t.7 

-L 
86 11 -r# 

lchorng 5 '.1* ) 1 - -

f 
501a14, c15 70b 3 
500c25-26 
506a17 

chuann 

.t 
1 -

44,9 

~YE l 
~~ 
./ 93 1 

--
dann 1 

~~ 
-

31Aa12 

deeng !5i 1 1 
f-- - -

1 72a20 28Aa18 
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LJL CF WL JJY PJY -- - - -- --

di 2 1. - - -
7ttJ 70b7 , 

(d. also 6.8 . 3) 71b17 46 , 8 

duei 
tfi 

1 -- -
13.1 

doou 
if 

1 (.! * ) 1 ( 1* ) -- -
naB 95 . 1 

duenn 
28 

f~ 1 -
(d . II below) 496c29 

i'eng it 1 -
100_8 

huh 

1~1 
1 (1*) 1 -- -

72aB 28Ab2 

~ ifR 
1 

18 12 

janq 
:J:. 

1 -
70b3 

jian 
raj 

1 
97.3 

~ .)J.. 
2 -

~ 82 , 9 
103 . 9 

jiuh J!- 1 -. , 
504b19 

jiuh 
q) 

1 -
497a19 

jiuhtzyy 2 -
IiJ t 499a6 

500a27-8 

joong *1 11 1 4 1 - - - -
(eL also 6,2 e ,g , 
on loongj oong) 497b22 383b11 e , g . 69b1 2L9 

~ ft 1 -
504e12 
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_. 
-----~--.--~-r_" .-

LJL CF WL J,JY PJY -- - - ~- - .-

--r--~--.--.-r-- ' 

1Y 1 7 -11 - 39 ,1 , 503b15 x... 2 , 8,60 .12 

(eL also 6.8 . 3) 75,5 ,78 .5 
81.1,94 . 4 

~ it 
3 (1')(- ) 

14 . 4,14 .4 
5, 104 . 8 

-
Ikoou r1 1 

498e13-14 

leang 
v-fiJ 1 -

498b20 

lih 1.i 1 
f--- -

384a13 
f--. 

iliing Ji~ J:. 
.... 

43 . 11 
--

[Pi n p.F 1 (1 . ) 
-1~ - -

31Ab14 
--

piann }f 1 1 1 - - -
eeL also 6 . 2 503a3 384a13 89 . 6 
on plannp1ann) 

-. .--
~ j ...... 2 -

69b20, 
~-

70a6 
1--'----

shaur 1:. 

fij 504a17 
(nted as 
5~18) 

shiah r 1 -
18.12 

~ --
shuang ~ 1 J... 

(d. also 499b22 95 . 9 
6.8 . 3 ---

'I---'-

~ ~ 1:. 
92 . 3 

suoo fir 1 (1*) 
-

L 103. 9-10 
",,-,-, ~-
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LJL CF WL J ,lY PJY -- - - -- --
---------t-

tour 1 10 -503 b18 1.9-10, 
38.12,74.5 
80.12 ,82.6 
83.3, 86.4 
86.8, 92.2 

-- ~ 

twan J~ 1 -
69all 

---e----- ----I--. 

1 -
97.1 

. - ~ . 
1 1 -wen 

504 a9 29Abl0 
30Bb15-16 

--- _._---~. --'--._---
1 -

4.6 (cited 

------------~-
_____ ..... ____ _____ i1:L.§~ 

II Verbal Auxiliar LNo~~~§...:~) 

-------.~--

LJL CF WL JJY PJY -- - - -- --
~---------- ---~. 

banq 2 1 - -
58.6, 
91. 7 30Ba7 

~---------- ------_.- ----_.- _. 
1 -

89.2 
---e-. 

(cf. Chapter V, 
n.4) __ 

1 -
21.11 

biann I 

J1!L 
~--------- --_.-~.----

1 -
4c22 

chyuan ~ 

/f' 50 

1-------- ------- -------r---.---- ------
2 -duenn i/d1. 

(cf. I above) 50 3a23, 
504 c28 

~--------- ----~. --
1 1 1 
- - -

50 5a27 89.7 28Ba3 
~---------~-- -. -- I--

jaang 2 
- 1 1 

4a20 3.7,58.8, 28Abl0-l1 
5c4 91.1 29Aal-2 

'* 50 
1- 50 

29Aa2-3 

------~.-- ...-._----1--. 

1 
29Aa8,9 

-- -->--._---
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- , 

LJL CF WL JJY PJY -- - - -- --
-

sheng -t:~ 1 2 2 3 
~ 

- - - -
s06b17 71a2,3 25-3 , 28Ab18, 

44 ,7 29Aal,s -
shiah 6 .£ JL 

1" 
SOSa7,8, 15 .10, 28Bb2, 
SOSbl,2,4, 57 . 5 29Aal, 
s06b26 29Ba3 

The frequently occuring postposi ive nouns in the 

corpus are: 

Iii t ' ney lla , " inside " ; 

"outside"; shanq J: " op" ; shiah I- ' I! bottom"; 

h ~ cyan H'J , "front", and how 1J:... ' "back " . 

These npo are found in the structure (nd ) (nau)N nE£o 

The resul ant noun group is a ransien place word or 

time word (6.4) which can function as subjec (or second 

subject) a object (especially of v p and ~), or 

attribu ively. 

~ are also found in some compound pla c e words and 

time word ·with the st ucture N npo or ndt npo, e. g. , 

~-l-- ~ 
place words j ehJ.ii .i.k.. -;:R ' syy J2:an Jlt fcfJ ' tianshiah 

~ ime word yehlii 1"- lk. 
Words which func ion as npo can also func ion as free 

nouns = themselves place words or time words - and occur 

as subject, objec t9 or attribute. In the attribu ive use 

(e.g. JJY 37.12: chyan ji~ " the previous 

phrase " ) such words could alternatively be treated a 

ndt. 

There is only one ex.ample of a c ompound npo: JJY 

41.3: neylii 11;] Liisheu i tt (e. g. LJL 502cll)? 
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'" chyan tour 7fj 50 (e.g. LJL 500a2S) and howtour 

(e.g. WL 7 0aS) are place words and time words, and are 

not found as postpositive nouns occurring in noun g roups 

af er f r ee noun • 

Chuh ~ following a personal name could be 

de scribed a npo. For examples see LJL 505a25, CF 3S2b26 , 

WL 69b20, ,J ,JY 39.1 , PJY 29AbS. 

Personal pronouns and quasi-pronouns a e so met i mes 

followed by t syyj ian Jt raj or j ehlii J:t 1t ( e. g. LJL 

505b20: hershanq tsy jian {I% It] J.-0t:. FQ~ ; JJY 75 . 1: woo 

t syy j ian -;f1(!pc /Jj JJY 79.S: woo jeelii ;h( ~ ~ 

The latter example is cited in full in 6 .S. 1 .) These 

phra ses could be taken as cases of noun group (Npn npo) , 

or of double subjects, or simply of noun phrase, with 

attributive Npn. Compare Chao's analysis of NC =.j ell as 

localizer (i.e. npo) in such constructions (GSC, 626-6 2 7):9 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER VI 

1 . A footnote in BYL gives shieshietzyy as 

a variant for shieshie yeou (On 

shietzyy )b + see 6.7.2). 

2 . For example, JJY 79 . 10 : ,L"Tairshan luh shianq 

sherma chuh chiuh",L * ~ :f}(1iJ if ~ )1~:4:: 

The TTJ parallel passage to this is ,L"Jawjou luh 

sherma chuh chiuhll,L M ~HI ~1+ if ~-k 
Compare also 

~ 
LJL 497b12 : N Iii V ( a) CDL 446c18-l9 

f~ 
shianq N Iii V 

1t~ 
PJY 29Aa5 ,LJehlii V TTS 96alJ 

Iii;] ~ t: 
,LShianq j~lii V 

1f J!i. Ii ~ 
(c) 

J~ 
LJL 504c15 ,L"Sherma chuh lai "f. .. 

/').t 
1t I!! ~ *-J42Ab17 

1/....:... 
TGL fllTsorng sherma ch lai ll /-

(In both texts the answer to the question lacks 
.M ~ . .do-
!1l, ~ Ik- -'1'-

~orng /-"Hwangbon chtih lai ""). 

( d) JJY 78.1 

Ii) ;0 
A. /-"Nanfang 

The TTJ parallel passage is 

1t It I~ ~ 
Q. f " Sherma chlih chiuh"/-

11 i!t Jt: ~ 
sherma chuh lai"';' 

Itj] 1i ~ 
A. f " Nanfang chiuhll /-

(See Ex. 5:72 for place word nanfang as object of 

vp ; see JJY 102.9 for an example of nanfang as 

attribute.) 

112 
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For other references to place and time words, see 

. - k' 
6.5.3 (sherma chuh, herchuh 11 Jf± 1::, 16) /~ ); 

6.7.1 (jehlii etc. it .t ); 
~ (npo in place and time words). 

3. Parallel passage alternations between first 

person pronouns and quasi-pronouns: 

( a) LJL 504c23 woo .. CDL 290b5 woo .. . . 
TGL 342Ba8 .. wu • 

(b) LJL 505a8 (Ex.6.7) wu .. CDL 290b29 

woo .. TGL 342Bb5 wu. 

( c) LJL 505a8, CDL 290cl, TGL 342Bb6, and 

BYL 176a2 all have wu. 

( d) JJY 83.3 the second woo TTJ mooujea 

t If 
JJY 43.11 woo: : 

JJY 89.4 laoseng 

CDL l.,aoseng 

CDL woo. 

:b!- 1''!J; :It t3 

4. Etymologically related to moou ~ as pronoun 

(e. g. the Taypyng Goangjih 1:, f ~ it:,; example 

given by Ota, Bump~, 100) and to the BWJ pronoun 

mooujii t u (see Jeang, Tong~shyh, 3-4; 

Iriya, BWJ Index, 6b). 

On these pronouns, see also Jou III, 230-233; 

Maspero, "Textes", 17-18; Gau "Yeuluh", 67-68, 70; 

Ota, Kouywen, 109 n.19, 123 n.21; 147 n.72; Ota, 

TTJ Index, pp. 9b-lOa (~t ,mooujea t If ' 

mooujeadeeng :$. If ~ , mooujuanjea -#- $. 'f ) and 

p.40b (juanjea t If ). 

Ex. 6:12 is cited by Maspero ("Textes", 18); but 

he mistranslates the jyi der ifP f~- idiom. 

For other examples of mooujea, see Ex. 6:42, 

7:14. 
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5· On the development of the second-person pronouns, see 

Demi8'ville , "Archa!i.smes", 5-14, 59, Wang, Shyygao, 272 , 

Ota, Bumpo, 108-110. 

The Tokyo Trip., and the Asahina versions of Linjih Luh 

have 1~ instead of I~ The Yanagida version has 1* 
throughout ~ there is a note (Rinzairoku, p.ll , sec.7 , 

J.-:;i 
n.12) that IIq~ is a kokuji }~ ~ and that its use is 

incorrect. The TGL parallel passages to LJL have both 

1~ and 1/1\ . The two plates reproduced by Suzuki and 

Akizuki from Jawjou Yeuluh in Sonq editions of 

Guutzuensuh Yeuyaw and G~ both have 11, 

Demi~ville (op.cit., 59, addenda) mentions one example 

of 1~ in Stein 778 (Meisha Yoin '/ ~i- ~~'., >J'- ~ ,,::1 , Plate 

85 II), and points out that the Japanese edition (T.85, 

/.~ 
l32 3b27) wrongly give s /'41 (Demie'ville doe s not 

mention two other cases of in the Meisha Yoin 

reproduction of Stein 778 - Plate 85, II, line 20, 29 = 

for which the Taisho edi tion likewise gives 1i~ .) 

A similar case is Liowtzuu Tarnjing 

has only one 0 ccurrence of it (Meisha Yoin, Plate 102? 

p.6 J line 11 • Of the three modern edi ions of this 

work which I c onsulted , only one (Wing- tsit Chan, The 

Platform Scripture, 38) gives 1~ correctly. Yampolskyis 

edition gives 1~ (The Platform Sutra of the Sixth 

Patriarch, Text, p.4 , line 2. ) The T.48 edition (337c2 3) 

h as the misprint 1~ 

Iriyais BWJ Index d oe s not list 1!J: ; but it does include 

(2 7b) five o ccurrences of ahnii rPJ 11-. and one of ahnii 

( Co mpare my mention of aheel in CF 9 

6 . 5 . 1 , p. 81) • 

(3 a i s TT,J Index gives examples of p ronouns ( l8a) 

and iJ - 1~ A:r: 111) ,1J' (5 2b ). TTJ also use s the charac ter I d 

as a final particle, equated by 5ta with TTJ ~ and 

~ >if 
1"1(.. . (On 1+ in the pre sent corpus , see 7.12). 
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5. (continued) 

Demi~ville, after a number of more justified criticismsoI 

Gau's "Yeuluh" texts, concludes rhetorically: "Et 

comment faire fond sur des do cuments o~, comme dans Ie 

seul Tai ho no .1986A, on trouve pour " u" 'a la fois ~ 

et 1~ , et pour"il" i3. la fois -1e. , 11 et 

(Kao , art.cit., p.68-9)?" ("Archa'ismes", p.17,n.). As 

far as the alterations between ~ 1111 and 1~ 

are concerned, this is the type of dilemma facing any 

linguist (including Maspero, whomDemi~ville regarded as 

more circumspect than Gau in his choice of texts) who 

uses modern editions of old works because of lack or 

inaccessability of contemporary manuscript s or editions. 

As for he presence in one text of ta 1e... , i 11' , and 

chyu * such an alteration is found also in LJL, JJY, 

and PJY, texts which Demi~ville regarded as carefully-

chosen. TTJ and CDL al 0 show alternations be ween the 

three pronouns. 

Finally,men ion should be made of some parallel passages 

to the presen corpus: 

(a) .JJY 30·9 -1f[. · . CDL Nt: · . 
(b) JJY 74 .5 1~ · . TTJ YI£ · . 
(c) JJY 73 .3 1tr· · . TTJ * % · . 
( d) JJY 2.8 -t · . CDL >-Ir . · . 
( e) L,JL 504a9 ~ · . TGL 345Ba17 1~ · . 

(For this, Tokyo Trip. has 1 til Asahina and Yanagida 
both have ~-I;c . ) 

( .f') PJY 28Ab12 1t .. TTS 95b19 1~ :: BYL l79b2l fit:: . 

6. Suzuki and Akizuki give the kambun reading kano for 

such cases in JJY. See also Yanagida, Rinzairoku, p.15? 

sec.lO, n.7; ota, Kouywen, 79 n.87, 145 no6l ; WaJ ey, 

The Life and Times of Po Chfi-i (London, 1949), p.224, 

Additional ote to p.122. 
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7. An example of interchange between ta -1G and 2; l' in 

8. 

parallel passages: 

See n.3 (e) and (f) 

alterna ion between 

LJL S04cll:ta .. . . 
for two examples 

woo and laoseng. 

is LJL SOSb24 laoshiong ~ y~ , for 

has ruu >It: . 

TGL 342Ab14 : l. 

of parallel passage 

A further example 

which TGL 343Ba2 

9. See Gau Hingkae, rr Yeufaa Tzarshyh" , 89-93; Jeang, 

Tongshyh, 129, Ota, Bumpo, 127-8 ; Ota, Kouywen, lOS 

n.109, 109 n.10. 

In his BWJ Index (22-23), Iriya gives examples of 

~J! d /~ , an 5ta (TTJ 

Index9 4Sb) gives examples of 1t fh= and t:t 111;; 
~ -eF '~ 

Parallel passages show some alternations between she r ma 

chuh and shenn.chuh: 

( a) 

(b) 

JJY 

PJY 

1t 

89.9 1: IA .. 
28AblO..g Ik. :: 
Ai Ik 

TTJ --11" if! ~ 

TTS 9Sb18 ~ Ik :: BYL 179b18 

Interchanges involving sherma and her 1if (see also 

6.S . 3, p.89): 

( a) P,JY 29Bbl P.vJ 1t~ 1\". · . TTS 94b6 1D1 /f. · . 
(b) JJY 102.9 I:!J 1~ · . CDL ~ 11 !It 
( c ) LJL SOSa17 J~ ;m it Rl: · . CDL 290b17 i:q"i I~ • 

Tcited as Ex. 6:30) 

For the last example, compare the discussion in 6.S.3 9 

p. 86. 

See 703 on tzuohmasheng 1;: If! !i and zuoh she rma 

10. For other words with prefix ah , see 6.S01, p.81 

(aheel lPj ~ ) 9 6. S .2 (ahshy pq i,p, ahshiong PO] fu ) 9 

6.7.1, pp09S-98 (ahnaa f~ N~ ). 

General references to ah 11'1 : Maspero, HTextes", 13, 

2S-26~ Gau, "Yeuluhl!, 61~ Ota 9 TTJ Index S2b~ Iriya 9 
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10. (continued) 

11. 

Ota, Bumpo, 83-85; Ota, Kouywen, 143 n.13, 147 n.64; 

Paul Ratchnevsky, "Zur Frage der Pr&figierung im 

archaischen und alten Chinesisch", pp.45=80 of 

Ratchnevsky ed., Beitr&ge zum Problem des Wortes im 

Chinesischen, Vol.II (Berlin, 1964); M.W. Sofronow 

"Die wortbildenden Pr&fixe und SU£fixe im 

Mittelchinesischen", pp.109-138 of Ratchnevsky ed . , 

Beitr&ge ••. , Vol.II. Sofronow (op.cit., 114) cites 

Contrast the following examples of rhetorical shenn, 

shennma, and her: 

~ ~ 
-it ,-

Ex. 6:40 • •• yeou shenn jiaushehf' )(ry-

CF 383c8 · .• yeou shennma jiausheh,4 1J#~~~ 
WL 69alO .o.yeou her....1iaushehf' 1J IIij ~y~-

Compare these with the semantically equivalent negative 

forms; 

WL 69b15 

WL 71bl 

• .• mei j iaushehf' 

ooo1.;u jiausheh,4 

>'x ~~ 
..@, ~ ~ (See 7.6 on 

negative adverbs and verbs.) 

Other examples of related rhetorical and negative forms 

are the auxiliary verbs her yonq 

her lau 1u;r 'Jj , buh lau 

1iij JfJ 9 buh yonq 7j" It] 

/f... ''!# (5. 10) 0 Ano ther example 

is LJL 497b12-13: hh O

• bhb / ffi -1-rf!~ ••• yeu S y~la u yet ~, 

.gIl 
J , for which the TGL parallel passage has : 

••• yeu Shyhj ia her bye,L JJi1:: ~:~ ~1riJ.fjj (TGL 346Aa5). 

See Chao, GSC, 652, 655, on rhetorical versus "bona fide " 

interrogatives; on the relationship between negative 

forms and corr esponding positive forms as " back 

formations " in rhetorical questions, see GSC, 455-457, 
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12 . The CDL parallel passage to this is: ~Wey sheen for 

shyh sheirjia farnnao " ~ 

"I doni t know for whom the Buddha's desires are roused. ,. 

See ~S.3? p.90 on sheirjia. 

13. Yihchieh and ~ can occur together: e . g. WL 7 2a14 : 

yihchieh-ju-for - p/J ff 1~" all the various Buddhas". 

14. The wo cases of jee 1:f in CF (382b22-24) hav e a 

footnote giving the variant leh ~ in one of the early 

Japanese editions . The Tokyo Trip. version (26all) has 

IS· 

The version of the second half of Chwanshin 

Faayaw found in GY (66blO, 11) also has jee -:tf 

There is some variation in the different editions of 

Woanling Luh. An example is WL 68b19, where jee {1 

is found twice (cited above as Ex. 6:18 and ~21l. For 

these, both the Tokyo Trip. Ming version of Woanling Luh 

(28a18) and the Taisho Ming version (38Sb2S , 27) have 

Orthography in other MC texts: TTJ and BWJ use three 

characters for the demonstrative: 1l.. , ~ , and 1L . 
(See 5 a , TTJ Index , 38-39; Iriya, BW,J Index , 19- 20). 

CDL regularly has llt (for instanc e in the CDL paral l e l 

passages to JJy and LJL: compare n.lS(a) and n.16A(a) 

below. ) The TGL parallel passages to LJL have -::tf 

(compare also n.lS(a) and n.16 below). 

oJGeneral references to the etymology of jeh ~ 

Gau ? " Yeuluh " , 63-66; Wang, Shrrgao, 283-284 ? Ota, Bumpo] 

120-123 ; Chern ,Jyhwen, article in CKYW ? 1964 ; Ha tano Taro 

review article on Chern Jyhwen1s work (for the last two 

items, see Bibliography of Secondary Sources fo r fuller 

details. ) 

Compare also the following parallel passages: 

( a) :~ 1f ~ tS:¥ LJL S04all . . CDL 290c28 f~ .. TGL3S2Ba.lO ~ . . .. 
lfG 1~ . 

(b) P,JY 28Ba18-bl ~ l:m . . TTS 96a6 ~t~ . . ~ . . 
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16. The exclamatory use of jeh is comparable to the 

exclamatory reduplication mentioned abo e in Chapter IV 

(po45). One of the passages mentioned there is L.JL 

503b15-16: f'Shy yun:,L"Jeh tzeir "f' Puuhuah yun 

,L "Tzeir tzeir",L <1 /~f1 ~ .£! w-( a ~ 4L ~ ~~ ~~ q 

The CDL parallel passage to this (280b28) has 

: f'Linjih iue:f'''Tzeir tzeir"f' Shy [ Puuhuah] yih iue 

f'''Tzeir zeir" ,L 0 tl~ 7~ eJ ~~ a~: q tJtp ;fJ,~ Jj{' ~1\ 0 

(The TGL parallel passage is the same as LJL, except 

that it has 1§ . t d f'~ lns ea 0 .i.Z.. o ) 

16a. However, tsyyjian and tsyyjong are similar in meaning to 

17. 

lehlii} and should perhaps have been compared statis i= 

cally with j ehlii. There are some parallel passage 

al ternations: e.g. 

( a) JJY 45.11 f1 1< · . CDL Jt~ . . TTJ Jt frfj . · . .. 
(b) JJY 82.5 Jt ref] · . TTJ ~ ~ · . ~~ 

The CDL parallel passage to this has san-joo~ 

instead of tsyy-san-joong-shen ~ ~ ti Jf (CDL446c25). 

A few lines before (497b20), LJL has tszr-san-joong=sh~ 

corresponding to CDL 446c23 ~x-san-shen ~ ;.. ~ 

Compare no23 below on the presence and absence of 

auxiliary nouns. 

18. There is one parallel passage showing interchange of 

naa-geh :I r ~ and alU1.aa f~ ilF : J JY 77.6 : naa-geh :: 

TTJ : ahnaa. 

Nah, ~ and ahnaa all occur in TTJ , BWJ, and CDL. This 

series of demonstratives derives etymologically from OC 

eel il{J and ruoh ;$ see Gau Mingkae, "Yeufaa 

Tzarshyhl! , 125=129; Wang, Shyygao, 280~281, 284-285, 

294-295, Leu, Luennwen-jyi, 179~181 , Jou III, 151=155 ~ 

Ota, Bumpo , 123-127; Uchida Michio Ita I~ nt.:Jz , " Shi j i 

to Gimon" ~ r" ~ ¥it F:l , Tohoku Daigaku Bungakubu 

Kenkyu N empo t;it:. j:...J1/: J:..'~ -ttp iHt ~PL it f~ 
9 (1959), 112-142? Demi~ville, "Archa!i.smes", 15. 
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19. The CDL parallel passage (291a2) is exactly the same. 

The TTJ parallel passage rephrases the question as 

follows: 

""LTzuohma heng shyh beenlai miann"f 1;; If ~ ~?}.t @J 

(TTJ 128a14~15). 

20. The CDL parallel passage (290c22=2J) is exactly the 

same. The TTJ parallel passage has a differently 

phrased question: TTJ l2lc4: ""LHwan yeou chinsu yeewu '· f. 

Compare also the answers to the 

respective questions: LJL 504a6 and CDL 290c2J: 

,LIITzoong buh chin"" ~~, /f, $L:: TTJ 121c5 : /l eang =geh 

tzoong buh chin" ,b liffi 1- ~~, .if. $;JL. These are different 

grammatical construc tions, both meaning: "Neither of 

them is authentic." 

21. Compound numerals are of two main constructions: 

attribute-head compounds (e.g. syhshyr 1!9 1" " for y" ~ 

JJY 100.7, cited in 6.7.2); and coordinative compounds~ -- ---
either additive (e.g. shyrell ~ ~ " welve ", in 

Ex. 6:75) or alternative (e.g. PJY JOBa2: anleang=buh 

Jff8 ~- " two or three steps". WL 68aJ shows a -----
compound numeral which includes both methods of 

construction: shan- .jong syhwuubae-ren A L:f' 119.Ji. 13 J..... 

"the four or five hundred people on the mountain" . See 

Chao~ GSC , 566~578, Barron Brainerd and Fred C.C. Peng , 

"A Syntactic Comparison of Chinese and Japanese 

Numerical Expressions" ? ppo5J~81 of H. Brandt Corstius. 

ed., Grammars .for Number Names (Dordrecht , 1968). 

Brainerd and Pengis article is an interesting " universal 

grammar " covering medieval and modern Chinese and 

Japanese numerals. 
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In the present corpus, geh is always written But 

11~ occurs in some of the edi tions of the Woanling Luh: 

e.g. WL 69blS 1~ .. Tokyo Trip. 29a17 1@l •• Taish,£ 

Trip. 386c29 1~ Maspero ("Textes", IS) cites 

examples of 1~ from the ZZ edition of Woanling Luh, 

and from the ZZ edition of Chwanshin Faayaw (neither of 

which were used for the present study). However, on 

pp.lS and 16 of "Textes" he wrongly cites 1r;§J for 

PJY 28Ab14 (quoted here in 6.8.3) and PJY 28Ab4. In 

fact, both have TTJ (the Seoul edition) has 

only l' ' listed in Ota l s index as ~ al though his 

edition of Tzuutarng Jyi is based on the same version 

as the Seoul edition; BWJ has three forms ~ , 1b~ 

and 1-- (see Ota l s and Iriya's index entries for geh 

itself; for the individual ndt such as jeh ~ and 

yih (for noun groups beginning with ndt); and for 

th . db' 1 d h t h ft Ii,;fi e varlOUS aver la compoun s suc as zaoge }, ~ 

discussed here in ~8.3. An example of TTJ 1'- was 

given in n.20 above. See also n.23.) 

23. Parallel passages showing ndt~ :: ndt nau N alternations: 

( a) LJL 497b20 .. CDL 446c23, cited above in n.17 . . . --
(b) JJY 49.9 ..t' }~ ~ , · . TTJ 1t r ~ ~ 
( c) J,IY SS.ll - ~ · . TTJ - 1'- 4\: · . 
(b) (c) 

I~r. 
in Suzuki/Akizuki's and are given with /11 

parallel passage section. I follow the Seoul edition. 

(d) PJY 28Ab9 f ;;''f ~ :: TTS 9Sb18 and BYL l79blS 1 A 

~if. 1f ( cit e d as Ex. S: 47 ) 

24. Ex. 6:26 (LJL S03c2l) has •.. sonq yih-sonq nt - ~ 

the TTJ parallel passage to this (12l c 8) has .•. daa yih~ -- , 

shiah .:t"r..- r Another interesting parallel passage 

is the following: 

LJ SOSa27 ••• yu koou-shanq daa yih-gwof ~ .... /:7 J::. 
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24. (continued) 

TGL 343Aa3 / ~~.. ..." _,- ;ff).~ ..• yu koou-shanq gwor ~ ~ ~ ~ 

In the present corpus, gwo is not found as a verb , but , --

only as a (verbal) ~ (see 6.8.4. p.108). The TGL 

passage does, however, show gwo as a verb . 

2·5. Parallel passages showing (nn) nau N alternations: 

( a) 

(b) 

(c) 

( d) 

JJY 42.1 V geh-N CDL V yih-geh-

PJY 28BblS-29Aal V yih~geh~N :: TTS 95b16 

V geh-N 

JJY 60.12-61.1 V "h .{ N yl ~JY- .. !l 
TTJ : V jx:-N. 

* PJY 30Ab12 ruu geh-pwutour >'-It: ~ oP~ ~~ :: 

TIS 95b6: Nii yih-geh-pwutour 1~ - f#J rtt.. l~ 
* (cited 6.S~, p.105) 

However, some passages show alternations instead between 

geh Nand N alone, especially in the case of V (geh) 

sherma. (*V yih-geh-sherma does not occur.) 

(e) 

( f) 

( g ) 

(h) 

( i) 

( j) 

( 1) 

... TJY 55.8 V geh-N · . TTJ . V N · . . 
PJY 2SBb17 VN · . TTS 95b16 : V geh- _ · . 
LJL 500c6 V sherma .. TGL 349Abll : L~eh-s.he£~~ . . - -
JJY 79 .8 V geh-sherma .. CDL : V sherma 

504c 2l-22 * 342Ba6 LJL . V geh-sherma N . . TGL . . . 
V sherma N 

* ( c ited as Ex . 6:37) 

* PJY 28Ba2 

* ( cit ed as 

JJY 48.3 

JJY 84.5-6 

V geh-sherma TIS 94a3 V sherma 

Ex. 5:42) 

~ 
•• 0 yeou sherma J·JY 68.6 

••• yeou geh-sherma 

r JJ '"t ~/.'1i1l. I: ~~ u.: :: : ""Hao geh-chuh heng" .J. "'-7 ~ ~ :;J:., 

TTJ: .J. " Tay hao chuhsh eng""L i:... -I.tf ~ !:!, 

See Leu Shwushiangts 1945 arti c le "Geh tzyh d e yinqyonq 

fannwei ? fuhluenn danweytsyr- chyan yih de tuol1~ohrr 

11!l ~ ag ~, If] (i:. JiI, F1. t~ f~ 1-h -;r.J j:1~ -;;- (;It} ,r.t~ ~ 

pp. 6 9-94 of Lu.ennwen~ ,jyi. 
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l~e h as adverbial suffix : TTJ Index (48a ) and BW,J Inde 

(25a) both give examples of tzaogeh . Othe r TI'J exa mple 

a r e miawgeh -IJ..Y1"- (e.g. 89c28), fenmingg e h 1:;" 11/1 1'-

(e.g. 86b24- 25) and 
.;:l Oil/.... ) mingminggeh a,,; ;~ i (e. g. 1 06a5 . 

Compare also jengeh 1!., ~ in Dew's Verb Phr ase, 73. 

27. On the development of nau, see Liou Shyhru, Lianqts~ 

Yanjiow; E.H . Schafer, "Noun Classifiers .in CIa s ical 

Chinese", ~ 24 (1948), 408-413; Wang, SEY~ao , 234 -247~ 

5ta~ Bumpo, 152-163. 

28. LJL 496 c 29 V yih-duenn-banq - $~ t-$- . The CDL 

and TGL parallel passages have V yih=d~ that i s ] 

duenn as verbal nau. In NC, too, du~ doubles as 

ordinary ~ and verbal ~ (see Chao, GSC , 593 , 595 , 

6 1 7) • 

29 . Halliday (Secret History, 112, 217) classes ~hban 

_ .~~ , "like", as a postpositive noun. Such an 

interpretation might be possible for MC zihban 

(e.g. CF 383c17 , WL 70b5) and shiangsyh fa 11<)· 

(e.g. LJL 499b23; CF 382c3; WL 69alO; ~ 41 .9 ; 

PJY 30Ab13). But it often seems preferable to rega rd 

these two compounds as verbs, occurring in the 

c onstructions vp~'y, where vp is yeu 1M- ' ru ,iJ.. ~ 

or syh It}) ... For example LJL 501c23-24 , and 

WL 69alO .•• yeu ruu buh shiangsyh,b J:J-~ :.~-t: :f~ -;!~;~ ,i.Y'J,. 

"not the same as you". For TTJ example s o f 

shiangsyh, see Ota, TTJ Index, 35b; shiang~~ is 

not listed in Iriya's BWJ Index, but i is f o und in 

BWJ (e.g . 131.8). See also Ota , Bumpo, 192, 194. 
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CHAPTER VII 

ADVERBS AND PARTICLES 

7.1 Bound Adverbs 

Bound adverbs mark the clause in which they occur as 

bound (subordinate) or free (main). Preverbal adverbs and 

final adverbs occur only in subordinate clauses. 

Conjunctive adverbs occur only in main clauses and mark 

the link either with a preceding subordinate clause, a 

preceding main clause in the same sentence, or with a 

(different) preceding sentence. In the latter case, he 

link is contextual, not grammatical. 

In other words, preverbal and final adverbs always 

presuppose a following main clause; conjunctive adverbs 

do not presuppose a preceding subordinate clause. 

No statistics are given in the discussion of bound 

adverbs below. Unless otherwise stated, all bound adverbs 

are found in all five texts. 

Some preverbal adverbs (apr) occur either before or 

after the sub · ect of the clause. (They are marked below 

with an asterisk.) There seems to be some trace of a 

given/ new distinction (compare ~ and Chapter 5, n.12) 

whereby the subject precede~ the apr if the subject is 

"given" in the co ntext, and otherwise follows it. The 

majority of 

initially. 

preverbal adverbs, however , oc cur 
&~. 
:;:!ft.J 

Tsa~ must follow the subject . 

only clause-

Below is a list of the most important apr: 

dP * ruoh /f:% 

ruohye e ~ A!!..J 

ru -1J.tz 

* swei 

sweiran ~ PI, 

" if" 

11 if " 

"if" 

"a).though " 

"although" 

(Ex. 5: J , 5: 42 , 5: 49 ) 

(CF and WL only) 

(L.JL only, and only 
in the expression 
sweiran rutsyy 
~1i !Jf.: ..q~ y-i:J "that 

may be so, but •••• " ) 
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* E~ ~L " ince" (Ex.~, 6: 31, 6:33) 

Jihruoh 1.£ ~ " since " (WL only) 

sair ~~ ~. "as soon as" (cf. German "erst 
al s" ) • 

shehshyy ~t1t "even if" 

shyy 1'1.. "even if" 

tzon9, t1t ," '"' " even if" 

jyrrau jAat " even if" (Ex. 7: 1) 

d ay: 1~ "as soon as" (e.g. Ex. 6:26) 

wey it.; "because" (Ex. 5:35, 5:37) 

tsorng 
7.~I. /,. 
~ '- !! since!! 

f~~:t !! ever since!! 

The la t five words are verbal in origin; see 7.8 . 

See .L..!Q on dann J.I~ /- , farn and suoo 

Final adverbs (afi) occur at the end of clauses, and 

mark such clauses as subordinate. Etymologically, final 

adverbs are nominal. The clause preceding an afi can 

be regarded a attribute to a following head. In this 

case the afi and what precedes it toge her form a noun 

phrase, functioning as subject or first subjec of the 

following main clause . 1 

The following afi are found in Me: 

!! when " 

1y shyr !!when" 

!! because!! ( 5 5) (1 . uh) e.g.: a so ~ ~ 

"when" 

how " after " (e.g. 6: 39) (also lYhow) 

yiiho·w lI af er" 

!!since!! 

c huh "if" (e.g. LJL 500 c19-20) 

.-% 
On ~ee a a pos ible final adverb, see 7.10. 

Conjunctive adver1:::>s (~ .. S£J almost always 0 cur 

immedia ely before the verb in the main clause, i.e., 

after the subj ect 9 if there is one. However, jyi t.p and 
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yow A can precede the subject, (see Ex . 5:20 and 6:17). 

Below is a list of conjunctive adverbs: 

tzer 

biann 

biannjyi 

biannnae 

jinnjie 

shijie 

jieshi 

du 

dulai 

erl 

chiueh 

ranho"\v 

sweihow 

suooyii 

suey 

ip 
~IJ 

1~ 

~l11t 

1't- ir 
1't 1] 

)( 

!F~ 
~ 
i~ 
~t.. 

*-/1J:. I.:::r- -(3 

tl? t· 
~r 
*11 *
,:tp 

*r 
~~ ; .. ,,1X 

i?t4t 
fir J.), 

if 
~ti 

7.2 Free adverbs 

II then II 
IIthenll 

IIthenll 

II then" 

"then" 

"then" 

"also" 

"also" 

(Ex. 5:3, 5:20, 6 :12) 

(Ex. 5:49, 5:64, 6 :69) 

(Ex~24) 

(Ex. 5: 68) 

(Ex. 6: 30) 

"moreover" (Ex. 5:11, 6:20, 6:81) 

"the more •••• " 

II all" 

lIall ll 

"all" 

"all" 

"all" 

"all" 

"all" 

"however" 

(Ex. 5: 4 5) 

(Ex. 5:13, 6:16) 

( Ex • 5: 50 , 6: 52J 

(Ex.~) 

" afterwards" 

" aft erward s" 

" the refor e" (Ex. 5: 26 ) 

"only then" (Ex. _5: 37) 

"only then" (Ex. 5:38, 5:39) 

"then" (Ex. 5:44, 6:14) 

Free adverbs do not take part in the marking of 

clauses in the same way as bound adverbs. They can occur 

in free or subordinate clauses, somet imes together with 

apr or~. (on such adverbial sequences see 7.5). 

Below is a list of previously cited examples including 

instances of f ee adverbs: 
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yii ~ t! alread " Ex. 6 : 7 

shyuan ~, "by f ar" Ex . 6 :9 

shyhl~ Jt 1'~ " ju t now" Ex. 6:11 ---
zao ~ " long a go " 6 .8.3( c ) 

genq ~ " again, even more " Ex. 2:18 

chin j~ " in person" 1L_. 5: 22 

ch~an ~ "completely Ex. 5: 2·3 

suh t.. Hquickly" Ex. 5:7 

ill ~~ "onlyH Ex. 5~48 

wei -t(t, ~fi. HonlyH Ex. 5.55 

rut IT ~J;t Hthus " ~5:23 

'yush~ ~ it / - "thus " E • 6:20 

In the sections below, some other free a dverbs will 

be mentioned. In 7.3, adverbs such as yeuma ffi Jd:t- will /, '~ 

be d iscussed which function as free a dverbs and also 

have other functions . In 7.6, negatives and intensifiers 

will be rea ed. In 7~ there will be a dis cussion on 

he morphology of free and b ound adverbs. Finally, the 

free adverb hwan will be covered in 7.12 in its 

func ion as a mark er of ques ions. 

Some a dverbs can function p redi catively and even 

at tribu ively in addition to functioning in the normal 

pre erbal position. They include t zuohma 11= ft1 and 

tzuohmasheng 1~ Jf1:. 1: 9 " how"; yeuma .1!!: /!J; and rennma 

if;,,iH;. } II hu " ; r ut syy ~~ It and rushy!:!- -IJ..p. 1t ' " thus " ; 

and reduplicated a dverbs ending in dih pt!!.J • 

The figures for tzuohma and tzuohmasheng are as 

fol lows: 



tzuohmashen~ 1tAi 1. LJL CF WL JJY PJY 

~dverbial 4 1 2 14 2 

* 8 Predic a ive 17 0 1 11 

Totals 21 1 3 25 10 

* 
The structures are : ~Clause/tzuohmash~~ 

~(N) tzuohmasheng,4 

tzuohma 1~ if.. LJL CF WL JJY PJY 

-. 
~dverbial 0 0 0 1 2 

IPredicative * 6 2 0 0 2 

Totals 2 0 0 7 4 

---
* structures as above 

There is also one occurrence (PJY 29Aa3) of 

tzeensheng ;t, 1. , in adverbial function. The TTS 

2 parallel passage for this has tz~hmasheng. 

Yeuma and rennma are found as follows: 
;at Jji ~ 1ft.. 
~ /7t,-. x:.}, m.. 

occur only in PJY . 

~~ ~, Jt 
yeuma rennma ---

LJL CF WL JJY PJY PJY -- - - --.-- -- --

fAdverbial 10 0 1 13 0 5 

Predi c a i v e 1 1 1 30 5 8 

A tributive 1 3 1 10 1 1 

Totals 12 4 3 53 6 14 
- - - -

The m s frequen predicative function is ~Yeuma/ 
'1'1 ~ ~r ~ 

tzer Clause (yee)~ (or ~Yeuma/jyi Clause (yee),') 

12.8 
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"If tha is so, then •••• ", "In that case •••• " . 

.;Ii ~ Iff. ~~ 
CF 382b16-l7 ha ~ " Ruoh yeuma/ zer Clause " . This 

J6 -tt~ Jt, {j'j 
is in minimal contrast with 382b16 ,L"Ruoh rutsyx;/tzer 

... 
. t!!.; ~ rz j:J- ~.J -t!.. 

Clause yee"f and 382b17 f'''Rushyl'i.~zer Clause ~"f. 

All hree sentences have the same basic structure. 

Yeuma and rennma also occur as predicate in main 

clauses: e.g., JJY 68.10. No discussion is devoted to 

the phonology of the wo words: in meaning they appear 

the same. TTJ, like PJY, has both forms occurring, 

sometime in the same sections. 

Rutsyy and ruher also occur adverbially and 

predi catively; rutsyy can also occur attributively, 

sometimes marked by the particle lz.3 
:t~ 

Reduplicated adverbs ending in dih occur in four of 

the five texts: LJL 14 X, CF 1 X, WL 2 X, and JJY 7 x. 

Examples are: LJL 497b6, 498b8, 499a19, and SOla17; 

CF 383c13; WL 69aS, 70al; JJY 3.6. The e adverbs 

likewise Occur a dverbially, predicatively and at ribu ively. 

7.4 Clause Position 

The po sition of bound adverbs has already been 

treated in 7.10 Free adverbs usually occur immediately 

before the verb, but there are some free adverbs which 

occur before the subject and stress it: fu I, , furu 

t... -/t.rz , ~ ..ft1Z J and lyyru fftirz • These adverbs are 

sometimes linked with a jee occurring after he noun; see 

also 7.10 below. ~ 

70S Adverb in Succe sion 

Two or more adverbs an occur in succession. This 

is especially he case when one of he adverbs is a 

negative one, see 7.6. Another example is: 
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you say , i I nothing but a wooden ake. 1I See also 

Ex. 6: 20. 

7.6 ~ i v e adverbs 

The mo t co mmon negative adverb is buh :;f... • 0 ,her 

negativ e adverbs are wey -* ' "not yet "; weytserng 

.::J:. l:jg '"71 ,'if; 
/f'- 13 and buh~ erng /1' t::I "nev er"; ~ycharng 

;t. I~ ,AI-

1'- Iii "never "; moh ~ (negative imperativ e adverb), 

wuh W (nega ive imperative adverb) which only occurs 

in CF in his meaning ; see below for its other use. 

Moh ~ occur a few time s in the LC sen e of "there i 

no~one who •••• " (e.g. ~ 6:22; see also l.!.12 .) 

Buh is the negative before the classificatory verb , 

shyh ~ 9 but not normally before yeou ~ (compare 

however WL 70a20 where buh yeou~,~ contrasts wi h buh 

wu /["' $.K ) . The normal negative of yeou. is wu !ff!--. 
Of r are oc currenc e are the phrases wu yeou $, ~ 
( LJL 5 X ~ CF - 4 X, WL 6 X, JJY 2 X, PJY o X)p wuh &; 

(L,JL 4 X, JJY 3 X, PJY 1 X); and most in ere st ing of all, 

me i }5l ( LJL 50lb9 ; CF 38lb15, 2 X~ WL 69b15; JJY 3. 12 9 

PJY 28AalO, 1.8) . (PJY 28Aa18 is c ited above as Ex. 5:55.) 

The WL exampl e (69b15) is mei~usheh 

whic h cont asts with WL7 l bl: wu jiaus~ ..f.!-. X YJ . 
The JJY example (3.12) is mei lianq )Z ~ which 

contrasts with JJY 85. 1; wu lianq f:o 4 

Fei ;1:. occurs in all texts as a nega ive. 

Negatives are often pre c eded by intensi e a dverbs 

suc h as genq d .l~ , ann '/ ~ , dihyih ~ - and 

zoon~ i:~ . . 

In 7 .3 we have aIr eady seen some adverb s ending in. 

rna j! There is one other of these: 1~ ~t\ J~ 

Hdo nothing bu " This is found only in LJL(.5 X). 
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LJL .500c7 : I! I!,LJyyma buh shinn/ biann 

shianq way chyou,L" " ~ ft\ nJ. 1(, 1~ f~ f~J ~ J, * !) nIt is 

bec ause you persist in your disbelief that you seek 

outwards. " other examples are: LJL 499a8; .502cl; 

.500a12-l3 . 
:t/!!... 

Some adverbs finish with dih (~; ran lai 

*- j eel ~ 
Othe r adverbs are compounds of two adverbs which can 

occur alone: see? for example ~iann ~p f't. and 

biannjyi 1'k. ~f in 7.1 above • .5 

A number of compound adverbs can be interpreted as 

other parts of speech. The inter p retation as a dverbs 

is based on judgement as to their frequency on occurrenc e 

in set phrases. These overlaps are c.onsidered under 

four headings: 

(a) V N; (b) placewords and timewordsj ~) noun groups 1 

(d) verbs. 

( a) The first verb in a verb series (or a 

preposition) followed by a noun object may function 

adverbially. 

~ 1i>J 
yunhe!:, etc. 

P.g 11" ~ l!J 11;1J, 
For example, see wey sherma, in sherma , 

dis cussed above in 6 • .5.3. Another case is 

that of rutsyy and ruher (7.3). Two other examples are 

shianqhow 1fij ~ I! afterwards" , e.g. LJL .50.5b22 ; and 

yeoushyr ~ Cit I! sometimes " , e.g. LJL .504a26 (2 X), 

.504a27 (2 X). 

(b) Pl.acewords and timewords frequently occur 

before he verb, in the same position as many adverbs. 

However? unlik e ordinary adverbs, they can o c cur as 

objec s of verbs. Some potential p lac ewo r ds and time= 

wo ds in fa only 0 cur in the preve r bal posi tion, and 

thus might be consider ed as adverbs. One such example 

is yihryh _ ~ " one day " , e.g. LJL .503a18. 
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(c) An example of a noun group occurring 

adverbially is shyhguh k rtt " for this r eason" . 

type of word could alternatively be regarded as an 

This 

ordinary subject, or second subject. 

( d) , and tsorng 

examples of adverbs which are verbs or prepositions in 

origin. For an example of d~ see Ex. 6.26. For 

examples of weyand jyywey tJt. ~, see Ex. 5.26 , 5.32, 

and 5.37. 

shiu 4 
Other verbs which function adverbially inc lude 

"vainly" (e.g. LJL 502b27); tsuoh ~, 
" mistakenly" (e.g. JJY 60.4); /3A , " clearl y " 

(e.g. LJL 497a9). 

7.9 Particles 

In the following three sections, MC particles will 

be di s c us sed. In 7.10, coordinating, subordinating ~ and 

nominalizing particles will be discussed. In 7.11, 

yee ~ 9 and other final particles are treated , except 

for interrogative par icles which are covered in 7.12. 

In 7.12 9 I have included, for the sake of c onvenience, 

a discussion of questions formed without partic les. 

Because partic les form such an integral par t of 

any discussion of Chinese grammatical change, detailed 

stati ti c s are given for the particles below. 

1.10 C o o~dinating, Subo~nating and Nominalizing 
Partic les 

Coo~a ting Parti c l .es 

Yeu J!i!. " and " occurs as follows: LJL 5 X, CF 10 X, - - /' 

WL 8 X, J JY 5 X, PJY 1 X. For examples see LJ L 496 c l , 

JJY 48.4 , PJ Y 28Aall, and Ex. 5:6 quoted above. 

Sinc e yeu is also a vp and vpo , ambigui y may a r ise 

as to the interpre ation of ~u.~For instance, in 
~ " 
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LJL 499clJ (N yeu 
~j 
bye) it might be possible to trea 

yeu as a preposition or a coordinating parti cle. The 

former interpretation seems preferable in the light of 

.JtJi- ~'j 
LJL 499c27 (y~u N bye: i.e. without a first noun) . 

Jyyeu "and" is found only three times in 

the texts: WL 2 X, PJY 1 X. 

Ex. 7:J WL 70b9 ""fRuoh ran/shuo sherma ney jyyeu 

wayf" " (J ~ ;~~, it'""' 11 it I~ .z,.J$? ~ /' 0 "If tha t is so, 

what is all this talk about' inside' and 'outside'? " 

Jyi ~ " and" occurs twice in CF, and once each 

in WL and J .JY. Yii J,.). "and " is found only once: --
JJY 50.6. 

Huoh IJX. "or" is found only once (CF J8Jc6) as 

coordinative particle; the word is also used as a 

pronominal adverb. 

Deeng -%" "et cetera" is found as a coordina tive 

particle after a series of nouns in LJL (2 X), CF (J X), 

WL (7 X) . See 6 .5~ for niideeng It :f and ruudeeng 

).It- 1. 
Subordinating Particles 

The two particles dii ;(\ • and 12::: Z occur in all 

five texts. The distribution is shown in the table on 

the following page. As can be seen, the y share some 

functions but each have separate functions as well . 

Only in (1) and (J) do both occur, and in (J) jy clearly 

predominates. 

For examples of the various uses of dii, see 

(1) LJL 502c16, CF J8Jb4, JJY 9·5. PJY 29Ba2 ; 

(2) LJL 506al, JJY 57.6 ; 

(J) JJY 29.7 ; 

(4 ) LJL 505b16, WL 70b9, JJY 57.7. 

For an instance of dii and 1z in the same sentenc e 

(in functions (2) and (J) respectively) see Ex. 5:25. 
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, LJL CF WL ,J ·JY PJY - . -- - - -- --
)f:\. -:Z. dii jy dii jy dii II dii II dii jy - - -- -- ---. --

1. e •• V( 0) X. N = N 26 8 2 10 4 34 6 2 4 
-

2 . . •. V~ 0 2 x. = N 7 7 

3 . N X. N = N 10 7 13 2 11 -
4. x. = N 2 1 4 1 -- -
5 . Npn X N ': N - 2 6 1 

.:Z. nf ..z.... ~t 
6 . jy shyr, jy ~uh 3 5 2 

~ 11.. ~ of 
jy how, jy jong 
-ill;. :J;t 2:..-

7 · rutsyy jy N, 6 3 
-It!Z $.1 .Z-
rusy j:;z::: N 

Totals: 35 24 2 22 1 31 47 20 3 4 

There is one case of dii ~ not mentioned in the 

above table: LJL 497b28: lihlihdii ~ 1t ~ This i 

the adverbial use for which otherwise dih is normall 

used. In fact lihlihdih !1f.;f ~~ doe s occur in the same 

text: 498b8, 499clO. 

o figures are given here for unmar ked attribute= 

head c ons ruc ions, which are frequent. They are of the 

types (1 , (3) , (5), (6) and (7). Two examples already 

cited of the unmarked constructions are Ex. 5:27 (1), 

and Ex.-2:41 (3). 

Nominalizing Pa ticle 

The nominalizing particle jee -4fi is found in all 

five ex s: LJL 41 X, CF 38X, WL 65 X, JJY 45 x, 

PJY 5 x. It is thus leas frequent in JJY and PJY and 

most frequent in \\TL. The most 

"- -0,1': 11 - . 11 
(f~ru N jee and N Jee; .YJ..2) 

ommon cons r uctions a e 

. ::% . Jee, sometlmes preceded 

by adverbs dann 1!!. '~'11 and farn R.. \\Then such 

verbal cons ructions c ome before a main clause, he 
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jee can al ernatively be taken, in some ca es, as a final 

adverb: for example, LJL 498c3=4; WL 69a13; JJY 100.3. 

Following a noun (LJL 10 X, CF 16 Xi WL 19 X) the 

effec t of the ~~ is that of str ess or c ita ion; see 

for example, CF 380a22 and WL 68b5. Previously quoted 

examples of jee are Ex. 5:9; 6:17; 6:22; 6:44; 6:49. 

The above figures for jee do not include three 

c ommonl occurring compounds: shyngjee 1-J~ (e.g. , 

LJL 497a3) ; shyhjee 1~ ~ (e.g., WL 71a9; Ex . 5:21) ; 

and shyuejee 'If -iff (e.g., LJL 5 01a18). 

7.11 Final Particles 

The mos important final particle is yee ~ 

which occurs sentence-finally, at the end of verbal or 

non~verbal c lauses o It shows completion, change of 

state, and in the case of non-v erbal sentences, has 

copular meaning. Yee is most frequent in CF, and lea 

frequen in LJL. The frequency in the other t h ree 

tex s is between these extremes. 

The cha rac er is also used for he a d verb 

yee "al so " (7.1). Furthermore , ito ccurs in the 

c ompound adverb ruohyee -M ~ (7.1) and in th e 

interrogative particles yeewey ~ *- and yeewu .e.. J& 
(7. 12). These two particles are to be distinguished 

from ~ s a d v erb followed by the negative a d verb wey 

Al or the negative class ificatory verb, ~ ~ ~ 
comb inations which also occur, (e.g. JJY79.8, cited 6.8.1). 

In he able on the next page are s h wn the 

differ en t use s of yee as final par ticle. Below is an 

example of ~ in use (2), in a non-verbal question 

clause: 

Ex. 7:'± J ,JY 49.12 f"Dong bih =shanq guah hwulu/ 

duo shao- hyr ~"ff r t ~ J.:. .tf/\. t4 ;1 I J '};- ]1-+..t!.J "I 

"How long has he bottle-gourd been hanging on the 

ea tern wall?" 



(J) 

(4) 

a. 

yee ~ as Final Particle 

Non-verbal clause: 
ta e men a 

on-verb£l clause: 
que tion 

Verbal clau e: 
c a e men 

Verbal ctause: 
question 

Totals: 

able -

.. ( 2 yee,f. 

LJL CF 

4 10 

o 0 

8 16 

2 1 

14 27 

lJ6 

WL .JJY PJY 

6 2 J 

o 4 1 

2J 54 12 

o J o 

29 6J 16 

b. In this use the clauses already have interrogative 
word as ques ion mar k ers (e.g. , duoshao in Ex.7:4)o 
This u e is similar to one of he uses of ye ff/1 
-f~ , for which ee be low. -

c. Seven time s af er endverb chiuh ~ (LJL 1 X; 
JJY 6 X) 0 Fourteen times~ 1 X; JJY 12 X; 
PJY 1 X) afte yeuma lfl1. a or rennma-14: /;i'i j, ~/~ ~, '~ 
in he preceding clause: cf . 7.J. 

o included in these figures are cases of leau yee 
J ~ 9 for which see 5.12. 6 

There are a few other non-interroga ive inal 

particles? all of rare occurrence. 

Yii ~ is found only in JJY (5 X; e.g. 901) and 

PJY (J X; e.g. J1Ab9)0 

Eel 1} occu s in -- LJL (1 X; e.g. 502c27) and CF 

(J X9 e.g. J80b9) • 

~lyii IW e.. is found in CF (6 X; e.g. J80b14); 

.JJY (1 X~ 104.4)~ PJY (1.x I JOAblJ). 

Yan .~ occurs in LJL (J X; e.g. 506c18); and .JJX 

(JX~ e. g. J1. 4) .7 

Kann ~ , en ative par icle, is found in all 

, e .g. 29AbJ.) All. example of this 

use 0 kann is Ex. 7:5 . 
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/.,-g 1;jil ::;i:; 
f " Dann °eu kann"f 0 1- ~7;1" 

" Try and tell me ! If ( Compare Asahina's r anslation: 

liMa, i tte minasai r 1::. ;b \ % ':) L .H.. ,1. i v7(Rinzairoku, 175)). 

Jwo f } imperative particle, occurs in CF (1 X; 

384a9 and JJy (7 X; e .g. 22.10, 45.5, 64.1). Ano ther 

JJY example follows: 

Ex. 7:6 JJY 34.1 f'''Daa-chiueh jwo"/f:tr..:J.r JB-;l 
"Hit it!" 

Tzai ~ ? exclamatory particle, is found in LJL 

(4 X; e.g. 503a3); CF (1 X; 38lcl); PJY (2 X; 29Ball). 

Tzay it ' exclamatory particle, occurs in all 

texts: LJL 10 Xi CF 2 X; \fL 3 X; JJY 20X; PJY 6 X. 

~ Tzay is often found after the verb zeou, and in some 

cases tzay might be interpreted as a free verb following 

link verb yeou (see for example, LJL 505alO-ll, 505b24, 

JJY 11.8.) But there are other cases where tzay is 

clearly a final particle: an example is given below: 

Ex. 7:7 LJL 505c6 : "fYiihow tzuoh-chiueh tianshiah 

"Later on, you will certainly silence the 

tongues of all the people in the world." 

8 For another example of tzay, see Ex. 5:18. 

Finally, mention should be made of the exclamatory 

particle sheng)~ It occurs most frequently in the 

A. 1£ ( ) construction tay V shengf LJL 5 X; JJY 2 X • 

LJL 505021 fl! Tay duo sheng" f t) ;&... J !i 0 

" It' s to 0 many!" 

The r e is one case of dahshah A #.~ V 0 sheng 

(JJY 35 . 12). Ther e is one example of keelia n sheng 

~ ,t~ ~ (JJY 65.11). There is also an example of 

hersyh s~n~ 18 1J-A I-:f: (PJY 30Ba16). Finally, ther e 

I;!'! ~ tJare three examples in LJL of shialeu sheng ~ .• /~ ~ 

" Blind f oo l !11 (LJL 49 7c24, 499b2l, 50lc 16). Compar e 

al so tzuohma shen g 1tr= if!.t ( 7 • 3) .9 
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7.l2~ Question Forms 

In Me here are two main kinds of questions: 

direc question and embedded questions. 

Direct que i on are of he following four ypes: 

(1) unmarked questions; 

(2) ques ions wi h interroga ive pronouns? determinative} 

and ad erbs; 

(3) ques ion with final particles; 

(4) disjune ive ques ions. 

Embedded que tions consist of a think verb (5.9.2) 

followed b a ques ion of pe s (2) , ( 3) and (4) above. 

Such ques ions then function as embedded clause objects 

of think verbs. The think verb is usually wey sheen 

!...... .f bu c an also be daw Jt. ?..Jz .!f.r7, and 0 he r s • 

Belo'lv is an e ample of an unmar ked di rec que s ion, 

t oge her with its answer: 

Ex. 7~9 / suey wenn shyhjee:f 

Shyhlai hyh ruu he laoseng",'Shyh jee yun:,' '' Shyh ''.j. 

~ faj 1~ ~ " ~ ~.Jt ~ ,,11 ~ 1 ~r: ~ it ~ ~ ;Z ~ 

•••• hen he asked he a endan !! ~vas it you "rho called 

me jus ' now?" The at endant aid: " Yes !! . Compare also 

JJY 7.5, whi c h in the BYL parallel passage (19 1bll=12) 

has a final par icle foou , and is thus a question 

of type (3). 

Some unmarked questions have nega ive adverb uch 

as moh .i 
Ex·-1l12 JJY 18.10=11 ,' '' Moh biann shyh shyueren 

beenfen shyhll .j. r ~ 1;Z -it ,f!f ),;f.. Q'- f ,,'l " ISn! t that the 

at den a s own affair? II 

See below on moh in c ombinat'on with final pa ticle. 

This c ommon type of question is mar ked by 

inte rogative pro nouns (eog., she rna 1f;a ( 6 5 <:1\) 
.{.4' 0 .J}!> 
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interrogative deterwinatives (6 . 7 . 1, 6.7.2: e.g . , ~ 

~r ), and interrogative adverbs (7.3: e.g. ruher 

.Jz..~ 1rif -J ). 

(3) Questions with Final Particles 

In the table on the following page are listed 

occurrences of six final interrogative particles. Before 

proceeding to a discussion of these, brief mention should 

be made of five other rarely occurring interrogative 

particles. 

I-Iwu -+ occurs only four times altogether: CF 1 X, 

383b3 ; WL 2 X, 69b18, 7la19; JJY IX, 101.7. 

Yu #lh is found twice, in JJY only (14.9, 99.3) . ..:r:.J. ..... 

Ye JfF t~ occurs in CF (3 X, e.g. 3 8 3 a 5), WL 

(1 X, 68a20), JJY (2 X, both 101.9), PJY (2 X, both 

28Aall) . 

questions 

The JJY and PJY occurrences are in disjunctive 

10 
(see 7.12). 

Ni l' occurs only twice: J JY 86.8 and PJY 28Ab16. 

The latter example is ci ted by Maspero (f'Textes", 27) 

who translates it, however, as a statement. 

Finally, nah .,fJr occurs twice as a final particle : 

LJL 504a4, 505a17. For the latter, Yanagida's edition 

(Rinzairoku, 208), has ye ]ff instead of nah. The CDL 

parallel passage (290b16) has ye 1f} , and has the 

sentence beginning with moh shyh ~ it. Asahina 

(Rinzairoku, 162) gives Jr ' and has a note about the 

nah . t 11 varlan . 

Final Particles rna A ' yeewu ..e.., ~, yiifoou 0~' , 

foou ~ , buh 7/", , yeewey ~ 1; 

Questions with these particles have three basic 

12 
forms. 

page.) 

(a) (1), 

(b) (4), 

(c) (7) 

(The numbers refer to the table on the next 

(2) , (3) 

(5), (6), ( 8 ) 

\'.f!! 
~ 

, .hwan V. ,pI 

•• V •• pI 
!j 

.• moh .. V .• pI 



r 

(~) 

(~) 

ill 

(~) 

~) 

(~) 

C]J 

(~) 

Totals 
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17 

UJ 
(~) 

C~) 

Table of Final Particles 
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3 

1 
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2 

(~) 

(5) 

(£) 

(1) 

3 8 6 

9 

1 

1 

14 
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2 

4 1 

18 11 

•• V •• pI 
~~ 
-/~ 

clause/der pI 
11:.. 

clause/( biann) 
.J. /-

. . n?dh .. y . . pl 

1 
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2 
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shy~ pI 

un (4) as e ilibedded question 

-
yeewey ..t..J.:(, 

L]L CF WL JIT PlY - ------
-, 

I 
I 

4 

1 

4 1 
--

I-' 
+o 
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The otals for (~), (~) and (~) are given below: 

LJL CF WL JJY PJY 

(~) 14 0 4 77 12 

(~) 11 2 11 30 11 

C~J 4 0 4 20 3 

Totals 29 2 19 127 26 

It can be seen how frequently hw~ is used in 

questions. As an adverb, it does occur in clauses apart 

from questi ons, but not at all frequently: (LJL 8 X; 

CF 2 X; WL 4 X; JJY 4 Xi PJY 2 X). 

Hwan n[ as a question marker does not normally 

precede another adverb; however it can precede 

auxiliary verbs (e.g., JJY42.7), prepositions (e.g . , 

JJY44.ll), think verbs (e.g., JJY9l.9) and link verbs 

(e.g., JJY37 . 8). Questions of types (E) and (~) 

normally do have an adverb before the verb apart from 
j 

hwan: either moh itself or some other adverb such as 
\'f?J 

t s:rng (e.g., J .1Y 77.2), tzoong ~!'J.., (e.g., JJY 20.5) , 

tzao f ( e. g., J JY 19. 8 ). 

For an interesting example of the same question 

with and without hwan, see JJY 80.7-8: 

Ex. 7~11 
r 4>- Jti ,,1. . 

,L"Huey ma",L ••. ,i"Hwan huey rna" '" 1'3 

r ~ t-- )Jl;o' , bo h meaning "Do you understand?" 

-e... ~ ZJ -b-
Yeewu and yiifoou are interpreted as co mpound 

particles. The yee of the former does no indicate 

completion or past aspect, and questions with yee~ are 

answered by clauses without final particle. However, 

it is possible that yeewey should be in erpreted as 

yee (final parti c le o .f completion) plus wey t-. 
(interroga ive partic le). The following example provides 

some evidence for this second interpreta ion: 
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Ex. 7 : 12 JJY 52.2 ;L lIChy jou leau yeeweyll ;L Yun :f 

r tJf~ ''JPf~~ 'J.h ;:f- ~ l "Chy jou ye e ll f -;-::. 1'J ~ / f'--
- 1- kl .f!:J!:J ,n:t -::z;. r-'* I1l'J ~o /lIHave you 

eaten your rice gruel yet?" "(I) have eaten (it)". 

For examples of the use of interrogative particles 

(listed according to the numbered functions in the table 

on the previous page) see (~) Ex. 5:20, 5:6~, 6:29; 

(2) JJY 10 : 10 ; (3) JJY 22:3; (5) PJY 

28Ab6; (6) Ex. 5:22; (7) PJY 30BblOj (8) JJY 33.11- 12. 

(4) Disjunctive Questions 

A disjunctive question consists normally of two 

coordinated free clauses: the clauses are the same except 

for one contrasting ~ or ~~ between which a choice is 

sought. In the answer, one or other of the contrasting 

elements can be repeated; or both can be repeated (or 

understood) in a construction with adverbs such as 

jiuh J* "both", or tzoong buh J(JJ -71" 'th " t.:/~, /l' nel er. 

The main forms of the disjunctive question are thus : 

( 1) ;L • • Nl v . . 1 . . N2 v .. ;L 

(2) f .. Vl N . • 1 . . V2 N •. f 

There are two examples of (3) V/ buh V disjunctive 

questions: LJL 500a 29 (cited previously as Ex. 5 : 10) 

(embedded) ; and JJY 57.6 (direct). 

There are three cases of (4) V Nl N2: LJL 503b4 ; 

JJY 17.12; JJY 82.9 (cited below,Ex. 7:16). 

Some disjunctive questions are marked by the 

presence in one or both clauses of shyh -AL. ' wei Jlg 

weishyh ~ k ' or weifuh -lib -1~ .13 (Examples : 

LJL 503b4; CF 383a4- 5, cited below as Ex. 7 : 14 ; WL 68bl, 

72a8, 72a15 ; PJY 30Bb2; JJY 85.2). 

The parti cle ~ Hr 
disjunctive questions : 

occurs four times in 

see page 139 above. 

Below is a table showing the occurrences of 

disjunctiv e questions, followed by examples of (1), (2) , 

and (4). For (3) , see Ex. 5: 10 . 
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r-------------------
LJL CF WL JJY PJY 

Direct 8 1 3 lS 4 

Embedded 6 1 o 1 o 
'------------------------------------------

Ex. 7:13 LJL S03b29 (1) f"Binjia yeou guoh/ 

juujia yeou guoh"f ... f"Ell jiuh yeou guoh"f 
,~ 'P'. -7k .r;I~ "Z J-.!E. AZr J!I ~ "Ira.. • 

.;J -171 1]<.... /~ Jt!!.. '-' :£ ~ "7, .i!:!!.... ? <' - - 0 ::=-. ~ '/~ ~ ~ 

"Is the guest or the host at fault?" ... "Both are at 

fault." 

Ex. 7:14 CF 383a4-S (1) f"Weifuh jyi farnshin 

shyh for / jyi shenqshin shyh for"f 

!!.:y 1{ ~p fL I~ ~ 14p ~ t?p Jfl I0,.';Z 1-1p 0 

"Is it the ordinary mind or the saintly mind which is 

Buddha?" 

Ex. 7:1S LJL S04c17 (2) f"Buh jy mooujea yeou 

guoh wu guoh"f p -:;;r,*1Z ~ f 13i!~ko "I don't know 

if I'm at fault or not. tt (Compare LJL S04c18 and 

S04c20 where the same question recurs, embedded after 

werm f'r¥] and daw l! respectively.) 

Ex . 7:16 J .JY 82-9 ( 4) fIt Jinryh chy sheng t say 

shwu tsaY"f r 4'-(3 P~ ± t "ff.fi, #:. 01 "Are we eating 

raw vegetables or cooked vegetables today?" 

Some coordinated clauses of the same type as the 

above examples are not questions: in such clauses the 

coordination is additive rather than alternative. For 

an example, see JJY 4S.8. 

Not covered in the above de scription or table is 

LJL SOSalO-1L It is, however, similar to the other 

disjunctive questions: 

Ex o 7:17 LJL SOSalO-ll fllHwangboh dangshyr jyy 
1- .J:.. 

juu Linj ih yih-ren / genq yeou ren tzay" f ,,1fi: ~ '3; .qr 
~f\. p fj ii:n y~ -),-"' iJ.. ~ /, 11-. () 
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"At the time, was Hwangboh entrusting Linjih only, or was 

he referring to someone else as well?" The CDL parallel 

passage (290cl) has, for the second clause: II /weifuh bye 

yeou yihjyyll;' " ... or is there 

some other significance?" 

For this type of sentence, see also the TTJ example 

given by 5ta (Bumpo, top of page 322). 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER VII 

1. The attribute-head relationship is marked by 

2 . 

subordinating particle 1Y in the case of the three afi 

1x-shyr, jy guh, and ~how. Figures for these three 

adverbs and for the npo jy jong ~ r are given in 7.11. 

Ota1s TTJ Index (49b) gives examples of 

Iriya1s BWJ Index (25a) gives examples of 

There may be an etymological connection between tzuohma 

(sheng) and tzuoh sher~ 11 "it It, Tzuoh sherma has 

two main functions: (1) simple sentence meaning I1What 

are you doing?11 (e.g., JJY2.l2); (2) in the structure 

f'clause!tzuoh shermaf' with the meaning 11 Why , how is it 

that clausell, (2) is similar to the predicative function 

of tzuohma(yheng) . Example: LJL 505a5: f'l1Shen shan 

-lii tzai sheuduo/tzuoh shermal1f' 0 }1- V-, Ie -1{' ~t J 1~ 
1{ Ai 0 I1What is the point of planting so many [ trees] 

deep in the mountains?11 The parallel passages in TGL 

(342Bb2) and BYL (175c26) agree with LJL. But CDL 

290b28 has tzuohma instead of tzuoh shermao 

Further examples of parallel passage interchange between 

tzuohma and tzuoh sherma: 

JJY 42.1 tzuohma 

LJL 506a24 : tzuohma .. . . 
Other parallel passages: 

JJY 82.6 

JJY 50.1 

JJY 75.3 

JJY 41.7 

tzuohmasheng V 

-sz.rz {~ 
N ruher 

clause 

clause tzuohma 

JJY 4lu 6-7 : V sherma 

CDL:tzuoh sherma 

TGL 352Aa7 tzuoh sherma 

· . TTJ V 
1~ 1J), ':t 

hersyhsheng 

· . TTJ N tzuohmasheng 

· . TTJ clause tzuoh ~1l sher a 

· . CDL clause 

· . CDL V tzuoh sherma 

See Ex. 6:15 and 6:26 for previously-cited examples of 

predicative tzuohmasheng. 

(continued) 
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2. (continued) 

On sheng see 7.11 and note 9. 

Other in terroga ti ve adverb s in MC include ruher-.!L rz Iq ; 
~ ( 6 ) d 4 <1!J ( PJY jeng =1 e.g. WL 72a ; jen~""J 7~ e.g. __ 

29Ab10); jengsyh t 1~\ (e . g. CF 383c1); jengshianq 

~ (~ (JJY 36.11 only); ian ,~ (CF 381b6 and JJY 

89.11 only); her 1i7J and herder 1iiff 4:t (see 6.5.3). 

3. Previously cited examples: yeuma, Ex. 6:74; rennma, 

Ex. 5:28, 5:38, 6:12. Compare also Ex. 7:3: fRuoh 

rani ;t !J1;.' . Parallel passages: /., \ 

( 1) JJY 58.11-12 4 X TTJ 
JJ4 J~ 

4 X ye~ . . leuma 

CDL rennma 4x . ----
(2) LJL 504c17 yeuma CDL 290a28 rennma 

TGL 342Ba2 rennma 

(3) PJY 30Aa7 : rennma .. TTS 94b8 yeuma -- ----
(but PJY 28Ab15 and the TTS parallel passage . 

(93b14) each have rennma twic e. ) ---
General references to leuma and ~~: Yanagida, 

Rinzairoku, p.27, sec . 20, n.4; Ota, TTJ Index, 59b, 

38a, 39a, 47a (wri tten Jji? if .!J if. ,and 14 J~ 

see also 11 /1 ' 53b); Iriya l s BWJ Index does not 

mention the words; Maspero, "Textes", 23-25; Gau, 

"Yeu1uh", 64-66; Jang, Shy-Tsyr-Cheu, 355; Ota, 

· . · . 

· . · . 

Koulwen, 113 n.77, 125 n.42; Uchida, "Shiji to Gimon", 

• OJ 

passim; Prusek, "La fonction de la particule ti dans 

chinois m~di~va1", Archiv Orient~lni 15 (1946), 303-340, 

at pp.309-312. 

Belonging to the same etymologically-related series of 

words as yeuma and rennma are the adverbs rusheu ....6.rz -.tt 
(JJY 55a4) and ruohwei ~ ~ (e.g. CF 383a22, JJY 92.12). 

On ruohwei, see ota, TTJ Index, 47b; Iriya, BWJ Index) 

24b; Jang, Shy-Tsyr-Cheu, 96 - 98; Gau, "Yeufaa Tzarshyh" , 

125-129 ; Wa1ey, "Colloquial in the Yu-hsien klu", 560-

561, 564. (continued) 
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3. (cont inued) 

As for rutsyy and ruher, see the previously-cited 

(ruher). For rut syy jy -4rz..!lt 1::, see 7.11. 

4. Buh yeou: Ota, Bumpo, 301; Chao, GSC, 664-665; 

Paul L .. M. Serruys, "A Grammatical Note on the Use of 

Pu-~ /f. ~ in Li terary Chinese", Phi Theta Annual 4 

(June 1953), 1-15· 

Wu yeou: Ota, TTJ Index, 57b; Bumpo, 301-302. 

Wuh: contrasts with wu and mei in parallel passages: 

LJL 498c25-26: LJL 500a22: ..!If!,. 

LJL 496b25 LJL 50lb9 

Compare also Ota, Kouywen, 127 n.74. Ota's TI'J Index 

(57b) has five sub-divisions for the wuh entry: --
" 
~ -6f " . "= $. " . " ~ *" 1q (= !jfft; {t- 1GJ ) " ; 7f- , , 
f;J -t (= $. f ) ,t [compare 

-r< ~ 

p.9]; " 7-X. ~ , 

" 1:0 ~ry- " 
Mei: Ota, TTJ Index, 9b; Iriya, BWJ Index, 6a; Ota, 

Bumpo, 301-303, 396 -397, 408-409; Demi~ville, 

"Archa!Lsmes", 15-21. 

5. See 7.3, note 2 for two interrogative adverbs ending in 

J (11 

der 1~ - the der could be regarded as an adverbial 

suffix. 

Mention should also be made of reduplicate adverbs not 

ending in dih j-~ of the form XX or XXYY. Like -dih 

adverbs, such adverbs can function attributively and 

predicatively as well as preverbally. Examples: 

~~ih ~~ ~~ : LJL 500b15; dihdih *~ aJ : LJL 50lb20, 

: LJL 502b12. 

See 7.10 for a mention of lihlih 111 .. JJt... which occurs 

both with and without dih. 
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6. Leau J and leauyee J ~ share some of the 

characteristic of both complement and final particles. 

For convenience, both words have been included in the 

Complement Table (5.1~). They occur only in LJL 

(leau 4 x, leau yee 18 X) and in JJY (lea u 12 X, leau 

yee 8 X). 

Favouring an interpretation of lea~ as complement (or as 

erb suffix: a category not otherwise recognized) are 

the occurrences in the structures V leau 0 and 

V buh 1eau, 

Favouring an interpretation of leau and leau yee as 

final particles is their occurrence in clauses which 

already have co mplements: once in LJL (504b20) and four 

times in JJY (e.g. Ex. 5:62, ~6J, 2.6) 0 

Leau an occur in a clause before the last clause in a 

sentence (e.g. Ex, 5:60, 5:62). Leau yee always occurs 

entence-finally . 

Compare also note b to the Complement Table. 

7 . Two of the occurrences of yan in LJL (498a18, 502c20) 

8 . 

are in he same repeated quotation fr om the Lehdaw Ge 

;.f1i:. ~ 2Jh of Nanyueh Mingtzann 
~ ~ ~'- I~ 1ft. t3)-J flt (n. d.; a 

~ (651-739). Lehdaw Ge is disciple of Puujih 

found in T.51, 461b-co The quotation is from 461b21: 

~yuren shiaw woof jyh nae j yanf' " 
~IZ ,~o "Fools may laugh at me, but wise men will 

under stand o " 

Parallel passages with and without tzay: 

..t. (1) J ,JY 60 . 4 ; .,V 0 chiuh tzayf' . . CDL ,. V 0 chiuhf 

(2) L.JL 505b24 

(3) P,JY 28Ba18 

(4) P,JY 30AblO 

( 5) Ex • 7: 1;1 

(chiuh is ~) 

•• V 0 tza.l f ,. TGL 343Ba2 : . 0 V tza.l ~ 

_0 ,_V ~ TTS 96a6 : •• V tza.l f. 

•• V tzay f. TTS 95b5 : ~f. 

LJL has tza.l' CDL lacks it. 
( co ntinued) 
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8. ( continued) 

On tzay in CDL, see Leu Shwushiang, "Shyh Jiingder 

/ f ~ j,/b /.~ 
Chwandeng Luh jong tzay, ~o ell juhtsyr" f.:r /f ... 7~' Iff 
,Y~;j-f rlz A :J2. .;:::... 131, -t";r 
ft~ ~ 'T .).~ ~ ~~ , pp.l-11 of Luennwen-jyi. 

9 . On shen~ as suffix, see Ota, TTJ Index , lIb ( Jt 
!1:. ) , 15b ( ~ ~ ) , 14b ( ; 1tz !± ) , 

2Jb ( ~1 't~ !l ), 25a ( 1UJ 1)4), :±. ) ; Iriya, 

BWJ Index, 7b ( fi ~t!i '- /.-, ) , l4a ( 1 iij ~IA j, :J:.. ) . See 

note 2 above on TTJ tzuohmasheng and BWJ tzeensheng. 

Other references to suffix sheng: Jang, Shy-Tsyr~Cheu , 

168-170 ; Uchida, II Shij i to Gimon", 1J8-14 1 ; Ota, 

Kouywen , 135 n.18 ; Waley, "C olloquial in the 

Yu- hsien klu", 561 ; Shimura Ryoji 

"Setsuji no 'sei' ni t s uite" 

Toyogaku 19 (May, 1968), 82-91. 

Malmqvist mentions a structure in the moder n dialect 

of Syhchuan which might well be compared t o the 

"discontinuous" MC tay ... sheng ( "The Syntax of Bound 

Forms in Slch'uanese ll
, BOMFEA JJ (1961), 125-199, a t 

p.174) . 
;K ;,~ J 

The structure is thai V-hen- la 

:A- 1 "it's f ar too big". Hen- la, 

described as a complement, occurs without tha i only 

in subordinated c lauses - otherwise thai must occur 

in conjunction with it. 

10. The use of ~ as final particle in question- word 

questions is like the use of ~ ~ in s imilar 

questions (see 7.11, p.lJ6). There are some parallel 

passage alternations between yee and ye in such questions 

and also betwe en yee/ye and no final particle 

(absenc e of E is shown below by the symbol ¢) o 

( continued) 
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10. ( cont inued) 

JJY 901 yee · . CDL ye 

,JJY 1.5 yee · . TTJ ¢ .. CDL ye 
-- J}: 

JJY 74 010 If-. ¢ CDL .. chii .. ye ~2:~ · . 
LJL 496b2l yee · . TGL 345Aa6 ¢ 

LJL 504b29 ¢ · . TGL 342Ab5 yee 

( 4 4) / / "rz;!1, iJlil 0 11. The other example 50 a is r "Yea nah" r v ';:JI.... 

"Are you dumb?" The TGL parallel passage tu t"his 

(345Ab8) is the same; the CDL parallel passage 

(290c25) has simply ,L"Yea",L rzjf o. General references 

to nah Ota, TTJ Index, l7tr; Ota, Bumpo, 377 ; 

Wang, Shyygao, 454-455. 

12. Reference s to question forms 

448-458 ; Jeang, Tongshyh, 124-125 ; Ota, Bump~, 360- 366, 

405-409; Ota, Kouywen, 91 nu7, 123 n.15, 123 n.23, 

/ 
147 n.68, 153 n.3l ; Demieville, "Archaismes", 21-22, 

59. 

The six interrogative particles listed in the table 

jItl. 
(and ~ ./0" mentioned below) all derive from negative 

forms; thus even these particle questions could be 

derived transformationally from disjunctive questions , 

with the meaning "Statement OR NOT Statement", The 

"or" is represented in the MC particles by ~ e...., 

and yii (written G and J-X ); and also by yeu ..iJi? 

see Ota, Kouywen, 147 n.68. (Compare also the single 

occurrence of yii }Y .. as co-ordinating particle in JJY 0) 

Finally, BWJ (but not TTJ) has mo .J! and yeema ~ Jf-
as interrogative particles. 

On hwan as a marker of questions, see Yanagida, 

Rinzairoku, p.22, sec .15, n.4 ; TTJ Index, 26b; Ota , 

Kouywen, 123 n.23. Iriya1s BWJ index does not have a 

separate entry for hwan. However, a check of the 43 

examples given for the above-mentioned nine particles 

( cont inued) 
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12. (continued) 

in BWJ revealed that only two are marked by hwan 

(BWJ 186.7, 190.14 both in the same story 

Lushan Yeuangong Huah 
h '-* ~2 J.;A .J,. .~ A ;;0 ). 

The frequency of hwan in TTJ (and in the present 

corpus) as against the apparent BWJ infrequency seem s 

one of the mo st distinctive features separating the 

two types of language. 

Gundert often translates hwan forms more elaborately 

than may be necessary see for example BYL l82alO 

~Hwan yeou forfaa yeewu~ " ~ "1I 1~;).t, .e.J ~ 0 for which 

Gundert' s translation (B-'rL, II-, 254) IS II gibt e s da 

wohl auch noch ein Gese tz de s Buddha, oder aber 

nicht?1I 0 

Parallel passages show a wide interchange amongst the 

various interrogative particles. The interchanges are 

listed below, and examples are then given of each . 

Texts on the left of have the particle on the 

left of the pairs A., B. etc. For instance TGL 348Ba 4 

has foou; LJL 499c2l has yiifoou. 

A. yeewu f--; foou --
B. foou ~ rna 

C. yeewE f-- ) rna 

D. foou ( -7 Ziifoou 

E. buh f- ) foou 

F. buh f---} zeewu 
1-

G . 
~ 

f--wu ) yeewu 

A. JJY 58.11, 58 .12 ; TTJ · . CDL 

A. TTJ · . JJY 74.4 

B. JJY 78.8 · . TTJ · . 
B. CDL · . JJY 81·3 ; TT.J · . 

( continued) 
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13· 

(continued) 

C . JJY S4.7 · . TTJ 

C. TTJ · . JJY 29.S 

C . PJY 29Aa12 · . TTS 95a7 · . 
D. TGL 34SBa4 · . LJL 499c2l · . 
E. TTJ · . JJY S1.3 

E. TTS 95a19 · . PJY 30Ab14 

F. TTJ JJY 64,S 

G. TGL 345AblS · . LJL 504b9 

References to weifuh and other disjunctive question ---
markers Yanagida, Rinzairoku, p.16S, sec . 94, 

n.4 ; Ot a , TTJ Index (47b-5Sa) and Iriya, BWJ Index 

(30b ) give exampl es of wei 10 , weifuh ~ 4t , an;I 
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weidang in one or tro'th claus es of trre que stion. 

In addition, Iriya gives examples of weishyh 1f.; ~ in 

this function . 
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CHAPTER VIII 

A COMPARISON BETWEEN TI-IE MC OF THE YEULUH 

AND THE ENC OF YUANCHAUR BIHSHYY 
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The Yuanchaur Bihshyy ?w ~~ +}ll' ~ (YCBS) is a free 

Chine se translation of the thirteenth century Mongolian 

original. The Chinese version was made for the use of 

Chinese interpreters studying Mongolian, some time in 

the period 1369 to 1404: according to d e Rachewil z , 

wi thin a feiv years after 1389.1 YCBS thus r efle ct the 

language of the end of the ENC period (1200-1400)0 

In his studies of the Mongolian and Chinese texts 

of the "Secret History", Erich Haenisch suggested that 

a number of features in YCBS had been influenced by the 

original Mongolian version. He used for this the German 

term "Mongolismen". However, in M.A.K. Halliday's 

important study of the language of the YCBS, the number 

of features a ttributed to Mongolian influence is reduc ed.2 

Halliday regards the ENC of the text as a dir ect 

predecessor of Modern Chinese, a nd makes many co mparisons 

showing up the similarities and differences between the 

two. 

Halliday ma kes occasional reference t o MC and LC] 

but does not at t e mpt any detailed co mparison. In his 

chapter such a comparison will be undertaken between 

the findings of Halliday and the description given in 

this the is . 

As a text for comparison , YCBS is appropriate both 

becau s e of its intrin s ic importance as an early colloquial 

text and because of the convenience of Halliday's 

Secret History in under taking the compari son . In form 
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YCBS is not completely comparable to the MC of the 

yeuluh . The former consists of a connected narrative; 

the latter of a series of short, oft en d isconnected? 

dialogues and sermons . However, both have in c ommon the 

predo minance of dialogue passages. As for word 

frcquen .:, YCBS is more tnan twice as· long ~'3 LJL, and 

n,cre than one and a half times as long as JJY.J Bearing 

these figures in mind, some idea can be gained of the 

expec ted frequency of any particular gra mmatical word. 

For example , th e interrogative particle ~ ~ occurs 

nine times in YCBS, seventeen times in LJL. I t is thus 

four times as frequent in LJL . 

The categories used in the description of MC are 

intent ionally similar to those used by Halliday in his 

Secre t History. This is not merely a de scriptive 

conveni enc e : in fact the ma jor categories do seem to be 

the same . iiha t differenc e s there are lie in the 

exponents of each category. 4 

A comparison of the two languages involves firstly, 

listlng t he exponents of the various gramma tical 

categ ories (some of which are present in both languages, 

some in only one or the other) and secondly, 

estimating the relative frequency of the exponents 9 and 

stating whether the frequency is significant.5 

As a nother example of comparative frequencY9 let 

us consider occurrences of the subordinating particles 

dii/dih ~ tq), _ k't/:J 

LJL 

35 

24 

CF WL 

2 1 

22 31 

JJY 

47 

20 

PJY 

3 

4 

YCBS 

836 

22 



Of the He text, LJL has dii most frequently. tut 

in YCBS dih occurs more than nine times as frequently. 

In the case of lx, the YCBS frequency is l ower than any 

6 of the MC texts . 

References t o YCBS are to the examples given by 

Halliday (Secret Historz, especially 125-155 ) and to 

a few a dd i tional examples chosen from the same edition 

as tha t used by Halliday: 

third series (Shanghai, 19J6), ten tseh I}IJ- twelve 

jiuann ~ 7e: YCBS is referred to in the same way as 

Halliday refers to it: by giving respectively (1) j iuanll; 

in Roman figures; (2) page number; (J) overall 

paragraph number (figure 1-282); (4) piece numb er 

within the paragraph (ranging from 4-7 0 ). 

Thus the reference VIII.5b; 198.1J refers to piece 

1J of p a ragraph 198, which is on page 5b of j iua~ R. 

8.2 

In this section, a comparison will be made between 

Me and ENC verbs. Topics in the following sections will 

be pronouns (8.J); demonstrative determinative nouns 

and numeral determinative nouns (8.4); auxiliary nolUlS 

and pos tposi tiv e nouns (8.5); adverbs (8.6) i and particlAs 

There is not a great deal of difference between 

exponents of prepositions, link verbs, think ver s 

auxillary verbs? a nd postverbs. In th e sections 5.§= 

i.!.!..! no detailed figures were given fo r each b lUld verb~ 

hence no detailed comparison of frequency is undertaken. 

Halliday regards the prepositions liang and baa 

:t~ a marker s of ergative voice (Secret IIistory. 

81-82). Such an analysis might be po ssible for MC as 

well. 
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Most of the MC complements are found in YCBS. But 

YCBS ha s a wider range of complements than th~ Me 

texts do. In YCBS, complements occur more frequently 

/.,3 ~ 
with potential/resultative der/buh 1-:t /1' • 

of YCBS vc which do not occur in MC are buu 

Examples 

;(~ . (12 X) 

and shoou 11 (7 X) . Combinations of complemen t s such 

as shiahlai r ~ are frequent in YCBS, but only occur 

in MC when a complement is followed by an endverb. The 

most important difference in complements is the frequent 

occurrence in YCBS of jiang JJ1t ' which is found once 

only in this function in MC (see Halliday , Secret 

History, 103-104, 143, 214) . 7 

8.3 Pronouns 

There are many differences between t ile prnnrl!ninal 

sy stems of MC and ENC . 

In the case of the personal pronouns, wu ~ 

moouj ea jf. " 
do not 0 ccur in YCBS (Nii is written 1-t throughout 

YCBS) . In YCBS ~ >'-It: Occurs only three times , and 

jy .::(.,. 0 ccur s only nine time s • Seven of the occurrence 

of .Jz are in j iuann XII, which has in general more LC 

forms than the other eleven jiuann. 

Chyi $. is found as a pronoun in YCBS (i t also 

occurs seven times as a preverbal adverb, once each ln 

compo und adverbs inchyi Ii] ~ and weychyi '/!;j ~ , and 

once each in the compound final adverbs chyij ian ~ r~ 

and dihchyij ian eo.'Jt /f:J' ). 

Halliday lists these adverbial uses, but does not 

mention the personal pronoun use. He does give ne 

example which happens to include this use (Secre 

VID.2.3.3) but without commenting on the 

use of chyL 
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Other examples of pronoun chyi in YCBS are 

VIII.5b; 198.14, 17, 18. 

For its part, YCBS has nine personal pron01llS not 

fOWld in MC which exhibit t wo categories also not found 

in MC: exclusive/inclusive first person plural; 

singular/plural first, second, and third person. 

,, 1:1 2;i tzarmeei I:J ~~ ; woomeei 

aanmeei niimeei 1~ #;, nin 

ninmeei 

YCBS doe s not use ta 1-t!!.; in the demonstra ti ve 

meaning which sometimes occurs in Me. 

The interrogative pronouns sherma 1t ltr., shenn $ 
her 1~ and sheir ~ft are common to bo th langua ges 0 

Her is rare in YCBS except in compound adverbs such as 

ruher -It.~ 1~ and rutsyy -tt~ ~ . Only MC has 

ahsheir rij -tfi and sheirj ia tit. :& . 

8.4 Determinative Nouns 

,~ 

Jeh i.l and tsyy,t"L occur in both MC and ENC. 

~ Jb is rare in YCBS. Nah #f~ is far more common 

in YCBS than it is in the yeuluh. (As we have seen 10 

6.7.1, nah is found only eight times, all in JJY. The 

occurrences of this demonstrative are very few compared 

with the occurrences of jeh rt and t syy J,I.t ). In 

YCBS, however, nah occurs as frequently as jeh: see 

Secret History, 124, n.l. On the other hand, n€lther 

naa nor ahnaa are found in YCBS. 

In MC and in ENC demonstrative determinatives are 

only rarely followed in the noun group by auxiliary 

nouns. Halliday says (Secret History, 109) IIthese words 

are not followed by auxiliary nouns"; but then in note .3 

v 
"Actually je (172 occurrences) is 

2 
he amends this: 

found once, na (175) four times, foll.owed by auxiliary 

noun. " In MC, the total occurrences of nd nau (~ are 



r JL A'I l1 ,.., 
• ? 

9 P,JY 6. 

The numeral y tern is largely simIlar.In. he two 

language. .In b h there .l.S an equal p s .Li l T Y f 

nnn uN and un ( ee Secret Ilistorx, I n9- .... 1n ) . 

8. 5 ~~=. L;,:l;;.:.l.:;;;· =~~o~un~s and P 
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.In all e the only e . ponen of nal.1 WhI Ch -,,r 'u: 

frequently 1S geh nD- In E C, in MC) .ge~ (' an. 

occur po verbally without pre c eding det erminati 'eo 

Or he 0 ·her auxiliary nouns, s o me a .r e r ommnn t. 

oh language ( e og. jy 11 
found in only one of the wo (e.g. MC dU~E~ ~~ 

There is very lit tIe overl p .l.n the 

verbal a iliary nouns: of the nine whlrh ocrur in Mr, 

only wn oceu' 1n EJC? of the ninewh1. c h 0('('1 In El\J r ) 

only two occur in MC (f r the E C flgur es? see 5e ' et -----
Hi to~]:~, 216-217). 

The mono syllab.Lc POStPOS1 i v e noun '0 nf Me are und 

also in E r .10 In addi .ion, ENC ha a set or Lsyl.la 1 C 

p o posi ive nouns Wh1Ch, a "'e hal, e seen , dn nnt o ('c q.r 

in ENe (e Cf"P for th ingle ca e nf E;eyl2:.2.. l-Ia ~ 

occurs .l.n E C as np ; -- -- In MC nn l 

as placew rd. ENe c o mpound postpos.iti "e n.t u.ns Jl('h a 

shangtour ~ ti~ and howmiann 1~ ~ are ab f"nt in Me. 

8.6 Adverbs 

Bound ad erbs are largely similar in he tw 

languages: some ~ 

in Me] some, such a bihjLh pi::. &. ' o ccu . only In ENr. 

The final adverbs are mainly the same ~ In ENe there 

and hanq our j:. !i§j WhLCh d not oc C. l r in Me (see 

Secre . Hist~!:.l> 217=22;-;). 
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Conjunc tive adverbs are mainly the same in both 

languages: MC alone has such adverbs as bi~jyi 1't #p , 

and j innj ie -:Jt ~ 
'~ c:;J 

ENC alone has guhj iow rt~ *~ 

j iowbiann ft{; 11:..., and j iow 5fL· 
Ne ither yeuma .14; ,i;r: are found in 

7~ .. /JA 

YCBS .
12 

MC tzuohma 1r- ~ and tzuohmasheng 1'f;. if. 5t 

match ENC tzeensheng ~ and tzeenshengban 

the words are etymologically related. As we 

have seen (7.3) tzeensheng does occur once in the MC 

corpus (p,JY 29A.a3) and in ml,J. 

The negative a dverbs buh /f, , wey *- ' weytserng ~ ~ , 

and buhtserng /G ~ are found in both languages. 

~ Moh ~ occurs only once in YCBS as a negative imperative 

adverb; it also occurs in several compound ad erbs 

(Secret History, 122). YCBS has shio~ 14-. as negative 

imperative adverb, which is not found in the MC orpus. 

Mei S-x. , which oc curs very rarely in MC (7.6) 

occurs not at all in YCBS. 

8.7 Particles 

The two subordinating particles dii A\ and 

,jy -Z, have been mentioned above in 8.1. Ila11ida makes 

no ment ion of adverbial particle dih tit; in YCBS. The 

particle jee ;f1 is treated by Halliday as a final adverb 

marking a conditional clause ( Se~~His~, 91). The 

character jee 1§ is also used for one of the ENC imperative 

particles not occurring in MC (see page 160). 

The fina .l particle yee -t!::.J occurs in YCBS, and is 

treated by Halliday as a sub-type of postpositive verb 

marking tense (for which YCBS has also ~~ W 
yeou1ai ~ ~ and lai . Lai in this use is to be 

distinguished from its other postpositive verb uses.) 
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Yeou and ~~lai are no found as final pa ti c les in ~~~ 

lai occurs only as an endverb. 

Leau X~ J.6 is found only in Me 9 but ) on the 

other hand, the YCBS perfec ive and imperfe c tiv e 

aspecti al pa ticles leau '1 and lwo ~ do not occur 

in the same functions or wi th the same f equenc in MC. 

Their etymons in MC are leau and jwo Jwo 

is interpreted best as a complement in MC and does not 

normally have any continuati e meaning. Leau is 

restricted in its range of MC texts (LJL and ,J ·JY only) and 

occurs ver rarely indeed compared with its lOlO occurrences 

in YCBS. 

The final particles yii b. 
9":- eel 1f.. 

yan .~ , kann ~ tzai ~ --- and tzay /fi- (a .1 fairly 

rare in MC) are not found at all in YCBS. 

YCBS has four imperative particles (tzar 17'8 ' jee ~ 

and yeej ee ~ If ) none of which is found in MC. 

In YCBS, the particle sheng -::J;.. is found onl in the 

compound adverb ha~heng -ILf ~ "very" (_S_e_c_r_e ______ ory, 

115; 151, VID.J.11.8) and in tzeensheng(banl, refe red to 

above, page 159. 

Of the interrogative particles, rna ,ir and f'oou ;p;,r.Jj;, 

occur in both languages (more frequently 

, ni 

in MC). Hwu 

IJ 
yeewu .-e.. 

yiifoou ~ oc cur only in 

MC . Mada!: it 1!. oc curs 

.!& ,.). -r l:t Moh -r.:. occurs in the compound mohbuhshyh -?!: /1' :;i( in 

YCBS questions (e.g., Se~ History, IJl, VID.2.6.2). 

Hwan is not meqtioned by Halliday as a ques ion marker. 

V buh V question forms are found only twice in YCBS (Secret 

History, 87). Halliday make s no menti on of dis'unctive 

questions or of' question embedding. 

For particles deeng and meei, see 8.3 and note 8. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER VIII 

1 . Igor de Rachewiltz, "Some Remarks on the Dating 

of the Secret History of the Mongols", MS 24 

(19 6 3), 185-206; see p.204 . 

2 . Erich Haenisch, Untersuchungen tiber das yllan-ch Y ao 

3 . 

Pi-shi (Leipzig, 1931); "BeitrEl.ge zur Geschichte 

der Chinesischen Umgangssprache", MSOS, 35, Erste 

Abteilung (1932), 106-135 . Halliday discusse s 

Haenisch's views on "Mongo1isms" in Secret History, 

40 - 41, 88n . , 93n . , 118n., and elsewhere . 

The first of the two IIaenisch works mentioned 

above is cited in the following notes as Haenisch, 

Untersuchungen . Other works cited below are 

Arthur Waley's "Notes on the yUan-chiao pi-shih ll , 

BSOAS 23 (1960), 523-529 (henc efo r th cited as 
L ¥ ~ 

Wa1ey, "Notes") and Tsay Meeibiau ~ -J; JIi1, 
- ~ ( ~4 r:11! 1t ;;: <t Yuanday Bairhuah Be i Jyiluh /[; 1" IE:] i7-tz. 1""4'" -;1: 13'* 

(Peking, 1955; henceforth cited as Tsay, ,Jyi1uh). 

LJL CF WL ,J J 1'" PJY YCBS 
-- ( approx • ) 

Length: total 
number of 14,561 6,369 9,147 20,979 4,659 35,000 
characters 

0.3% ( approx .) 

0.2% (approx.) 

0.1% (approx.) 

44 

29 

15 

19 

13 

6 

27 

18 

9 

63 

42 

21 

14 

9 

.5 

105 

70 

35 

4. There is some risk of circularity here; as said in 

Chapter III (p.33), one of the several ai ms of 

s tudying a closed corpus is to enable co mparisons 

with different stages of the language (and also with 

( con tinued) 
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4. ( con tinued) 

other languages). To some exten , the ery 

selection of descriptive frames is influenc ed by 

such a purpose (see Halliday, Se c et History , 

115 on taking a "squint " at Modern Pekingese to 

help with a difficulty of analysis in ENC). It 

might be possible to gi e each catego in any 

one stage of the lan.guage a co de name, suc h that 

no other category at any different period would 

have the same name. But there is much point in 

using the II same " names providing one remember 

that only a general kinship is implied, and that 

each category is defined by reference to the other 

categories in its system, and is to that extent 

unique. For example, when the pluralizing parti c le 

meei/ men became common in LMC, the status of 

ordinary (non-plural) nouns and p r onouns wa s 

affected as much as the new plural forms. 

Many of the differences between my ana ysis of 

MC and Halliday's of NC are terminologi c al. 

~ 
Halliday refers, for ins tanc e, to.J. eh .l..€.., in the 

structure ~h N st-N as a Ilnominal adverb fl 9 I have 

taken it instead as a determinative noun. I hav e 

not used the categories of voice, mood, and aspect; 

but some of the particles des ribed in Chapter VII 

could be assigned at an rate to the c lass of 

modal particles . The absence of passive oice and 

of imperfective aspect (and largely of perfe tiv e 

aspect) in MC reflects a fundamental difference in 

the languages, rather than a terminological one. 
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5. The omparison sketched in his chapte is no 

so de ailed as this plan suggests. 1 mention 

chiefly those points which have been given a 

de ailed descr iption in Chapters V, VI, and VIII 

above. One of he main omissions is any referenc e 

to clause and sentence structure. Hallida is 

clause descriptions could apply largely to MC, 

and then c omparison could be made as to the 

frequency of the different types of clauses and 

sentences. (One conclusion might concern the 

frequency of unmarked "genitival ll clauses ~ see 

Note 6 below.) On the other hand, some features of 

the present description are not mentione d by 

Halliday , not necessarily be cause the would no 

fit into a description of YCBS: e.g., place words, 

time words, reduplication. 

6. The YCBS figures for .J.Y include 10 cases listed on 

p.226 of Secre History ( ,jy as IIno minal ll and 

! clausal " geniti al par icle) and 12 cases of ...;lY 

in final adverbs (such as .J.yhow ..::L ~) listed on 

pp.220- 22J. A detailed comparison of the different 

fune ions of di~~ih and 1z would reveal some 

differenc es between MC and ENC . One difference 

would lie in the frequency of unmarked attributive 

clause , which are not uncommon in MC bu of which 

there are only " a few" in YCBS (see Secret Historl:, 

p.90, especially note 2). On the other hand , there 

are 400 occurrences of clausal genitival dih and jy 

in YCBS. 

Another important difference is the use of the 

subordinating parti les to mark attribu ive pronouns. 

YCBS attributive pronouns are regular y marked by 

( continued) 
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6. (continued) 

dih; MC attributive pronouns are never marked 

by dii, and only 6 times by jy (all in WL: 

woo jy ;ft.:t 4 X; nii jy 1iJ Z 2 X) . According 

to Ota (Bump-;, 355), Npn dii N dates only from the 

Sonq; the absence of the structure in the MC 

corpus might then represent negative evidence for 

pre-Sonq dating of the texts. 

7. On jiang as complement, see Ota, TTJ Index (30a), 

Iriya , BWJ Index (16 b) ; Jang, Shy-T~r-Cheu, 

316-318 ; Ota, Bump 0 , 170 ; J.L. Crump, " On Chine se 

Medieval Vernacular", Wennti 5 (Novemb er, 1953), 

65-74; Waley, "Notes", 525. 

8. Apart from its use as a pronoun plural marker, 

meei also occurs 109 times as a noun plural 

marker, after kinship terms, name s, and other 

nouns. All 109 nouns have animate reference, and 

108 have human reference. The only trace of thi s 

category in the MC corpus are the compound 

pronouns niideeng and ruudeeng (see 6.5.1, p.80). 

Deeng occurs in both languages (more frequently 

in YCBS) as a coordinating particle after a series 

of nouns (the MC occurrences are listed in 7.10, 

p.133 ; the YCBS ones on p.226 of Secret History). 

On the differences and similarities between deeng 

and meei! men, see Ota, Bumpo, 345-348. 

9. The difference in the frequency of this structure 

in MC and ENC may reflect no significant linguistic 

difference . The same might be said of a number of 

other points of difference mentioned in this 

( continued) 
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9 . (continued) 

chapter, where linguistic features are found in 

MC and again in Modern Chinese, but are missing 

from the ENC of the YCBS: for instance~ mei 
--~~ reJ, 7I&. --

and adverbial particle dihLdii. Such words 

occurred only rarely in the MC corpus, and it 

may be merely statistical accident that they are 

not found in YCBS. 

10. An important monosyllabic YCBS postpositive noun 

not found in MC is (53 X). Halliday 

(Secret History, 113-114) and Haenisch 

(Untersuchungen, 87) give shyng-type readings for 

this word; Ota (Kouywen, 83 n.92) and Wa1ey 

("Notes", 523-524) indicate a pronunciation of 

type harng. 

Pi1J 
11. Haenisch thinks that YCBS a is descended from the 

ah r~· ahnaa et c., which he 

analyzes not as compound words, but as clause 

particle followed by interrogatives. For this 

view, see Untersuchungen, 82-85. This 

inte pretation does not seem very convincing ; it 

would not apply to a sentence such as Ex.6:55 

without a complicated reinterpretation of what 

seems a simple V 0 clause. 

12. In some ENC texts, but not in YCBS, the 

character 1k 
I~' is used for the second-person 

1~ 
I~"" For example see pronoun otherwise written 

Tsay, Jyiluh, 20, n.3. 

13. Nah does occur as final particle in other ENC 

text s: see Haenisch, Untersuchungen, 83, 90-91, 

Tsay, Jyi1uh, 29, n.4. 
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14. For various interpretations of madaw, see Tsay, 

Jyiluh, 24, n.3; Ota, Kouywen, 73 n.26; Haenisch, 

Untersuchungen, 14 ; Halliday, Secret History, 

86-87 ; Waley, "Notes", 525- 527. 



CONCLUSION 

The main object of this thesis has been to 

give a fairly detailed grammatical description o f a 

corpus of five Middle Chinese texts. It was hoped 

that the descriptive framework applied would be 

sufficient for that purpose, and that it might also 

enable comparison with other texts from outside the 

corpus, of the same and of different period s . 
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Within the corpus, it appears that the Hwangboh 

texts (CF and WL) form a group in some ways mor e 

linguistically conservative than the other t hree 

texts. This conclusion is arrived at by calculating 

the percentage frequency of particular important 

forms within each of the five texts, and then ranking 

the five texts in frequency order. When there are 

rival synonomous forms, one inherited from OC and LC, 

one developed in the MC period, such a co mparison 

becomes especially relevant. Below is a n example of 

this procedure, comparing the demonstra ti ve 

determinative nouns jeh/ jee and ~. The Arab 

numerals indicate percentage fr e quency within each 

text (compare the Table in Chapter II, p.24). The 

Roman numerals indicate frequency ranking among the 

five texts, with I as the highest. 

jeh/jee 

LJL 

III 

0·32 

III 

0.23 

CF 

V 

0.03 

I 

0.85 

WL 

IV 

0.14 

II 

0.42 

JJY 

I 

0.49 

V 

0.16 

PJY 

II 

0.47 

IV 

0.19 



From this we can see that the rankings for 

jee!jeh are reversed for ~, and that CF and WL 

have the highest frequency of ~ and the lowest 

frequency of jeh!jee. 
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Similar comparisons reveal that the second-person 

pronoun ruu is more than twice as fr equent in CF and 

WL than it is in LJL and PJY, and far more 

frequent than in JJY; that CF and WL rank highest 

with interrogative pronoun her, lowest with sherma; 

that they rank highest with ndt N and lowes t with 

ndt nau N; highest with subordinating particle jy and 

lowest with dii; highest with nominali zing particle 

jee; and highest with final particle ~. 

Some words are found in all fiv e texts, but are 

rarer in CF and WL: endverbs lai and chiuh, adverbs 

yeuma and tzuohmasheng (tzuOhma is not found at all 

in CF or WL). 

A comparison with other Charn Buddhist texts 

(such as the Tzuutarng Jyi) reveals many similarities 

amongst various Charn texts of the period before the 

Yuan dynasty. The language of t he early yeuluh 

became, in fact, a lingua franca for succeeding 

generations of Charn wr it e rs. 

On the other hand, the Du enhwang texts, from the 

North-West of China, form a somewhat different system, 

although the Charn and the Du e nhwang languages have 

many points in common, especially by contrast with 

the predominant written language of the period, 

Literary Chinese. 



The Early New Chinese of the Yuanchaur 

Bihshyy also has many grammatical forms in common 

with the yeuluh language, including some pronouns, 

demonstratives, auxiliary nouns, complements, and 

interrogatives. But YCBS marks the transition to 

several important new grammatical features: the 

development of the plural marker; the development of 

inclusive/exclusive first-person pronouns; the 

completed shift of leau and jwo from complements to 

aspectival particles. Also, the YCBS language shows 

the increasing importance of some grammatical 

structures which had already been present, to a 

less significant degree, in Middle Chinese: in 

particular, the increased frequency of negative/ 

potential complement forms; and the increasing use 

of the subordinating particle dih as marker of clause 

and noun (including pronoun) attribution. 
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